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4 Introduction

Gosh, the campus is pretty.
Y 'know, that's part of the
reason why I came here.



Yeah, but have you noticed
there are never any leaves
on the ground?

Yeah-I remember seeing the
campus for the first time: all
the trees, and the old
buildings around Red
Square. Everyone was so
friendly!

introduCtion 5,.





Often, people's perceptions of PLU run a rather narrow path: the
beautiful campus, friendly students and Christian atmosphere are what first
come to mind. There is much more to PLU, though; its definition is
constantly changing as different people pass through, making their own
impacts and their own perceptions.

The reality of PLU must be seen from all sides, the good and the bad,
as students learn through their four years to appreciate what PLU has to
offer and to search out what it cannot.

Introduction 7
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An Ivor~ Tower?
Seniors say PLU only looks protecnve

Is PLU an "ivory tower"? Should it be
one? The editors of Saga asked two
graduating senior to take a long, hard look at
their four years here. We don't necessarily
agree with Brunner and Jones, but, to
paraphrase Plato, we think the unexamined
university cannot grow.

All of us, as we journey down the road of
life, have chosen to share a common
experience: to encounter the ivory tower
known as PLU.

At first we were attracted to the shining
ivory glistening in the sun as seen through the
protective cover of our parents' homes. The
letters of welcome and acceptance proclaiming
a "quality education in a Christian context"
reinforce our notions of a place that truly
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10 The Ivory Tower

stood apart from the rest.
As we journeyed closer to PLU some of us

took in at least a subliminal suggestion that
perhaps our preconceived notions were a bit
overreaching, if for no other reason than the
"Tacoma aroma, " or the thunder of a C-141
from McChord. But, of course, better to
ignore the increasing threats of toxins to our
environment and our country's move towards
militarization. We are, after all, here to be
educated.

Stepping into the tower, some of us began
to see some evidence of cracking plaster,
while others had to trip over the cracks before
taking notice, and still others managed to
avoid them altogether. That first attempt at
researching the political strife in South Africa
in the library (revealing only a little more than
a travel brochure) gave us reason to
question.

Those of us that looked a little closer,
perhaps even daring to open a closet or two,
found individuals prefering alternatives
heretofore unmentioned at PLU. Never mind
that the rest of the world was aware 10 years:
the rest of the world acknowledge such
heinous crimes as rape and attempted suicide.
We still managed to concern ourselves with
the more pressing issues of the quality of food
service and the availability of parking.

The dichotomy of PLU's social life,
attempting to find that delicate balance
between Christianity and alcohol, allowed
some of us to see the cracks for what they are,
while others continued to avoid them.

Having spent upwards of $25,000, some
of us will eave wonder whether we know
something. Still, lookng back at our fading
image of PLU, we'll somehow find that
cracking pile of ivory once again looks more
and more like a tower.

-Pete Brunner and Dale jones
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Who Could Forg ....e_te_e e_? _
Senses well exercised by noises, smells of Luteland

Not all college memories can be captured in
a yearbook.

Sure, twenty years down the road, it will
enable us to remember who the cheerleaders
were, how the mighty Lute teams faired, and
the names of the professors, but how will we
remember the parts of PLU which cannot be
recorded in this book? How could we
possibly record the smells, tastes and sounds
that were such a part of our life here?

It may seem unlikely that we could ever
forget the taste of a late night roast beef and
cheddar bagel or the sound of 40 men
whooping after a successful panty raid.

We may think now that we'll never have a
hard time recalling the feel of Vaseline on our
well, er. .. after someone put it on the toilet
seat for a prank.

What about the sniffing, coughs and
sneezes of the spring colds that kept the whole
halls up at night? Surely we could never

forget that.
The smell of the pepperoni pizza delivered

down the hall, the thunderous roar of the
McChord airplanes during a lecture, the smell
of a roommate's hairspray are things we think
we'll never forget.

The earth-shattering roar of the alarm clock
after only four hours of sleep seems like
something that will not be easily be forgotten.
Ditto the feel of the hard benches at football

games, the rustling sounds of paper shuffling
in the library and the smell of three-week-old
dirty laundry in the closet.

Could we ever forget the reassuring smell
of spaghetti or lasagne which greets us on the
way to dinner or the unexpressible softness of
our beds when we crawl into them after
studying until 3 a. m.

It is doubtful that any PLU student will
ever live down the memory of buying Coke in
the LlC. "Hi! I'm the talking Coca-Cola

vending machine ... Make your selection,
please ... Thank you for using the talking
vendor. .. Don 't forget your change. "

Surely the smell of Bill the dog, when he is
soaking wet and begging for a meal, will
never escape us, nor will the sound of the
neighbor's blaring stereo.

It may seem funny now, but without a
viable way to capture them, someday we
could forget the taste of UC corndogs on a
Saturday afternoon, the smell of a roommate
returned from jogging, the feel of a warm bath
after a hard week, the terrifying sound of
"Time's up ... Please pass your tests .... "

And, in the spring, when the flow~rs
bloom, the hayfever comes, and the weather
warms up, how could we ever forget the gen-
tle wafting of Foss Pond into our lives ... ?

Well, maybe some things are best left
forgotten!

-Gail Greenwood

Rill the dog. or Strider as he is sometimes called, knows

the noises and smells of PLU as well as anyone. His

frequent appearances around campus (particularly. the

UC commons) have revived many a homesick student.

Noises, Smells of PLU 13
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Back to the Grind
It's been a good summer, but you're ready to go back

The tan looks great.
So does the haircut, and the 10 less

pounds don't hurt either.
You spent your summer in a nine-to-five

job in the foreboding real world, mom made
you drive your little brother and sister
everyw here, and you actually had to share a
room with one of the little tyrants while your
room was being repainted.

Your brother frisbee' d your albums across
the lake after you told him he played the
guitar like a girl, and if your little sister spews
another Valley-ism your way, you W[LL
totally gag her with the Narrows Bridge.

Ahhh ... for the peace and tranquility of
PLU. The simple life. Suddenly PLU never
looked hetter.

True-your roommate was kind of creepy
last year, but anything's better than living at
home for another three months.

Maybe Harstad isn't home. Mayhe it will

THIS PAGE ABOVE: Converting a lifeless dorm room
into a home for nine months is a challenge to be faced
each fall. RIGHT: For those who receive financial aid.
signing forms is just another part of the "first-week"
process. OPPOSITE PAGE: Freshman Denise Stelling
is introduced to the izzy dizzy relays, the annual crowd
pleaser during orientation's Dog Patch Olympics.

18 Back to the Grind

he Christmas before your clothes are clean
again, but you're ready for it.

lt 's been a good summer, hut you're ready
to go back.

Back to the parties, the dances, the
socializing.

Back to the U. C., the books, the classes,
the registrar's office, the food, the bills, the
dateless Saturday nights ....

Hey, wait a minute here.
Anything's better than Uncle Bob's!

Working wasn't that bad. ls there really a
paper due next week? Ninety-three pages of
history to read before the test tomorrow?

Your new roommate ate your typewriter
ribbon, and the Dairy Dell is closed for
renovation.

Summer seems an awfully long time
away ....

-Kris Wallerich

f,





I don't know ... there's a
good movie on TV Saturday
night . We could make
some popcorn.
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Wha t do you want to do
this weekend?

20 Events



You're right: so what do
you want to do?

You know, being on a
college campus there's so
much going on; plays,
concerts, movies - and we
don't even see half of it!

Well ... I'll stop by the Pig
and get some popcorn.

Events 21
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The theme of Homecoming 1982, "Jest
Plain Fun," proved that even college can
become a laughing matter.

Under the direction of chairman Drew
Londgren and programming director Mandy
Taylor, the Homecoming Committee replaced
the traditional dorm competitions with ... well,
a good time.

The week of entertainment was kicked off
with the humor of comedy team Franken and
Davis, two writers and performers from the
original "Saturday Night Live. " One of the
first' , big name" programs held at PLU for a
couple of years, the pair's controversial humor
was heartily greeted by students who had
spent many Saturday nights watching' 'Me,
Al Franken. "

Homecoming activities continued with a
show of student talent and nontalent in PLU 's
own version of "The Gong Show." The
following evening, students were treated to
an All-American food night in the U.c. com-
mons, complete with hamburgers and fries,
girls on rollerskates, and a showing of the
movie Grease.

To help gear up for the weekend's big
events, a movie festival was held all week.
Each night in the Cave a movie was screened
that highlighted humor from the Marx
Brothers to Steve Martin. An appropriate
trinket - sunglasses, leis, fake noses, and
arrow headpieces - were handed out to
students who attended. These served as the
admission tickets for Friday night's Stomp.

Amid talk that Songfest might be aban-
doned in its traditional form, senior Dave
Nelson rescued the annual display of campus
entertainment and turned the evening into a
spoof of' 'The Tonight Show." Interspersed
with the dorm skits, hosts Joan Rivers (Bill
Scharff) and Ed McMahon (Dave Nelson)
were visited by such noted celebrities as Indira
Gandhi and Secretary of the Treasury Donald

Regan. Rainier-Evergreen walked away with
the evening's top award in the dorm com-
petition followed by Ordal-off campus and
Stuen-Cascade.

Deb Consear and Ray Wilson were
coronated as the Homecoming royalty
following Songfest. The Stomp capped the
evening with music by "The Cowboys" in
the C.K.

The PLU football team crowned the
festivities with a win over Lewis and Clark on
Saturday afternoon. The week came to a
close with the Homecoming Formal at the
Doubletree Plaza.

Although Homecoming fell during midterms
this year, Mandy Taylor felt that the
rejuvination of the week's events with the
theme of entertainment was enjoyed by the
students involved. "Jest Plain Fun" was just
that.

-Karen Weathermon

OPPOSITE PAGE TOP LEFT AND RIGHT: Lute fans
climb all over each other to show spirit at the
climb all over each other to show spirit at Homecoming
pep rally. BOTTOM RIGHT: Bill Scharff plays the
flamboyant Joan Rivers on "The Tonight Show"
during Songfes!. CENTER LEFT: Freshman Doug
Schilling in Ivy's skit. BOTTOM LEFT: "If I Were a
Single Man," sings Marcus "Ed" Reike in the Ordal-
off campus skit combining Carol Burnett's "Mama"
and "Fiddler on the Roof." Other characters. left to
right. Matt Orme , Jackie Bonneau. Katie Walker. THIS
PAGE TOP: Deb Consear and Ray Wilson accept their
royal titles. BOTTOM: "Kingston Trio" members
Kyle Rahn, Robbie Speer and Dean Demulling jam at
Homecoming' 'Gong Show ..•

Homecoming 23



A Taste of Colleg_e_L_i_fe _
Jerstad, football team, student prodigies entertain parents

Two scheduled events during the school
year bring students' parents to campus: Dad's
Day and Parent's Weekend. This year's
Dad's Day was Nov. 6, Parent's Weekend
March 12-13. These events brought parents
from across the states and gave them a taste of
1980 's college life

A victoriously played football game, the
first annual Dad's Day crew race, and a well-
attended banquet with' 'Lute" entertainment
were the highlights of this year's Dad's Day.
Fathers of PLU students travelled to the
campus from as far away as Richmond,
Virginia, the home of jan Brunstrom. Her
father, Gerald, honored as the father having
travelled farthest, said of such celebrations,
"I think Dad's Days are terrific. I love
them. "

The banquet, boasting a crowd of 870,
was entertained by Lute j er st ad , the

"Unnamed Quartet," and an awards
ceremony.Jerstad, a PLU graduate who was
part of the first American party to climb Mt.
Everest, was the guest speaker. The
, 'Unnamed Quartet" members Charles
Walsworth, Carl Bolstad, Chris Gunderson,
and Phillip Simpson sang "M-O- T -H-E-R"
and asked for audience participation in "My
Wild Irish Rose. "

Awards were given at the banquet for the
father travelling farthest, the dad having the
most children at/having graduated from PLU,
the most obvious child/father look-alike, and
the father having attended the most number of
Dad's Days. The latter title was awarded to,
Len Lust, this Dad's Day being his ninth.

The Lute Varsity Rowing Club sponsored
an early morning race on American Lake:
fathers vs. faculty. Three faculty, Chris
Browning, Paul Menzel, and Gordon

Wingard, and 13 fathers, most of whom had
never been in a crew shell, participated. The
four minute, 35 second race, wone by the
faculty shell aided by coxswain Gail Rice,
followed an hour of intense on-the-water
instruction. Coxswain Mary Dahle guided
the fathers in their shell.

The Parent's Weekend banquet featured a
student-run talent show, an awards
presentation, and words of encouragement
from President Rieke.

Tim Lusk won first prize in the talent
show, doing a comic impersonation of a child
after having been sent to his room for
misbehaving. Robert and Lois Redlin, of
Crosby, North Dakota, were Parents of the
Year, and Clarene Johnson, a 1956 alum,
was Paren t of the Year.

-Cheryl Lander
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OPPOSITE PAGE: Father's were greeted with straw
hats and a brunch before the football game on Dad's
Day TOP: The Lute Varsity Rowing Club introduced
some fathers and faculty to the sport of rowing.
ABOVE LEFT: Sylvia Estrada and her mother. Rosa.
share some time together during Parent's Weekend.
ABOVE RIGHT: Lisa Seibert and her father pose
together on Dad's Day.

Dad's Day 25



Airband madness
Mime musicians rock campuscontests

No one knows how it started.
Hints of what was to come had appeared

by the end of the 1981-82 school year, when
Ordalites danced to the "music" of the
, 'Screarnin ' Seamen" and Hinderlie men held
the first of their soon-to-be-annual airband
contests in the Cave.

By the time spring 1983 rolled around,
though, airband madness had left no corner of
the campus untouched, and latent Beatlemania
seemed imminent. More than 500 fans stood
shoulder to shoulder in the Cave for the" First
Annual All-Campus Airband Contest."
Sponsored by the ASPLU Special Events
Committee, the all-campus event offered
$350 in prize money.

Three Tinglestad residential life staffers and
an off-campus friend cloned the Beatles
convincingly enough to earn screams of
approval from the audience and a first place
rating worth $200. Bret Burkholder, Kelly

Johnson, Rod Zeiler and Kent Bassett
donned suits, ties, and, in two cases,
straight, brown wigs to mouth the Beatles ' "I
Saw Her Standing There" and "Twist and
Shout. "

, 'We were all Beatles fans," Zeiler said.
"The night of the contest was like Fantasy
Island." The PLU "Beatles" worked hard
for authenticity. "Bret and I ended up with
the same kind of guitars they (Paul
McCartney and John Lennon, who Zeiler and
Burkholder imitated) played. Zei'ler said
Johnson and Burkholder actually played the
Beatles tunes, although their guitars were not
plugged into a sound system.

Top-ranking bands from the competition
found themselves in demand as entertainers
for campus events, from the spring picnic to
Mayfest 's Final Performance.

-Barb PicKell

26 Air B~nds



LEIT: The "Stop Stops" entertained at the spring
picnic in Olson fieldhouse. ABOVE: John, Paul,
George and Ringo? PLU's own "Beatles" (Bret
Burkholder, Kelly Johnson, Rod Zeiler and Kent
Bassett) kept fans in hysterics in performances all over
campus.

Air Bands 27



Festival of Light
Meyer crowned Lucia Bride in Scandinavian celebration

Red tights, black skirts, white aprons, and
ornate red vests. The Lucia Bride Festival at
PLU is a celebration of light and color. Of-
ficially opening the Christmas season at PLU,
the 1982 Lucia Bride, Liz Meyer was
crowned. A colorful festival of Scandinavian
songs and dances followed the introduction of
the Lucia Bride and her two attendants,
Corrine Calvo and Tandy Gunderson.

The three finalists were selected by campus
vote from a total of 12 PLU women from
various dorms. Lucia Bride is performed and
sponsored by the PLU Spurs, a sophomore
women's organization.

Organ music welcomed the audience and
the stage was decked with seasonal greenery
and large red bows. Three red thrones were
centerstage and next to them a large, lighted
Christmas tree.

The audience hushed as 24 women led by
young "star boys" walked slowly through

Eastvo'ld's dark aisles carrying lit candles and
singing the traditional "Santa Lucia".

Celebrating the coming of light on the
longest night of the year, the Lucia Bride
legend was recounted. A beautiful Christian
girl refuses the love of a pagan. In his
revenge, he tries her as a Christian but when
the executioners try to bum her at the stake.
she will not bum. Finally, they pierce her
heart and the dying light in her eyes is the
light of salvation. The Lucia Bride Festival is
a celebration of light, as is exemplified by the
Lucia Bride's crown of candles. She is the
'queen of light' .

Svend Olav Leirvaag. a PLU sophomore
from Norway, treated the audience to 'special
music'. With a small tuning fork in hand for
a pitch indicator. Leirvaag sang two Nor-
wegian songs, acapella.

The audience rose as the new Bride in her
red-sashed, white gown left the auditorium.

28 Lucia Bride

Christmas carols were sung around the color-
ful Christmas tree in front of Eastvold. The
costumed Spurs then led the audience to Chris
Knutzen Hall where trays of Scandinavian
cookies awaited, Mayfest dancers maintained
the festive atmosphere--grabbing onlookers to
join in rhe dancing. Father Christmas Milt
Nesvig wandered through the decorated hall
and gave candy canes to delighted children.

-Florence Hamilton
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OPPOSITE: Caren Li-nn smiles at Mayfest dancer Mark
Peterson. LEFT: The' Spurs raise their arms as they
dance in celebration of Santa Lucia. ABOVE LEFT:
Carolyn Plocharsky's face is lilt by a candle's Christmas
glow. ABOVE: Lucia Bride Liz Meyer displays her
wreath of candles as Corrine Calvo and Tandy
Gunderson stand in attendance.

Lucia Bride 29



Saturday Night in Parkland
Few tasks more awesome than locating local nightlife

College students are faced with a variety of
exciting, challenging or frightening tasks
during their first years of school. None of
these, however, is less awesome a job than
finding suitable entertainment in Parkland on
a Saturday night.

Ah! Campus life is indeed fun, full of
youth and vibrancy (not to mention stupidity
and confusion). But what to do with one's
spare time and energy in a city whose greatest
contribution to civilization was the now
defunct American Opinion bookstore on
Garfield Street?

Indeed, that is the question, and countless
squads of brave students have set off in search
of the answer with at least three times the
enthusiasm ever displayed for a religion term

. paper.
Most are. soon disappointed at the meagre

selection of night spots, however, and soon
opt for creating fun instead of looking for it.

30 Parkland Saturday Night

This is the best way to find a good time, and
a variety of entertaining pastimes have
evolved over the decades.

These include going to the Piggly Wiggly
and laughing at the freshmen_and sophornores :
trying to buy beer from an unsympathetic

checker.
Or listening to frosh girls cry over the

phone to their boyfriends far away.
A few resort to hassling campus safety

officers, who at least have a job on Saturday
night. I keep waiting for someone to chain the
axle of the little cart to a rock, a la "American
Graffiti. ' ,

Many dorm residents take a perverse
pleasure in drinking beer across the street from
campus, preferably within sight of an RA.
This is an interesting behavior, somewhat
akin to teasing the gorilla at the 'zoo.

Of course, there are also dances. These are
sometimes very fun and sometimes not so

very fun. The latter group includes the ones
with either far too few people (at least people
with whom you would dance) or far too
many. Good music is also necessary for a
good dance. Some dance coordinators still
haven't learned that you cannot move well to
Gordon Lightfoot.

Another frequent Saturday night activity is
the "Screw- your- Roommate" date. When I
was a freshman I was horrified at the sound of
this, but my fears vanished quickly after I
learned the tru th.

Still. the evening is not always a barrel of
laughs. The problem is that it is a transparent
ploy to get that "someone special" to go out
with you without him or her knowing that he
or she is your' 'someone special. ' ,

But everyone always knows because
everyone can figure it out. So everyone sits
around the table trying not to let out a fact
which everyone knows anyway. This can be



funny if vou don't take it too seriously.
[ have been told that in Ellensburg, the

CWU students sometimes entertain
themselves by "cow pushing." They sneak
up to a sleeping cow and push it over. We
don't have many sleeping cows in Parkland,
but we could adapt the game to sleeping
students in the library. This would not only
entertain the goof-offs, but also keep the
diligent students on their toes.

Due to the location of the new science
building, no one will ever be able to liven up
a weekend by lighting Foss Pond on fire.
Don't lose heart, though. During the
construction of the new facility someone could
take one of the tractors for a joyride .

• [ can hear the conversation. "Hello, Bill?
This is Milt Nesvig. Have you seen Red
Square ... ?' ,

-Enc Johnson

Neon and fluorescent bulbs light up some favorite Lute

night spots.

Parkland Saturday Night 3 1



The question of nuclear awareness on
college campuses was a strong undercurrent
during PLU's second annual peace conferen-
ce. "Mandates for Peacemaking." which
took place in late February .

Film director Stanley Kramer began the
conference with a challenge to college
students: "Where are the student leaders on
campuses? Even if you make mistakes, at
least be volatile .• ,

Kramer. the director of such memorable
movies as "The Caine Mutiny."
"Judgement at Nuremburg.·· and' 'Guess
Who's Coming to Dinner." spoke after the
showing of his 1959 film "On the Beach".
Kramer said that the film. which depicts the
aftermath of a nuclear war and its effect on the
survivors. "is less fantasy today than it was
in 1959."

Kramer said that he views himself as an ac-
tivist and has "come to realize that there is a
lot more to he active aliout toJay than there
was in the '60' s. • • He wants to provoke
people, particularly the youth "who have
their lives and their children's lives ahead of
them. ,.

Kramer's sentiments were repeated during
the following day's speeches and workshops.
Addresses by Ruth Adams. editor of The
Bulletin of Atomic Scientists. and Roger
Shinn. professor (If theology and ethics at
Union Theological Seminary: keynoted the
conference. Both Adams and Shinn, as well as
the 14 workshops given during thl: Jay,
emphasized the need to actively voice concern
about the presence and threat of nuclear
weapons.

A major emphasis of the conference was the
need for a change in the intellectual climate.
Adams warned that we "must think of new
solutions. Everyone thinks in terms of
military solutions. A military solution is no
solution at all .•• She stated that the only real
solution is to learn to tolerate differences in
people. Shinn said that if the use of nuclear
weapons is wrong. the threat to use them is
also wrong.

Addressing the cry that youth are not ac-
tively involved in lobbying for peacemaking.
Adams pointed out that "young people today
grew up in a period when no one did anything
about the nuclear threat. ,. She further stated
that educational institutions have assumed no
responsibility and have offered poor examples
to students.

32 Nudear Awareness
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Here at PLU Pastor Ron Vignec agrees
with Adams: "I think that students are very
aware of the possible danger. But the threat
of 'psychic numbness' is also present.
Apathy is really numbness. a sense of
despair.' •

Vignec sees student awareness through

strong students' response to courses dealing
with the ethics of war and through student
participation in PLU's two peace conferences.
Bread for the World is also active as a catalyst
for responding to social issues and was one of
the sponsors of the conference this year.

Vignec said that the title for this year's
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movement. will not become polarized."
The need for nuclear awareness was sum-

med up by Kramer, who recited one of
Spencer Tracy's lines from "Judgement at
Nuremburg' ': "This is what we stand for:
truth, justice, and the value of a single
human life.

Nuclear awareness became an important issue in the
Puget Sound area as the U.S. Navy stationed the
U.S.S. Ohio , a Trident missile-carrying sulunarine in
Bangor Washington. Many small boats demonstrated
on Hood Canal as the sub was brought to its home port
for the first time, but only one small craft was .able to
elude Coast Guard escorts and circle near the sub in
protest.

conference came from a statement of the
American Lutheran Church, which calls for
peacemaking at all levels, including univer-
sities , for five years. Like Adams, Vignec
felt that institutions need to lead the
movement for peace awareness. Vignec said
that he hopes' 'that unlike in the 1960 's , this

·Karen Weatherman

NuclearAwareness 33



Lecture Series
Missing) Entropy) The G-Spot authors provoke controversy

The 1982-83 Lecture Series began on
October 19 when Thomas Hauser, author of
the Pulitzer Prize-nominated book Missil1g.
spoke at PLU. In the lecture, as in the book.
he explained the circumstances surrounding
the death of Charles Horman in Chile in 1973
and posed some of the still-unanswered
questions about possible U.S. government
involvement in Horman's death.

A iew days alter the freely elected socialist
government of Chile was overthrown by the
military, Horman was arrested. The stated
charge was a curfew violation, but Hauser
believes that Horman was arrested [or what he
had seen and heard in the preceding days:
evidence of U.S. government involvement in
the Chilean coup d'etat. For a month after his
arrest, Horman was missing-no one, save
his captors, knew where he was.

His death was verified by U.S. officials
after Horman's wife and father spent a month

prior to Hauser's lecture.
The series continued on Nov. 2 when

Jeremy Rifkin, author of Entropy, spoke in
Chris Knutzen Hall. A lively lecturer, Rifkin
kept everyone in the audience on the edge of
his seat as he walked energetically among
them, ;sking question, posing hypothetical
situations and inundating everyone with
information.

Throughout the approximately two hours
that he spoke, Rifkin posed many hard
questions about the rapid resource
consumption of our present technologies, the
frightening implications of genetic
engineering, the coming "information age"
of the computer and the value of nuclear
power. At one point he asked each person in
the audience to imagine being one of the
scientists about to split the atom for the first
time. "Would you do it?" he asked.

After a long' break, the series concluded

searching for him. One theory is that U. S.
officials knew that Horman had been killed
while imprisoned by the Chilean military.

Hauser wrote the book in the hope thai
some of the uncertainties surround inj

Horman's death might be settled. "From the
point of achieving our objectives, the boo]
failed, " he said. The case has not beer
looked into seriously since Missing was
published.

Hauser commented on the movie of the
same name, released earlier this year ane
nominated for several Oscars. "It's beer
quite successful and controversial, " he said
The film, which starred Siss y Spacek and jacl
Lemmon as Horman's desperate wife ant
father, was shown two successive evening:



with its final lecture on April 18 by Alice K .
. Ladas. Speaking on perhaps the most
con troversial topic of the year, Ladas
explained the G-spot theory of female sexual
stimulation. According to Ladas, the G-spot
will often produce an unusually strong
orgasm. During her talk, Ladas discussed
intercourse positions said to be the best for G-
spot stimulation. Ladas told her audience the
theory is still controversial since the claims
made in her book, The G-Spot, have not been
proven physiologically. Evidently. she said.
the G-spot is difficult to detect while a subject
is in a non-stimulated state.

About 120 people attended Ladas' lecture.
Roughly half were men. Ladas claimed this is
not unusual. "Women want to know where
their G-spots are. but men also want to know
where their women's G-spots are." she said.

-Stcvc C"r/SOII

LEFT: Alice K. Ladas attracted a large crowd with her
lecture on female sexual stimulation.
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Artist Series
Renowned McCabe delights hometown

Throughout the course of the academic
year, the Artist Series Commi ttee brought to
the PLU community a diverse group of artists
in six feature events. Among the most
memorable evenings were two spent with
Robin McCabe, a native of Puyallup and a
pianist with an international reputation.

On March 22, McCabe came home to
Pierce County for a concert in Eastvold
Auditorium. A second concert March 24 was
at the Pantages Center in downtown Tacoma.
Accompanying her during both concerts were
members of the PLU University Symphony
Orchestra with Jerry Kracht and Harry
Davidson as conductors. Ann Tremaine,
David Hoffman, Bruce Grainger and Bernard
Shapiro were featured faculty members.

McCabe, a University of Washington
graduate, studied at the juilliard School of
Music in New York City, where she obt.ained
master's and doctoral degrees.
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In 1975 McCabe won the Concert Artist
Guild Competition and a recital at Carnegie
Hall. Acting as a musical emissary for the
United States, she toured South America in
1976 and the Far East in 1981.

McCabe recently completed recordings on
the Vanguard and Qualiton labels and was
featured in The New Yorker magazine. The
article, "Onward and Upward With the
Arts-A Pianist's Progress," was later

expanded into a full-length biography entitled
A Pianist's Progress by Helen Drees
Ruttencutter.

The concerts featured Igor Stravinsky's
, 'Fireworks, " movements I, II and III of the
"Sinfonia Concertante" by Joseph Haydn
and Sergei Rachmaninoff's Piano Concerto
No.2 in C-minor.

Bassoonist Kristi Penner described McCabe
as "very relaxed about what she does. She's
very natural. She was one of the most
congenial artists to work with. "

Other Artist Series events featured the
Kammaroren, the Chamber Choir of
Stockholm, the Morea Dance Theatre, the
Oregon Shakespearean Actors, French horn
player Froydis Ree Wekre and the musical
comedy "I Do! I Do! "

-Cheryl Lander

OPPOSITE PAGE TOP: The Morea Dance Theatre
brought its flair for the exotic to Eastvold auditorium in
October. BELOW: French horn player Froydis Ree
Wekre gave a concert in February. THIS PAGE
ABOVE: Performers from the Oregon Shakespearean
Festival left their Elizabethan-style stage in Ashland,
Oregon to tour during the fall. The entertained PLU
theatre buffs Nov. 30. LEFT: Puyallup native Robin
McCabe took a break from her concert and recording
schedule to play with the University Symphony
Orchestra in Eastvold Auditorium and at the Pantages
Center.
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I hear tell that a few have made it
to the top. Others go to the
mountain to hike, or to birdwatch .or
to picnic. Some speak of the skiing
at Paradise. For students about to
graduate, it's often one point on an
1-5 tour for parents. "On your
right, Mt. Rainier. On your left,
the Space Needle. "

For PLU students, Mt. Rainier
isn't reatly a place to qo c its a
place to look to, a place to point to.
Like the painted, slightly unreal
mountain painted on a backdrop,
Rainier sets our scene. We look to
the mountain (jar away, yet
seemingly near) and place ourselves
in the Pacific Northwest, part of a
wider stage than just PLU.

That is why winter wearies us.
We can't see the mountain. We are
left alone during the gray, wet
weeks of winter. Exams, papers,
rain, and no mountain view. We're
bldcked on a set between dull red
brick and moist gray cloud.

But, on a clear day, we can see
forever. Or feel as if we have, after
a glimpse of Mt. Rainier. "Have
you seen the mountain?" We ask
the common question, though it's
more an incredulous exclamation.
The mountain is out ant}.life is

grand. We see it from the steps of
Olson Auditorium. We see it rising
above the track. Or we ride the
Tinqlestad elevators to a
strategically placed lounge.

The mountain stands impervious.
Coming and going, through
orientation and graduation, "![t.
Rainier creates a constant cyclorama
for us. And we carry away with us
its image on T-shirts, Choir of the
West programs, and the postcards
for sale at the information desk.
We needn't go to the mountain; it
has been enough for us to have
gazed at the mountain and to have
set ourselves on its stage.

-julie Pomerenk
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l\{a:yfest Heritag_e - __
Dancers "step in Time" to European, international traditions

Tradition remains an important part or the
Mayfest dancers as they perform in their 49th
year.

The 40 men and women that make up
Mayfest continue to learn the Scandinavian
and German folk dances that are preserved as
part of PLU 's heritage.

That heritage is celebrated each spring
during the May Festival when the troupe has
its Final Performance, offering dances from
Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Germany and
other countries around the world. This year's
Final Performance theme is' 'Step in Time. "

The Mayfest dancers organize themselves
early in the fall, first with tryouts and then
with weekly practices. Clad in lederhosen,
knickers, dirndls or skirts and vests that have
either been passed down or made by the
members themselves, M~yfest dances at
functions and festivals on and off campus.

One of this year's highlights was the part
Mayfest played in the "Scandinavia Today"
celebration, performing for King Carl XVI
Gustav and Queen Sylvia of Sweden during
their royal visit to PLU.

Another highpoint for the group is its two
week tour, taken at the end of the school
year. In past years Mayfest has toured and
danced at the Kingdome, the Spokane
World's Fair, Mt. Rushmore, Yellowstone
National Park, the Grand Canyon, Sea World
and Disneyland. Funds for the tour are raised

through money making projects.
This year'~ Final Performance theme,

"Step In Time," expresses the love and
enthuviasm for dance that the Maylcs: dancer,
feel i~ a traditional part of ulrnost every
culture.

-Palll Cclrl..,oll
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OPPOSITE PAGE LEFT: Debbie De Atley and Same
Fellin tie the knot. RIGHT: Keith Posehn, center, and

Tony Alvarez smile at their partners. THIS PAGE
LEFT: Laura Nikkari and Randy Wilson entertain PLU

basketball fans. CENTER: Bill Whitson throws a kiss

RIGHT: (left to right) Randy Wilson, Laura Nikkari

and Brian Olson perform a circle dance.
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'Sundance'
student performers put together hit

The PLU Dance Ensemble consists of 25
talented and innovative student performers.
Their creativity brought success this spring in
a concert titled "Sundance.'" Director
Maureen McGill Seal started auditions in the
fall in preparation for the spring concert.

Proceeds from the 1982 spring concert
, 'Dance Planet' , enabled Seal and her dancers
to acquire a guest teacher to help them with
their dancing techniques this year. Wade

44 Dance Ensemble

Madson, an independent professional dance
artist with the Tandy Beale Company and
formerly a member of the Bill Evans Dance
Company, filled the role. Also helping the
dance ensemble this year were guest
choreographers Karen Sherwood, who co-
directed the ensemble, and Ed Groff of Dance
Kinetics Company.

Nine of the 13 dances of the spring concert
were student creations. Student choreographer
Amanda Taylor contributed "My Petit
Omelett" -complete with a lifesize egg
carton. ln addition, Brian ) ohnson offered a
ballet dance,' 'Mary )0," and a finale
designed in partnership with Pamela Reese,
"[t's Raining Men." Other student works
were ' '004' , by Christine Kjenner,
"Cleaning the Attic" by Pamela Reese, and
"The Look of Love" by Lisa Bellard.

The ensemble plans to continue inviting
guest teachers to aid with dance techniques
and help Seal. -Colleen Calvo



OPPOSITE PAGE: Colorful umbrella, accented the

student-choreographed dance entitled . 'It', Raining

Men. "ABOVE: Amanda Taylor\ "My Petit Omelett"

highlighted the making of an omelette. complete with

life <ize egg' and egg carton.
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V.I.P. Visits
Swedish royalty, Billy Graham, Jackson make campus stops

Three dignitaries with international
reputations visited PLU during the 1982-83
academic year. U.S. Senator Henry
, 'Scoop' , Jackson, King Carl XVI Gustav and
Queen Silvia of Sweden and evangelist Billy
Graham pushed their respective causes in brief
campus visits during the fall.

Jackson made a quick campaign- stop at
PLU, speaking to students at a special ASPLU
assembly in Eastvold Auditorium. Jackson
promised to "preserve" and "protect"
student financial aid programs, saying a
competent, educated populace is necessary for
the country's economic security. "Most large
companies today get over half of their profit
by reason of sales outside the United States, ' ,
Jackson said.

The democrat from Washington pointed to
a future without weapons of mass destruction,
warning his audience, however, that "It's
going to take a long, long time' , to reach such

a point. He proposed establishment of a
cooperative command post manned by
American arid Russian diplomats as a
safeguard against accidental nuclear war.

Evangelist Graham used two campus
locations as sets for scenes in "The
Prodigal, ' , a contemporary film version of the
New Testament parable.

In one scene, Graham answers questions
asked by a seminary class (PLU students
packed into Ingram Hall). The other was
filmed next to the stained glass window in the
southeast corner of the library. In it, Cliff
Barrows, Graham's music director, briefs a
group of local extras about an upcoming
crusade.

Produced by World Wide Pictures, "The
Prodigal" is scheduled for release late in
1983.

King Carl XVI Gustav, and Queen Silvia of
Sweden exchanged gifts and brief remarks
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with President William Rieke, his wife
joanne , and two Swedish exchange students,
during an hour-long royal visit to the campus.

The royal couple toured the U.S. last fall
as part of the national "Scandanavian
Today" celebration. During the half-hour
formality in Chris Knutzen Hall, Rieke
presented the King with the PLU President's
medal and Mrs. Rieke gave the Queen a glass
egg made of Mt. St. Helens ash as
"something that represented this area. " The
Choir of the West sang' 'Och Jungfrun Hon
Gar I Ringen," and two exchange students,
Maria Scharff and Mikael 1ge1strom, presented
Queen Silvia with roses.

The royal pair signed the first line of a
handmade guest book to be used for visiting
dignitaries and gave Rieke a photograph of
themselves dressed in royal costumes.

-Belrl> Pi •.Kcll



OPPOSITE PAGE FAR LEFT: King Carl XVI Gustav

of Sweden tours campus with President William Rieke.

Joanne Rieke and Queen Silvia walk behind. LEFT:

Evangelist Billy Graham visited PLU during the fall to

film two scenes for an upcoming picture, ,. The

Prodigal." THIS PAGE TOP LEFT: Graham signs an

autograph. ABOVE: Queen Silvia of Sweden received

roses [rom two Swedish PLU students. LEFT: Mike

Carlson interviews Senator Henry Jackson [or PLU's

, 'Focus' , news show.
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Lonely Days, N..!,ghts
Is PLU is so great, why can't I find a date?

College life. Dreams of college men:
suave, sophisticated, mature.

Hollywood has propagated the myth:
college is pictured as the time of blind dates,
new beaus and nonstop activity.

Where else are so many eligible singles
thrown together? They're all about the same
age, with similar backgrounds and ambitions.

It's every Yentas dream, and students are
lead to believe the perfect match is just
waiting to be made.

At PLU, though, the wait can be long.
Dating is a largely unknown activity on this
campus. Ask any senior-girl who can count
the number of dates she's had in the past four
years on her fingers.

Mother's don't understand. They see Lute
males as perfect candidates for marriage: they
have money enough to afford PLU, grades
enough to be accepted and ambition enough
to be in college in the first place.

Four years is more than enough time to
snag one. The B.A., B.B.A, or B.S.N., after
all, is only an incidental. The real degree is
the M.R.S.

Unfortunately, this degree can be more
elusive than expected in a place where the
garbage is taken out more than the girls are.

It's not that there's segregation on campus;
there just isn't dating. Relationships seem to
fall into one of two categories: "just friends"
or "almost married. " The transition between
the two is rather obscure.

Friends study together, go to meals
together, make Cave runs late at night, and
sit around shooting the breeze about classes,
friends and life in general. Once the
relationship has progressed past friendship,
the couple studies together, makes Cave runs,
and spends a little less time shooting the
breeze and a Iittle more time, well .... These
are headed for the M. R.S., but they're few
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and far between.
The more common scenario for Lutewomen

is to spend Friday evenings cleaning rooms,
painting fingernails, writing letters (anything
to look busy) then finally finding two or three
others just as bored, and heading to the Pig.

Armed with two grocery bags filled with
chips, cookies and Cokes,B&R cones already
under their belts, even the most jaded Lutes
think the evening doesn't look so bleak. After
all, after "Love Boat" there's "Fantasy
Island. "

And what's another weekend without a
date? At least you're not alone. Besides, once
you graduate you'll finally have a chance to
date real men: suave, sophisticated,
mature ....

·Gail Rice

PLU women find a hundred ways to keep busy during
dateless weekends.
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Eating_O~u~t~~_~..--_
Balloon rides, 'Beatles 'liven picnics

Lutes eat chicken. Sweaty runners cool off.
Cheerleadesrs dance. The "Stop-Stops"
show skin during a live performance. Each
one of these events, and many more, were
parts of the 1983 PLU spring picnic.

The picnic, which took place in Olson
Fieldhouse on the Friday before Dead Week
offered activities for every student before,
during and after the actual chow-down.
Before the food festivities began several
Lutes hit the road to participate in the 2.2
mile Tule Lake Fun Run. Five lucky
participants were announced at the picnic as
Tule Lake Fun Run tee-shirt winners.

For entertainment, six of the top airbands
from the airband contest, which took place
earlier in the spring in the Cave, performed.
The 1983 fall cheerstaff was introduced, and
the girls danced for the audience to Michael
Jackson's' 'Beat It." The picnic ended with
screams and shouts as "The Beatles ' (Rod
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Zeiler, Kelly Johnson, Bret Burkholder and
Kent Basset) were escorted by campus safety
officers into the fieldhouse to "sing" a few of
their hits.

While the picnic was going on, hot air
balloon rides were taking place for 125 raffle
winners in Foss field. In the evening, a live
band all-campus dance was held in the
University Center.

The fall picnic took place at the end of the
first week of classes. Students dined out in
Foss field while listening to the sounds of the
Tall Timbers, a country-western bluegrass
band.

Both of these events were planned and
sponsored by the ASPLU Entertainment
Committee. Mandy Taylor was the
coordinator of the fall picnic and Sharon
Hansen was in charge of the spring picnic.
The picnics were open to both on- and off-
campus students free of charge. -julie Wicks



OPPOSITE PAGE FAR LEFT: The "Stop Stops"
show some skin. LEFT: Kelly Johnson enjoys the
picnic. THIS PAGE TOP: The Tall Timbers jam in Foss
field. LEFT: Eating and talking: What more does a Lute
need?
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What are ya doin '?

52 Organizations

Writing out my schedule,
between practice and all my
meetings I can't keep track
of everything I have to do.
I feel like a chicken with my
head cut off the way I'm
running around!
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Increasing Responsibility
ASPLU moves into budget process, restructures senate

ASPLU has undergone some changes this
year beyond the changing of the guard.

Former ASPLU Jerry Buss said he feels he
did "a relatively good job" as president but
would rather have the students judge him.

Buss felt he was successful this year in
dealing with tuition. The creation of the
Educational Expenses Committee allowed for
ASPLU to become more active in the budget
process of the university, national letter
writing campaigns, and in creating an
awareness of national financial aid issues.

Despite ASPLU efforts, the 8.4 percent in-
crease in tuition and room and board was
larger than recommended.

In the fall of 1982 President William Rieke
granted ASPLU the right to look at the
university budget process and suggest cuts or
additions which could be made.

Buss said he was "glad the administration
allowed ASPLU to be a part of the budget
proposing plan, " and feels that in future years
the process will become more refined and
clearer for ASPLU.

Rieke said the budget process used this
year was very helpful to him and wants to see
it used next year. "ASPLU had a very strong
impact in the budget process, " he said.

ASPLU also worked on the Articles of Af-
filiation with the Residential Hall Committee.
The document, which explains the respective
roles of RHC and ASPLU is intended to bring

S4 ASPLU

the two entities closer together.
Buss also worked with Dave Polk,

Elections and Personnel Committee
Chairperson, to restructure the ASPLU Senate.

Polk said the campus was divided into four
legislative districts, with one senator elected
from each. Senators were also chosen for
three positions at-large, and another three to
represent off-campus students in the new
structure. The change will make the election
, 'more personal" and hopefully attract more
student voters, Polk said.

The board hoped to involve more students
in the election as candidates and delegates,
but fewer students submitted petitions to run
for the available positions than expected, he
said.

This resulted in the nominating convention
becoming a candidate forum, instead of being
an elimination process.

, 'Several people have expressed interest in
the seats, but because of the lack of time have
decided not to run, " Polk said.

Polk said the convention is usually inten-
ded to narrow the field of candidates, but since
no other candidates applied, the convention
delegates heard speeches from those who ran
and then took a "straw vote" to survey
student opinion on each candidate.

Newly elected ASPLU President Rick
Brauen said the elections had a good turn out,
but the EPB could have encouraged more

students to get involved in the election. Ap-
proximately 1,195 students voted in this
year's ASPLU elections.

, 'I would like to figure out a way to inform
the students, " Brauen said.

Those elected to ASPLU positions were Ian
Lunde, vice president, Brian Buchholz, comp-
troller, Mike Boozer, programs director, and
Senators Piper Peterson, Kari Bersie, Martin
Duenhoelter, John Tigges, Sylvia Estrada,
JeffBelvill, Laura Tobiason, Jay Abbott, Kurt
Phillips, and Denise Stelling.

Brauen's goals are two-fold: 1) to initiate
the new structure developed for ASPLU by
Buss and Polk, and 2) to get the new group of
leaders oriented as soon as possible to the new
structure so that they can get started.

A senior computer science major and past
RHC chairman, Brauen won the presidency
with 60 percent of the vote, defeating
sophomore Drew Londgren.

The job's time commitment bothers
Brauen. "This job takes so much time to do
it right, as I know I can, " he said.

Brauen said he is looking forward to
working with the senate. "The senate excites
me, if they do all the things they possibly can
under the new structure. "

Brauen said, "I do not want anybody to
say I did not work as ASPLU president. ' ,

-Brian Laubach
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OPPOSITE: Senator John Sparling and Educational
Expenses Committee chairperson Pam Curtis listen at
the final meeting of! 982-83 ASPLU senators. Senator
Stacie-Dee Motoyama awaits an answer. TOP: 1982-
83 Vice President Leslie Vandergaw, President Jerry
Buss. Middle row: Senator John Sparling, Comptroller
Bruce Berton, Senators Mike Morter, Ian Lunde. Back
row: Senators Karen Weathermon, Piper Peterson,
Dean Pinto, Stacie-Dee Motoyama. Not pictured:
Programs director Amanda Taylor, Senator Todd Kinkel.
ABOVE: Leslie Vandergaw organizes via telephone.
LEFT: Bruce Berton and Jerry Buss at an ASPLU
officers' meeting.
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RHC cooperates with ASPLU to provide effective services

Residence Hall Council was formed 1 1

years ago "to provide services ASPLU has
not and still can't effectively provide, said
1983-84 chairperson Dave Polk.

These services include refrigerator and van
rentals, funding for dorm activities, and the
peer review system.

RHC consists of an executive council and
the dorm presidents. This gives the dorms
direct input through their dorm councils,
allowing every student on campus to be
represented, Polk said.

Past RHC chair and new ASPLU President
Rick Brauen said last year's RHC Council
succeeded in convincing dorm presidents that
RHC is important to them.

He said this was accomplished through
providing "fantastic programming that was
absolutely smashing. " The program included
the alternative housing. proposal for Delta,
Evergreen Court, and Park Ave. House,
putting the refrigerator rental system on
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computer to eliminate waiting in line for
refrigerators, .and finalizing the Articles of
Affiliation with ASPLU.

The Articles of Affiliation, Brauen said,
basically provide for more open channels of
communication between ASPLU and RHC.

For example, the program director irom
ASPLU and the RHC activities coordinator
will be meeting so as not to schedule activities
at the same time. There is a liaison between
the ASPLU Educational Expenses Committee
and the RHC Council, as well as between the
ASPLU senate and RHC standing Committee
on Issues and Policies.

Polk said one of his goals is to make RHC
services more widely known. "The system
lacks credibility. It will be Craig's (Johnson,
executive vice chairman) goal to change it, "
he said. Another is to create more eifective
relations with ASPLU by "openII1g
communication lines. ' ,

Brauen said during his term the council

discussed how to define things for themselves
since they did not have consistent advisors,
with Lauralee Hagen, assistant director of
student life and director of student life Rick
Allen splitting the job.

Brauen said he was unable to put together a
file system so as to compile the events and
activities of RHC. "RHC is a very young
structure and the constitution is not very
explicit" so it is helpful to the succeeding
council to maintain files on what each
administration has done.

A record of activities would help RHC
council's goals to be more consistent from one
council and the next, Brauen said.

The RHC constitution says RHC will
provide social, academic, and spi ri tual
resources. Up to now, RHC has emphasized
social and academic resources. Polk said the
new council will work on the council's
spiritual aspect as well.

-Brian Laubach



OPPOSITE PAGE LEFT: RHC chair Rick Brauen listens
at a meeting. RIGHT: Steve Wooten, an organizer of
the "M· A • S· H Bash," relaxes at the dance. TH IS
PAGE: Books mark the students' spots in line for rented
refrigerators during a lunch break.
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Fun-seekers Unite!
Underground groups maintain hilarity

PLU may never make the "Top 10 Party
Schools" list in The Preppy Handbook, but
students searching for social life often stumble
into one of the campus' 'fun clubs. " Various
organizations, inlcuding the Coconut Club,
the Stuen Liberation Army, and the infamous
Thursday Night Clubs (TNC's) attempt to
maintain a high standard of amusement for the
Lute community.

PLU 's most recent fun addition was created
at a party by Alpine residents Dave Anderson
and Ian Lunde. Lutes Under Severe Tension,
the name of which was derived from its
acronym, L.U.S.T., had a constitution and
members two days after its conception. By
the end of October, two weeks after the initial
L. U. S. T. -ful thought, 80 students desired
membership in the stress-less organization.

To gain respect from the community and to
receive university recognition were
L.U.S.T. 's fundamental goals, not to be

branded as a "partyers haven. ' , However,
Lunde does admit that the club's most
successful activities have been parties,
especially those aided by a "wicked"
Halloween punch.

L. U. S. T. also encouraged academic
exchange. The creation of a directory listing
members and their areas of study would, the
creators hoped, encourage study groups, direct
students to qualified tutors, and, when all else
failed, perhaps show a desperate soul where
to find a copy of a past test.

To gain access to all these benefits, one
needed merely to purchase a L. U. S. T.
shirt-a dark blue polo with the L. u.s. T.
logo on the pocket. The constitution also
required members to don their shirt once a
week.

The shirts, after their distribution at the
first group meeting, received various reactions
around campus. As an example, Amanda
Taylor and Leslie Vandergaw had the
opportunity to explain L.U.S.T. to
classmates in response to questions wondering
why they so enthusiastically advertised the
group.

L.U.S.T. hit the campus hard during the
early months of fall semester. However,
increasing demands on Andersen's and
Lunde's time-academics and involvement in
student government-hindered the group.

Both creators and members question the
organization's future. Will it maintain its
public approach or will it slide into an
underground party organization? Lunde is
tl0t sure himself. He does feel. however, that
L.U.S.T. attire and activities will be popular
for a long time.

His reasoning: "A lot of people just like
the name. "

-Katie Walker
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Kids and Colleg'--e_S_t_ll_d_e_n_ts _
One-to-One provides fun, friendship for local kids

Ten years ago, four young boys were
caught vandalizing Trinity Lutheran Church,
across the street from the PLU campus. It
was small time stuff-breaking pencils in the
sanctuary and damaging the grounds. The
parish worker at the church, Connie
Scafturon. realized that the boys needed
attention, not punishment.

Scafturon contacted some PLU students she
knew to see if they would be interested in
befriending these four boys. They agreed,
and One-to-One was begun. The One-to-
One program, sponsored by Trinity, pairs up
troubled youngsters with PLU student
volunteers. The students act in big brother
or big sister roles, being a friend to the kids.

Once the program was started, Scafturon
realized that there were many children in the
area that could benefit from it. So, she went
to local schools looking for children who
needed help, and she started recruiting at PLU
for volunteers.

One-to-One involves weekly afternoon
meetings where everyone-kids and college
studen ts- gets together to have fun.
Activities at the weekly meetings include
football, baseball, jump rope, crafts, tag and
four square.

"The meetings are a great way for the PLU
students to get away from campus, and forget
about school for a while," said PLU
volunteer Brian Schlueter.

Many of the kids come from broken
homes, so One-to-One provides badly
needed social interaction for them. It also
gives them someone to depend on and trust.

Aside from the weekly meetings, the PLU
students spend a minimum of two hours a
week with their' 'little brothers" or "little
sisters. " This time is spent alone with the
child.

, c You learn a lot about what's going on
outside PLU," said sophomore Tom

Thompson. ' 'Some of the kids come from
really hard backgrounds. It can be frustrating
at times, but when you see what a difference
you can make in a kid's life, it makes it all
worthwhile. "

The program has grown from those four
boys ten years ago to over forty children ages
6-12.

The success of One-to-One seems to be
the combination of willing PLU students and

volunteers from Trinity who supervise the
program.

Trinity also sponsors several retreats for the
PLU students each year to develop a close-
knit community.

PLU students are busy people, and its's
hard for them to find extra hours in the week,
but the over 40 students involved in One-to-
One think it's worth the time.

-jodi Coats
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The Christians
Ministry directions varied

Campus pastor Ron T e1lefson described thi~ year \
campus ministry activities as "diversified. " With over nine
groups on campus including PLU's chapel services: which take place
on Monday. Wednesday and Friday mornings. Tellefson said that the
groups had a strong effect on the campus this year because they
offered so many different types of fellowship for the students.

Rejoice, the higgest of the groups, attracted between 200 and
300 students and faculty, who gather for fellowship and
worship, singing to music provided by student guitarists.
Rejoice has doubled in size during the past two years. and
T ellefson believes this type of ministry will continue to
grow during the next few years.

Alongside Rejoice, many smaller groups were
organized for students wanting to have fellowship
with Christians and study the Bible. Two groups
met to pray for the campus and the Lord's direction for
it.

Maranarha Coffeehouse in the Cave on Saturday nights
gav'e Christians a place to worship and reach out to other
students. This year Maranarha brought in many outside
talents to perform in the cave, including T acornan
Dave Anderson and the Robert Case Band,
which was beginning a national tour.

PLU students were involved in the Billy
Graham crusade, which came to
Taroma in May. Many attended the
, 'Christian life and Witness" classes
offered by the crusade. Students
formed prayer groups in every
dorm to pray for the crusade and
its impact on PLU and Tacoma.

Other Christian groups on campus
included the Fellowship of
Christian Athletes. the Independent
Baptist Campus Fellowship. Peace
Members. Nurses' Christian
Fellowship. Poikilos and United
Methodist Youth.
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The Communit~
Campus safety pulls together, reaches out after shooting

Crises. Sooner or later everyone will
enounter one, be it small or large. This year
on the PLU campus, the shooting of
Rovaughn Newman in September affected the
entire student body.

The initial reaction of the entire student
body was one of shock. "How could that
happen to someone here at PLU????" But
after a few days, the incident was pushed to
the back of the mind by thoughts of tests,
papers, and deadlines. In the campus safety
office, however, the incident was not
shuffled behind other worries.

"The students were great," said Kip
Fillmore, campus safety director. "Vaughn
had been in charge of personnel. The student
supervisors wouldn't let the office fall
apart ... There was no talk of replacement, no
extra supervision needed. It was a very
special. time. ' •

The campus safety personnel rallied
around Fillmore and the Newman family.
bringing dinner every night for several weeks
so that the family did not need to take time
away from Newman to cook. Security
officers and radio-telephone operators made
daily deliveries to the Newman househould of
cards, flowers, good wishes, and prayers.

·"After a while. the food stopped, but not
the friendship, •• said Fillmore. ' 'E ven now
the students go to visit him. The girls here in
the office bring their guitars and sing to him.
they read with him; they spend hours there
with him. "

The memory of the shooting is still painful
to many. "It's hard to come in here every
day and see the empty office. Vaughn is
anything but forgotten. "

, 'I must be asked about 10 times a day
how Vaughn is," said Fillmore. "That's
unusual ... to see so many caring people ... to
see so many care so much. It's a credit to him
and these people. Vaughn is dearly loved. "

-Lois Swellsoll
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OPPOSITE PAGE: Marlin Eldred breaks bread Juring a
celebration of the Eucharist. THIS PAGE TOP: The
Fellowship of Christian Athletes sponsored an all-night
basketball marathon in Olson Auditorium. LEFT:
Pastors Ron Tellefsen and Ron Vignec were campu,
spiritual leaders.
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The Deadliners
Mast) Saga) Saxifrage staffs push for quality, freedom of press

A deadline is always fast approaching. It is
sometimes amazing how everything finally
comes together.

While their deadline pressures f~ll at
different times and with varied frequency, the
staffs of the Mooring Mast, Saga and
Saxifrage all experience the same chaotic push
to compile a quality publication and have it
out on time.

"The really great thing about student
publications at PLU is the amount of
freedom the students have, " said Cliff Rowe,
advisor for the weekly newspaper and the
yearbook. "The content, design and tone of
each publication is the students' -not the
advisor's." Rowe believes it is important to
allow students to learn from .their mistakes. It
is this level of student control that the three
editors agree provides realistic experience
which can be applied in a professional setting.

All three student-produced publications
have bad their unique problems in the past,
and their staffs still work to gain the respect of
the student community.

The Mast, recipient of many awards for
journalistic excellence, circulates about 3,000
copies weekly on the PLU campus. Editor
Dan Voelpel sees the Mast as an important
information device by which students and
faculty can learn about campus events and
activities. This year's staff has tried to
encourage use of the paper as a forum for

~(U~(U
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student and faculty opmlOn. This was
accomplished through coverage of diverse
campus issues, editorial comment and printing
nearly every letter received from faculty and
students.

After nearly becoming a discontinued
student publication, Saga regained student
respect with last year's book.

In the past, the book wasn't of the quality
to justify the amount of money it was

receivmg , said editor Gail Rice. Tighter
organization of the staff has generated more
accountability and responsibility, resulting in
a better book, Rice said.

As editor of Saga throughout its two year
rejuvenation, Rice has always felt the
yearbook to be a very important publication.
People don't realize its importance until later,
after graduation, she said.

Rice is pleased with the creativity of this

year's Saga. A journalistic rather thar
scrapbook approach has been continued this

year. A grid layout system and the use 0:

color throughout the book add to it!
effectiveness, she said.

Saxifrage, the third student publication
caters to those interested in the literary arts.
, 'Saxifrage is going through normal growth ir
size and quality, " said Ramin Firoozye , the
magazine's editor for two years. Rick Jones
an English professor, acts as Saxifrage ':
advisor.

Once a bi-annual publication, Saxijraqe i!
now a heftier single magazine published in th,
spring. Firoozye said a larger 81/2 -by-II
format has been used this year to allow mon
flexibility in design.

Four paid positions were created fo:
Saxifrage this year. Firoozye said this allow!
students to spend more time putting the
publication together. Highly regarded in the
outside literary community, Saxifrage i!
offered free of charge on campus to promote
student interest in its writing and art.

The publications board, a universit
committee, oversees the three studen
publications. Chaired this year by Professo
Roberta Brown, the board is comprised 0

three faculty and up to four student votinj

members. Their responsibilities includ,
supervision of finances and producrior
schedules. -Lisa Ritthale
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~Mooring Mast

LEFT: Mooring Mast editor Dan Voelpcldiscusses an
upcoming issue. TOP: Tom Thompson puts together a
Saga spread. BELOW: Advisor Cliff Rowe, editor Gail
Rice and head photographer Andrew Regis plan for
Saga's production.
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Airwaves
KPLU-FM breaks 100,000watt mark, 'Focus' seeks funds

, 'Right now we are waltmg for a new
budget for next year, a larger one, ' , said Tom
Layson, production manager for "Focus,"
PLU 's student-produced television program.

While equipment is the number one
priority, Layson said, "we want paid
positions like the Mooring Mast. We do a
service for the students, so [ think we
should. " That would enable "Focus" crews
to increase the length of their shows and

expand their coverage, Layson said.
This year' 'Focus went from a weekly half-

hour show to a I O-to- IS-minute program
which aired every weekday. The old half-
hour feature stories were replaced by a broader
news format.

PLU also produces the weekly "Sports
Highlights" film during the week. Tacoma's
C-I 0, a cable station which covers Lute
football and basketball games, airs the

08 Student Mcdill

"Highlights" film during the week.
For KPLU-FM, 1982-83 was the first year

the station has put out 100,000 watts,
enabling most of the Puget Sound region to
receive a signal.

KPLU is primarily a jazz station but also
plays some classical music. Dave Boring,
known to Puget Sound listeners as Dave
Benson, is the second student to have been
named KPLU's jazz director and arranges
what is played.
KPLU installed a satellite receiving dish that
picks up 12 channels of audio from across the
nation so the station has more from which to
record. The network programming is played
back for ,>PLU listeners at different times.

Programming director Scott Williams said,
"The main advantage of the satellite is that
the fidelity is a lot clearer, it gives a better
sound. ' , -Hal Snow
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OPPOSITE PAGE: KPLU-FM deejay Craig Hansen
places a record on the turntable. THIS PAGE TOP
LEFT: Dave Klein handles much of the news for PLU 's
public radio. ABOVE: Hansen selects a jazz album from
KPLU's library. LEFT: "Focus" anchor Mike Carlson
conducts an interview for the 10- 1 5 minutes news
show.
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The Musical Tradition
PLU musicians perform in Hawaii,Kingdome, Pantages Center

70 MusicGroups

PLU began its musical tradition in 1896
with a small band. A photo in the PLU
archives shows the band in 1897 performing
on the slopes of Mt. Rainier!

PLU still has a band. Two. in fact. The
Symphonic Band. directed by Roger Gard ,
performed several times on campus. The Jazz
Ensemble featured works by student
composers Dan Gailey. Dave Bullock. and
Dave Sorey. as well as by established writers.

The ensemble performed at Sonics ' and
Mariners' games and at the Pantages center
with two other area jazz groups. The Jazz
Ensemble often performed with the Vocal Jazz
Ensemble. directed by Marc Hafso.

The PLU Vocal Jazz Ensemble's highlight
was a workshop led by respected jazz artist
Phil Matson.

The Choir of the West performed pieces
from baroque and romantic works to
com temporary literature. When singing under
the direction of music professor Maurice
Skories , said one member. ' 'every
performance is a highlight." The choir
performed the American premier of Krystof
Pendereckis "Angus Dei .•. and was the first
group ever to perform a piece written by PLU
music Professor Cindy McTee. Skones will
return after this year to Arizona State
University. where he worked with graduate
students while on sabbatical during the 1981-
82 academic year.

Pat Michaels directed the Concert Choir,
which was composed of female singers.
Concert Choir performed "A Festival of
Carols." with University Chorale at
Christmas time.

Associate Professor Edward Harmic's
University Chorale basked in the warm sands
of Waikiki while on spring tour. In addition
to the Hawaii tour. Chorale traveled to
Portland, Spokane and Seattle for a series of
concerts with Choir of the West. One singer

remarked that the 1982-83 Chorale was a
"very friendly bunch, and task-oriented. "

Under Associate Professor Jerry Kracht, the
University Symphony Orchestra premiered
composer and soloist William Hibbard's
Concerto for Viola and Orchestra. The
Orchestra also performed the Northwest
premier of Ingvar Lidholms "Kontakion.··
Harry Davidson, a former director of the
Cleveland Symphony, conducted the orchestra
as Kracht took a sabbatical second semester.
The year's high point was a concert with
renowned pianist Robin McCabe at the
Pantages Center during the spring.

Baroque flute artist Jeffrey Cohen
performed with the Early Music Ensemble.
This group also hosted gamba player Fred
Inman during the fall. These early musicians
received a donation' of funds to have a
harpsichord built.

-Chariotte Wessitsh



OPPOSITE PAGE: Maurice Skones ended 19 years as
director of the Choir of the West to take a position at the
University of Arizona. THIS PAGE ABOVE: The
University Symphony Orchestra premiered works by
established compsoers and performed with renowned
pianist Robin McCabe. LEFT: The Choir of the West
perfomed for audiences nationwide, and was filmed as
part of a German television documentary.
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onstag_e_! _
Gillette does magic

The stout-shouldered, strawberry blond
actor stands like a lifesize puppet, his arms at
a board-straight 90-degree angle in front of
him, fingers together, palms down.

"I think I just made magic," says Greg
Gillette, who, with his nimble build and
small, gold glasses, could pass for a
reasonable Geppetto. He spins the performer
like a mannequin to check the fit of his
homemade tuxedo jacket. "Just develop a
little more chest through here between now
and opening night. ' ,

Gillette, PLU's first fulltime scenery
designer found his premiere year with the
university theater department was everything
he wanted-and more. As head carpenter and
tailor, as well as head design artist, Gillette
was at the center of backstage activity. In the
January days before the razzle-dazzle opening
of "Hello, Dolly!" he spent more than one
all-nighter camped among the sawdust
covered flats and racks of turn-of-the-century
costumes in the basement workshop below
Eastvold stage.

As aM. F. A. candidate at Brandeis
University, Gillette studied under Tony
award-winning designer Howard Bay. After
completing the degree, he decided to look for
work in academic theater and came to PLU.

Gillette plans, however, to work outside
the PLU carpenter shop as well as in it. "I'm
looking forward to working around Seattle.
It's kind of like yrofessors doing original
rese~rch. I need to work outside -r the
environment that's here. "

Aside from his "research," however,
Gillette is concentrating his energies on the
home front. "I'm not looking down the
road," he says. "I'm task-oriented rather
than major plan-oriented. I'm planning to'
stay at PLU for a while. "

-Barf, Pi.-Kdl
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"Hello, Dolly!" featured a cast of 50 students with

j eanine Hopp as Dolly. Production began Jan. 4. and

the curtain opened for the first time Jan. 28. Greg

Gillette. first year theatrical designer and technical

director for the gala musical. designed the show's set
and costumes.
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Cheers!
PMABusy cheerstaffs promote PLU,

For the 10 members of the fall cheerstaff,
the school year started two weeks early, but
the women expected to put in extra time.

Joyce Ort , a junior who has been on the
fall cheerstaff for the past two years, claims
that it's hard to be both a student and a
cheerleader. The group averages three
practices a week and spends most Fridays
painting signs. "It's so much fun, but it takes
so much time," she said. "It seems like
being a cheerleader is all you do and you tend
to let- other things slide. "

The cheerstaff was asked to host a clinic for
Coca-Cola in December, and 19 area schools
sent cheerleaders. Those who attended the
Total Cheerleading Clinic heard presentations
on everything from fundraising to positive
mental attitude.

"Cheerleading doesn't involve just doing
routines. It involves working with other
people, working with the community," said
fall cheerleader Kristin Londgren. "We tried
to emphasize to the girls at the clinic that
they're out there to support their teams--not
to judge them. ' ,

Leslie Hayes, captain for the basketball
cheerstaff, was the only non-freshman on the
team of eight this year but was pleased with
the enthusiasm the first-year students
displayed. Tryouts were held in October,
where the squad was selected from a field of
20.

From January on, the basketball cheerstaff
held no practices, as they were attending four
games a week in support of the men's team.
"The games were our practices," said
Hayes, "and it would have been tough to fit
any more in."

The cheerstaffs deliver cakes to students
throughout the year. Over 50 cakes were
delivered on Valentine's Day alone. Another
activity taking much of the cheerleaders' time
is painting signs and banners promoting other

Lute teams.
-Susie Oliver
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OPPOSITE: Winter cheerstaff. Left to right Karen
Walker, Shan on Brinia, Jill Delap, Karen Shaw, Leslie

Hayes, Elise Garrett, Diane Dohner, Elaine Bickar ,

LEFT: Kristin Londgren sings in the rain. TOP: Stacey

Westering convinces the crowd. ABOVE: Fall
cheers tafT. Front row: Connie Torh. Heidi Urness,

Carol Strandoo. Second row: Stacey Westering, Lisa

Magee. Kristin Londgren. Bottom to top: Rohbin

Asbjornsen, Cheryl Hansen, Joyce Ott. Not visihle:
Terri Fry.

, I
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'Reloading and Firing.....' _
Young gridiron squad one shot short of national playoff berth

Football experts called it a "rebuilding"
year for PLU. But coach Frosty Westering
claimed his young team was really' 'reloading
and firing," and indeed, the Lutes fell just
one shot short of a fourth straight trip to the
national playoffs.

On a chilly day in McMinnville, Oregon,
bitter rival Linfield ended PLU's season, 27-
7. Forty three hundred frigid fans at 2500-
seat Maxwell Field watched as the unbeaten
Wildcats used that Lute trademark, the" Big
Play. "

The Lutes turned the ball over six times,
including. twice the first three times they
touched it. Linfield converted three of the
miscues into scores, and PLU 's offense never
really got going.

It was a strange season for the 1982 team,
which had only six seniors. A defense that
returned only four starters was supposed to be
a weak link, yet it ended up carrying the load
for the highly-touted, sputtering offense.

At the outset, everyone had a good time as
the Varsity stopped the Alumni, 28-12, in
the annual Alumni football game.

The Lutes had another romp in their season
opener, handing Western Washington its
seventeenth straight loss, 39-7. PLU quar-
terback Kevin Skogen completed his first
twelve passes.

Skogen was on target again against
Southern Oregon, throwing three touchdown
pa~ses to Curt Rodin in a 7 1/2 minute span.
PLU won 28-6, forcing six turnovers.

Then came the Shootout at the o.T.
(Oregon Tech) Corral.

In sunny Klamath Falls, the Owls broke
away from a 21-21 halftime deadlock and
bombed the Lutes, 45-27. It was the most
points any team had scored against PLU in six
years.

But turnabout is fair play. PLU had been
rated fifth nationally before the Tech disaster,
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and the Lutes rebounded by upsetting fifth-
ranked Central Washington, 29-20.

Todd Rosenbach's first three field goals of
the year provided the winning margin, as
Skogen threw for 352 yards and the young
defense came up with the big plays.

The defense continued to improve, with
shutout victories over Northwest Conference
foes Lewis & Clark, 48-0, and Willarnette ,
29-0. ln the bizarre play of the year, defen-
sive end Steve Gibbs grabbed a pass that had
bounced off a Lewis & Clark lIneman's
helmet. racing 73 yards for a touchdown.

Whitworth's Mike Martin, the nation's
leading small-college passer, next proved no
obstacle. Jeff Rohr rushed for 116 yards, and
the defense forced seven turnovers in a 45- 10

Lincoln Bowl triumph.
PLU continued to climb back in the

national polls, and everyone looked forward
'to the Linfield game. First, though, the Lutes
had to slip and slide past Pacific, 17-6, at
swampy Franklin Pierce Stadium.

"All the cards were on the table at Mc-
Minnville , " said Coach Westering - a NA[A
Division II playoff berth and the Northwest
Conference championship went to the winner
- and, as Westering said, "the more ex-
perienced, quicker, and better team won. ' ,

Although it was the most losses for a PLU
team since 1979, their 7-2 mark was certainly
nothing to be ashamed of. The Lutes had
some outstanding individual performers:
Skogen threw for a school-record 1600 yards.
Rohr bulled his way for 681. senior Curt
Rodin caught 30 passes before a leg injury
sidelined him, and Don Coltorn intercepted
six passes.

On the all-star squads, co-captain Rodin.
tireless defensive tackle Leroy Walters, Rohr.
and Coltom were all named to the district and
conference first teams.

Linebacker and senior co-captain Eric An-
derson and offensive linemen Todd Davis and
Bruce Larson were All-District selections.
Those three, Skogen, Gibbs, and cornerback
Dave Coltom made second team All-
Conference.

And everybody pointed to 1983.
, .Sure it hurts to lose and not go to

nationals again." said defensive mastermind
Paul Hoseth. ,. But the more this young
group of guys played. the better they got.
We're gonna be tough next year. "

-Bruce Voss
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H20Polo
. that one of its players had to wear a top.

"Joyce Moe matched up real well. .. she was
the only woman playing in the entire north-
west," Johnson said of his California girl.
Moe scored three goals in the Northwest
Round-Robin tourney, and got a standing
ovation each time.

Winless polo players a perfect '10'
PLU 's little-noticed water polo team was a

perfect "10" in 1982; unfortunately, their
unhlemished record was of the 0-10 variety.

"We're disappointed ... 1 don't think we
played to our potential," said coach Jim
johnson . "We played some good matches;
we just never seemed to have enough. ' ,

Johnson uses the water polo season, which
runs from September to early November,
primarily as preparation for the swimming
season. It's a club, not a varsity sport, and,
as junior Tim Daheim says, "As long as we
stay in shape and have some fun, we're suc-
cessful. "

The experienced squad returned eight star-
ters, including five seniors, but a season-
opening 8-7 loss to rival Puget Sound was
just a taste of what was to come.

PLU let a 7-6 lead slip away in the closing
minutes, and then with ten seconds to play
junior Mark Olson got loose on a breakaway.
The gun sounded just before Olson fired his
shot.

At the Northwest Round-Robin Tour-
nament in Eugene, the Lutes lost tough mat-
ches to Oregon State, Oregon, Washington
State, and Southern Oregon. PLU led both
WSU and SOC midway through the fourth
quarter.

Other bad breaks befell the team--a broken
nose sidelined goalkeeper Mark Olson for the
season.

There was little sync in their swim as the
Lutes took a blowout loss at the University of
Washington pool, and then the Lutes were
eliminated in the Northwest Collegiate
Championships, losing 20-5 to Oregon and
11-7 to Lewis & Clark.

"You wouldn't know it from the scores
but Tim Daheim had two good games in
goal, ' , said Johnson.

A unique feature of this year's team was
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In 1982 for the first time ever I the men's
and women's cross country teams competed
together through the championship season.
With the Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women defunct after the spring
of 1982, the women moved up to the NAIA
level.

In spite of the change in affiliation, it was a
, , typical" season for the women, as they
qualified for nationals for the third straight
year and placed fifth. At the national meet in
Kenosha, Wis. Kristy Purdy led the Lady
Lutes with a fourth place individual finish,
good enough to earn the junior her fifth All-
American certificate. Two freshmen, LeeAnn
McNerney and Dana Stamper were the next
tW? Lutes to cross the finish line, ending up
28th and 40th respectively. Junior Anne Jenck
was 45th, sophomore Colleen Calvo 53rd,
and sophomore Nancy Miller I 12th.

Other season highlights included team vic-
tories at the University of Portland In-
vitational. the Green River Invitational. and
the WCIC conference race. [enck was the
WCIC individual champion, leading the Lutes
to their third straight championship.

The week of the conference race, Purdy
flew to Los Angeles to compete in the Pepsi
Challenge 10,000 meter road race and
finished third overall.

At the district chase in Burnaby, the
women were nipped by Simon Fraser for the

The Long Run
All-American Purdy, Barton head harriers
team title. Purdy took the 1982 District I in-
dividual title. McNerney was the only other
Lute to finish in the top 10, ending up eighth.

For the men's team, 1982 was a year of
new faces and bright hopes for the future.
Only two upper-classmen were among the
men's top seven runners: co-captains Jim
Stoda (senior), and Phil Nelson (junior). The
rest of the team was composed of talent-laden
freshmen.

Paul Barton, a 1982 Wilson High School
graduate, led the Lute pack for the entire
season. Other contributing freshmen included
John Armentino , Doug Grider, Dave Hale,
Dale Oberg, and Kevin Sorensen.

The lone team championship for the men
came at the Green River Invitational where
Barton took the individual title.

At the Northwest Conference chase, the
men ended up fourth overall, with Barton'
placing 12th and Stoda 13th to lead the

Lutes. Powerhouse Willamette took the team
title and went on to finish fifth at the national
race.

At the District I contest the men came .up
against three more national caliber teams in
Simon Fraser, Western Washington, and
Central Washington. The Lutes finished fifth
as a team. At 17th, Barton was the first Lute
to cross the finish line.

-Paul Menter
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A Kick in the Grass
High-scoring Lady Lutes grab conference crown

Cheaper by the dozen?
A soccer player will tell you that one goal is

just as hard to come by as the next. Still, the
Lady Lutes boasted three players with an
even dozen scores apiece.

Coach Colleen Hacker found out just how
expensive those goals were when she sat
down to make the line-up before a game; over
the course of the 14-4 WCIC championship
season, eight of her 18 players ended up on
the bench because of injuries sustained during
earlier matches. Even so, three of these
women, Laura Cleland, Beth Adams, and
Kappy Names, provided the bulk of the
Lutes' scoring when they returned to the
field, evenly dividing 36 goals among them-
selves.

Names was an All-Conference selection
while Cleland was awarded an Honorable
Mention citation. Adams, who also garnered
second-team honors, accumulated her 12
goals playing in only 10 matches during the
18-game season, which culminated in a third
place finish at the NCWSA regional tour-
nament.

Other Lutes lauded as first-team picks were
senior halfback Kari Haugen, Gwen Carlson, a
junior midfielder , and goalie Joan Sutherland.
Hacker praised her keeper, saying, "Joan is
probably the best in the northwest and has
blocked shots that would have scored on most
goalies. " The junior was credited with ten
shut-outs this fall.

Hacker claims that there is a "wholesome
discontent" among the players. She expects
a certain level of play from them and says
winning means less than playing an outstan-
ding game.

"We're like a little kid opening Christmas
presents," she explained. "We always
wonder if there's more! ' ,

-Susie Oliver
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Men kick over school record, take NWC title
The men's soccer team had a little bit of

everything in 1982, with the exception of one
category: success. It had a lot of that.

The team finished 12-3-1 overall, the best
mark ever in its four-year existence, and won
its first NWC title, thanks to an unblemished
5-0 conference slate.

Head coach Arno Zoske blended together a
mix of freshmen, sophomores, junior transfers
and two senior stalwarts to make this season
possible.

Cleve Nyberg and Mark Gibson transferred
from Clackamas Community College to the
Lute starting line up. Nyberg scored a team
high 12 goals on the season, while Gibson,
along with Ft. Steilacoom transfer Jim Rink,
solidified the midfield.

Two other first year players saw a lot of ac-
tion on the field in 1982: freshman Kevin
Iverson, who scored seven goals on the year,
and defender Mark Van Mouwerik , who came

on strong at the end of the year, each played
over and above Zoske' s original expectations.

Returning junior' defender J on Price,
sophomore Mark Stockwell, last season's
leading scorer who switched to defensive duty
this year, steady Randy Martin, and co-
captain Bill Wilkins all entered the season
with a little more experience than they had the
previous year and showed it on the field.

Co-captain Brian Olson and 1981 Most
Valuable Player Kim Nesselquist each ended
their careers at PLU this season, Olson
becoming the Lutes first four-year soccer let-
terman.

The strength of the unit became evident
early in the season when the booters upended
visiting University of Puget Sound 4-3 on
Iverson's late goal. It was the first time PLU
had beaten the loggers.
"That win over UPS was definitely the big-
gest thrill in my four years here, ' , said Olson.

The men matched the feat on the final day
of the season at UPS. Nyberg's first-half goal
held up in the 1-0 win. Lute goalie John
Neeb kept his goal clean, collecting ten saves
on the afternoon and capping off the most
successful season of his three-year stay in the
PLU goal.

A week earlier the team was not as suc-
cessful against Simon Fraser in the NAJA
District I playoffs in Burnaby, B. C.

Riding a seven game winning streak, the
Lutes were aiming to avenge their playoff the
prior year to the same Clansman team.

The Lutes lost the contest 1-0 but ended
up putting men's soccer on the PLU map in
1982, and, sporting the young squad they
have, the Lutes are looking forward to a
bright future.

"We may have a soccer dynasty here at
PLU, " sophomore midfielder Bryan Bren-
chley said.

- Terry Goodall

OPPOSITE: Precise dribbling by Bobbi )0 Crow helps
to elude the opponent. THIS PAGE FAR LEFT: Bryan
Brenchleys head shot is anticipated by a fellow Lute.
LEFT: In this one-on-one confrontation, Erik Ristuben
comes up with the ball.
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Playing by MurE_h....:v_'s_L_a_w _
Lute Hoopmen stumble on injuries, fall short of district playoffs

After the 1982-83 season, PLU men's
basketball coach Ed Anderson may have
thought the games' rules had been replaced by
a single law-Murphy's.

"We just never could establish any kind of
momentum and maintain it, " said Anderson.
"We tried all kinds of line-ups and com-
binations, and of course the injuries really
hurt. "

The veteran squad (seven seniors) opened
with five games on the road and lost four.
.Three of the five games went into overtime,
including a heart-stopping 64-62 victory over
Simon Fraser, avenging a loss in the previous
year's playoffs.

PLU played perhaps its best game Decem-
ber 14 in the Pullman "Pit". Led by senior
Paul Boots' 20 points, die Lutes gave Pac-lO
power Washington State a scare before losing,
87-78.

Point guard Ed Boyce scored 19 and senior
center Mike Cranston 15 in a 75-64 home-
opener win over Western Washington. It
wasn't a good omen, .though. In the very
next game, (against Whitworth) both Boyce
.and Cranston went down with knee injuries.

A week later, Boots injured his ankle in a
74-64 loss to St. Martin's. Deprived of his
two best rebounding men, Anderson filled out
his front line with sophomores Gary Koessler
and James Cederholm and senior Ivan Gruh!.

With Cranston's return to full-speed, the
Lutes rebounded from their 6- 12 record in
early February. Junior guard Mark Falk led a
run-and-gun attack that blew out Lewis and
Clark, 83-58, PLU 's zone defense shut down
Seattle U. 80-67, and Cranston dominated
inside in a weekend sweep of Northwest Con-
ference foes Linfield and Willamette.

After splitting a weekend series in Oregon,
the Lutes returned for their final district game
in their favorite place to play, Memorial Gym.
The old gym rocked, but it was Seattle U.
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that rolled to a 74-67 victory, ending PLU's
season.

"I t all came down to one game and
depended only on us, just the way we wanted
it. But we got into foul trouble, and, like a lot
of other games this year, had to play catch-up
all the way, ' , said Anderson.

The Lutes finished 11-15, 7-5 in the Nor-
thwest Conference.

Mr. Outside (Falk) and Mr. Inside (Cran-

stem) tied for the team lead in scoring, ea
averaging 11.6 points a game.

Cranston pulled down a team-high 1:

rebounds, while the coach's son, senior gua
Ron Anderson, dished out 74 assists.

Following the season, Anderson announc
his plans to take the head coaching job
California Lutheran College in Thousai
Oaks, Calif.

-Bruce V,



Lad~ Lute Basketball
Betts, Ellertson lead young team to .500

An inexperienced team may not be a
blessing, but the young Lady Lutes basketball
squad managed to complete the 1982-83
season with 15-17 record.

The women scored 6-4 in the WCIC and
ended the season close to last year's fifth place
A.IAW team record of 18- 14. The best year
'or the lady hoopsters was 1973-74 when
hey chalked up a 13-6 season record.

Early in the season coach Kathy Hemion

said, "Inexperience will hurt us a bit until our
younger players get court time. "

Only five of last year's squad returned this
year to play hoop with the Lutes; the rest of
the team was composed of four freshman.

"The incoming freshmen helped LIS out a lot
this year. " Hemion said.

The hope for next year, she said, is that the
returning players will give the team a "strong
nucleus. "

The Lady Lutes will lose only two players
to graduation this year. The two women who
hold all but one of PLU's individual
basketball records, seniors Cindy Betts and
Nancy Ellertson, ended three years of varsity
action for the Lutes.

Betts, a 6-foot forward, was the all-time
high scorer for the Lutes with an average 12.7
points per g<lllll" Playing I 19 games during
her PLU career, she scored a total of I ,150
baskets.

Ellertson, a 5-foot-5-inch guard, led the
Lutes in individual assists. In 32 games
Ellertson assisted the team 157 times,
shattering the school record. She averaged
4.9 points per game.

Her career high was 3. I assists per game.
During three years she assisted 289 times in
93 games.

Betts rebounded for a career total of 683,
playing I 19 games for an average of 5.7
rebounds per game.

Both Betts and Ellertson were named to the
WCIC all-star first team.

Hemion said the season was positive.
"We were a young team, but we came a long
way. "

This year's Lady Lutes did not make it to
district, as did last year's more experienced
team but Hemion said she was pleased that
the women split games with Seattle
University and UPS. Both SU and UPS went
to district.

•
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She said Betts and Ellertson will be a great
loss, because both players were great assets to
the team. ' 'Nancy was a very aggressive
player, and Cindy led the team in shots. "

Hemion said that she was looking forward
to next year, as this year's squad will pass on
seven seasoned players.

-Brim1 l.auhach

OPPOSITE PAGE: Sophomore Steve Gibbs (21) and
Mike Huff (23) look for the rebound off Mark Falks
"in traffic" jumpshot. LEFT: One of PLU's talented
frosh, Karen Kvale directs the offense from the point
guard spot. TOP: Nancy Ellertson, an important cog in
the Lute machine will be sorely missed next year.
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VOlley_b_a_II _
Varsity spikers look for wins; men's club 'establishes' self

It wasn't the best of years for the Lady
Lutes volleyball team, but it was far from the
worst.

Although the girls dropped 23 matches and
departed quickly from district play, they won
nearly three times as many matches (1 1) as in
1981, and, with just one player graduating,
the future looks bright.

"We started as 11 individuals and ended
up as a real unit, " said coach Kathy Hemion.
"We' improved tremendously in our
passing. "

The young, enthusiastic squad came in
determined to improve on a 4- 18 season that
included a "perfect" 0-10 conference record.
In an emotionally charged season opener, the
Lutes whipped Western Washington before a
vocal Memorial Gym crowd.

Playing with intensity and aggressiveness,
PLU then won its first conference match in
two years, a five-game victory over Willamette.
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Senior hitter Cindy Betts dominated the net
play.

Unfortunately for the Lutes, they
developed a habit of playing tough on Friday
nights, then looking listless on Saturdays.
PLU lost its first seven Saturday matches.

"I don't know if the girls thought they
should be tired, so Ihey were," explained
Hemion.

The Lutes also had problems winning on
the road. At one point, they were 3-\ in
noisy, musty Memorial Gym ... and 1-9 away
from it.

At times the PLU volleyballers passed
brilliantly, hustled, and played solid defense,
but they couldn't do it consistently. "We
just needed to talk more and avoid mental
lapses, " said the team's leading setter,
Sooney Mackin.

Rebounding from a mid-season slump, the
girls regained some confidence by taking third

place at a Halloween "pumpkinball" tour-
nament at Lewis & Clark.

At the district tournament, however, PU':
lost four of five matches and was eliminated ir
the first round of consolation play. "We jus'
let too many points slip by, like we alway!
do, ' , said junior Debbie Picinich.

Hemion remained undaunted by her team '!

record. "I'm so proud of the way this tearr
hung together and played together," sh.
said.

Hemion praised the improvement of he:
younger players, singling out freshrner
Sharon Schmitt, Linda McBain, and janio
Farris. She also cited her four veteran players
Betts, Mackin, defensive standout Nanc-
Stern and serving ace Lisa Kauth.

Betts and Mackin were honorable rnentioi
selections on the Women's Conference of In
dependent Colleges all-star team.

-Bruce VO~



•• It's clearly a psychological game,
explained Kris Geldaker, four year player on
the men's volleyball team. Men's volleyball,
a PLU club sport, is an outlet for those
involved. During the January-through-April
season, team members practice twice a week
and average one match a week.

The PLU men's volleyball team belongs to
the U. S. Volleyball Association, the
organizing unit of the non-collegiate leagues,
also called the "farm leagues of the U.S.
Olympics. " Association clubs receive word
of upcoming tournaments. Membership fees
are $40 for the team and $ 15 for each
registered player. The usual tournament fee is
$40. The team is partially funded by the
School of Physical Education, and additional
funding comes from individual team members.

This year's team attended eight
tournaments, the farthest in Port Angeles.

Asked how the team did, Geldaker smiled

and responded, "We're done. " Because of
the small number of practices, there is not the
consistency between players necessary for a.
high quality team. Members don't seem to
mind; Geldaker believes their grea test
strength is' 'having fun. "

1982-83 was the first year in which more
than one player completed his fourth year on
the team. "It's a sign that the program is
established; people know we're a team,"
explained Geldaker. Other fourth year
players are Scott Takara and Pat Donovan.

"With the great players we had this year,
inlcuding two outstanding freshmen players,
we have the basis for a strong team next
year, ' , Geldaker said.

Kevin Ao ki , a junior, "has good
strategies, is a great setter, and knows the
game well. " Aoki acts as the court leader,
yelling out plays and motivating team
members, Geldaker said.

The two "outstanding freshmen" are
Rusty Carlson and Jon Antonsen. Carlson
can "hit harder than any other player in the
league, " said Geldaker. Antonsen, coming
from Canada, played in high school and can
"play all positions equally well. "

The team recruits mostly by word of
mouth and invites interested players to
practices during the off-season for the "fun of
it. "

When the team was first established in
1977 by Scott Burlington, it could only
reserve gym space at 6 a.m. once a week.
Now, with support from athletic director
David Olson and increased access to the gym,
the team hopes to set up future PLU-
sponsored tournaments.

-Cheryl Lander

OPPOSITE PAGE LEFT: Cindy Betts tips the ball over
the net. RIGHT: Tammy Lervick waits to help a
teammate. THIS PAGE LEFT: Kevin Aoki jumps for a
set. RIGHT: It's a bird! It's a plane!
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A Miracle Year
Green, Butcher win titles, Daheim sixth

Placing second at the NAIA national
championship meet in Arkadelphia, Arkansas,
the PLU women's swim team had what coach
Jim Johnson called a "miracle year. ' ,

"I don't think anyone thought we could
have scored that many points (387),"
Johnson said. "They really came though in
the end. "

Including relay events, the women earned
41 of 42 possible All-American plaques.
Wisconsin-Eau Claire won the national crown
with 427 points.

Junior Liz Green clocked 2: 12. 14 to set a
national meet and school record, taking the
200 meter individual medley race. Freshman
Kern Butcher won the 100 meter buttertly
crown in 58.97 seconds.

Compiling a 10- 1 regular season dual meet
record the squad swam past all of their
opponents except Willarnette , They also
captured the WClC, northwest, and NAIA
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District 1 championships.
The PLU men's team cruised to its third

straight Northwest Conference title and its
best finish at nationals since the 1978-79
season, placing ninth in Arkadelphia.

The men posted a 7-4 regular season dual
meet record after losing two key swimmers,
Scott Chase and Brian Beu , to injuries.

, '(The loss of) Scott and Brian probably cost
us about 20 points at nationals," Johnson
said.

Junior Tim Daheim repeated as All-
American, taking sixth place honors at
nationals in the 1650 meter freestyle in
16:27.51. Mark Olson placed 12th at
nationals in the 100 meter buttertly, breaking
the PLU school record in 53.15 seconds.
Freshman Jon Christiansen was eighth in the
100 meter breaststroke and l Oth in the 200
meter breaststroke.

-Mike Larson



TOP: A Lute swimmer puts in lap time in practice.
OPPOSITE PAGE: Alan Stitt stops to catch his breath.
MIDDLE: Coach Jim Johnson discusses the race results
with Todd Standahl. LEFf: Kirsten Olson holds lap
cards for a teammate. ABOVE: Coach Johnson talks
with freshman Kerri Bu tcher.
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Wrestling _
Injury-plagued grapplers fifth at bi-district meet

Junior Mike Agostini and his 23-3 record
led PLU grapplers this year, as they finished
their season 2- 1 I, placing fifth at the NAIA
bi-district meet.

Injuries plagued the team all season,
whittling a squad which had about 20 able-
bodied members at the start of the year to a
handful at the end. "Every single wrestler
had some sort of injury at one point during the
season, ' , said coach Dan Hensley.

The squad placed fourth at the district
Netter completed the season with a 7-2 record
and took fourth at the bi-district meet.
season, " Hensley said. This year definitely
wasn't what we expected it to be. Those
types of seasons come along every now and
then. "

Senior Ken McElroy (126-pound class)
ended his four years at PLU with a 4-1
regular season record, and a third place finish
at the Northwest Conference meet. Russ
Netter completed the season with a 7-2
record, and took fourth at the bi-district meet.

Agostini was the only member of the squad
to make the trip to the NAIA national meet in
Minot, N.D. "We lost a lot of guys to
injuries throughout the season. The guys we
had, though, worked hard, " Agostini said.

Hensley said that a good nucleus on which
to build will be back next year, mentioning
Agostini, Jeff Lipp , Netter, and Mark
Phillips. "Experience-wise, we should be
tough, "Hensley said.

-Mike Larson
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Schussing the Slush
. .

Murray, skiers race to record season, stumble at regionals
In the Pacific Northwest, it was a lousy

year for skiing ... but a good one for the skiers
of Pacific Lutheran.

Although they stumbled a bit at regionals,
the largest Lute team ever had the best meet
season ever. Leading was senior Jill Murray,
who won as many giant slalom/slalom races
(seven) as the entire team had in the past
eleven years.

Under the guidance of first year coach Rick
Kapala , whom team members called a
, 'genius" in teaching nordic skills, PLU
opened 1983 by hosting a meet at White
Pass. Murray took first in the slalom and
second in the giant slalom, Norway import
Sverre "Ted" Huse won the 15 kilometer
nordic event, and the Lutes' veteran men's
relay team won the 5000 meter race.

Greg Timm , the squad's only four-year
letterman, said the mild winter affected
training.

"We had to train at Snoqualmie Pass this
year," Timm said. "It's at lower elevation,
and with this weather a lot of the time we
were skiing in rain and slush. ' ,

Then came the fateful Northwest
Collegiate Ski Conference meet at Brundage
Mountain in Idaho. "We were skiing to a
peak in the last month before regionals. It
was a classic choke," Timm said.

In sloppy conditions, PLU skiiers
unwittingly waxed their skis wrong for the

nordic events and did poorly. Murray,
hampered by a sore ankle, placed second in
the slalom but only 14th in the giant slalom.
Only Timm excelled for the Lute men, taking
second in the "skimeister" combined
downhill and cross country competition cup.

Murray qualified individually for nationals
by virtue of her regular season performance.
However, the National Collegiate Ski
Association denied her entry position. A skier
from British Columbia, whom Murray had
beaten in 1 1 of 12 races but who had edged
her at regionals, was the only northwest
woman awarded an at-large position in the
national race.

, 'I had a plane ticket to Boston and no place
to ski," Murray said. "I'm disappointed,
because I was really geared to go. ' ,

For the year, the PLU men finished third,
the Lady Lutes second in final northern
division standings. -Bruce Voss

",*......--
J

OPPOSITE TOP: Ken McElroy turns an opponent
enroute to an 11-2 decision. OPPOSITE BELOW:
Mike Woltersdorf over an opponent at Eastern match.
THIS PAGE LEFT: Alpine racer Dave Cole shoots for a
gate. CENTER: Frances Terry on the tlat. ABOVE:
Norwegian Sverre "Ted" Huse picks up speed.
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Something for Everyone
Sports retirees,beginners play intramurals

The quarterback steps back to pass. Slurp-
slurp-slurp. His feet and 50 others dance
through the mud. He arcs the football toward
a receiver, hinting at what he could do during
his high school days. The receiver pounces on
it, sledding through the mud into the crowd
on the sidelines.

Intramural football, basketball. softball and
a hodge-podge of other on-campus sports
offer ex-athletes and timid beginners alike the

chance to hone their sporting skills, get a little
exercise and make friends while they're at it.

The whole campus watches while men's
and women's flag football teams from all parts
of campus battle it out in season and
tournament games every fall. Basketball,
volleyball and softball. too, attract
widespread attention and participation.

-Barb PicKell
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OPPOSITE PAGE: Women's softball is intense on Foss
field. THIS PAGE LEFT: Laura Cleland bumps the
volleyball backward. ABOVE: Ann Lochtie readys for a
relay.
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Baseball
Lewis-Clark state beats men out of district

PLU's baseball team lost out on going to
the District J playoffs by one game.

The game. coach Jim Girvan said. was the
last of the season and was against Lewis and
Clark State. LCS is rated number one in the
NAJA.

The game. coach Jim Girvan said. was the
last of the season and was against lewis and
Clark State.

Girvan said the Lutes led the league in
hitting. "We are good enough to win the
league. but what hurt us this year was we
pitched too many walks •.• Girvan said.

The Lutes' overall record was 13- I 8.
earning them fourth place in the Northwest
Conference.

A highlight during the season was scoring a
4-3 victory over Washington State
Universi ty , Girvan said.

Bill Bankhead. sophomore. led the team
with a .394 hitting average. Co-captain Mike

Larson. Vranjes and Bankhead were named to
the NWC all-star first team. Vranjes , team
leader in runs batted in with 23. holds a
school record of bringing in 90 runners during
his PLU career. Catcher Larson chalked up
seven home runs this season and also holds
the school record of 19 homers in four
seasons.

The team lost six seniors following the
1983 season: Vranjes , Larson. Dave
Halldorson , Ted WAlters. Rob Whitton. who
was voted most inspirational and All-District
Scholar-Athlete. and Kevin Dykman.

Girvan said next year a good nucleus will
be back. "We have a lot of younger players
to replace the seniors next year ..•

He said the team did well because of the
fact that it played well together. got along
well and enjoyed playing together.

-Brian Laubach



Softball
Women get to district but no further

Lady Lute softballers made it to the NAIA
bi-district tournament, but lost out on further
advancement after losing their first two
games.

Coach Toni Turnbull said the women were
ranked third of four teams in the Washington
and Oregon playoffs.

She said they lost 3-2 to Western Oregon
in nine innings. The Lutes lost the same day
to Willamette 3-0 to end their bid for a
championship.

During their 20- 10 regular season,
Turnbull said, the team played very well but
admitted that' 'our biggest weakness was our
hitting. "

The strength of the team was pitching, she
said. "It was awesome."

The top pitchers were lefty Monica
Aughnay, junior and right-handed Sharon
Schmitt, a freshman. Schmitt pitched two no-
hitters against Shoreline Community College,
and Aughnay pitched one against Fort
Steilacoom.

Aughnay pitched 19 games, with Schmitt
pitching 12. Aughnay led the strike-out
roster with 158 in 135 innings. Schmitt
struck out 64 batters in 75 innings.

The team is young, and Turnbull expects
two years or more of strong play from them.
This year's squad lost only three seniors:
Betty Buslach, Lori Smith and Kim Krumm,
whose .275 batting average led the Lute
pack.

"We're not hurting for players," Turnbull
said. 'We had 15 strong and capable players
this year, but next year we should be
stronger. ' ,

Turnbull listed two drawn-out games as
season highlights. The Lutes won a 20-inning
game against UPS and lost a 17 -inning match
with Willamette.

-Brian Laubach

OPPOSITE PAGE TOP: Ted Waiters pitches a winning
game. FAR LEFT: Kevin Dykman waits for a throw
while a runner slides into base. LEFT: Phil Misley
wields his bat. THIS PAGE TOP: Stacey Davis slugs
one away. LEFT: Lady Lute softballers plan their
strategy.
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A Reign in the Rain
Tennis teams win district crowns.

In northwest small-college tennis, PLU's
men and women were undisputed kings and
queens of the court-a sort of reign in the
rain, you might say.

Both 1983 squads won their district titles,
earning trips to the national championship and
surprising coach Mike Benson, who thought
that neither team would be as strong as the
ones that had gone to nationals the year
before.

Yet come conference tournament time, both
squads were virtually unstoppable. The Lady
Lutes dropped only one set enroute to
winning all nine singles and doubles cornws at
the WCIC tournament.

The men won singles and doubles titles at
the Northwest Conference championships,
boosting their team point total to 61, more
than twice that of any other team.

Eddie Schultz and Jay Abbott won the
district doubles crown and Schultz was ousted
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in the singles final. The women hosted their
district tournament and racked up enough
points to win, although none of the PLU
women advanced as far as the finals.

"It was really remarkable the way
everything came togetq,er at the right time, "
said Benson, who's headed the men's team
since 1970 and the ladies since 1981.
"Everybody played so well, right down the
line.' ,

Entering the district tournaments, the
women's dual meet record was 22-6, and the
men's was 14-14.

The latter mark is deceiving, because the
men played a near-suicidal schedule with
multiple matches against powerhouses like
the University of Washington and Idaho.
Abbott, who won the Northwest Conference
singles title without dropping a set, thought
that rugged competition was an advantage.

, 'It really prepared us, ' , he said. ' ,We were

'4

\ ,
.,

so closed to beating some of those bigger
schools. "

The Lady Lutes used a set lineup most of
the year, playing Seacia Edmunds at first
singles, Chris Dickensen at second, Sharon
Garlick third, Polly Ann Byrnestad fourth,
Karen Stakkestad fifth and Julie Chapman
sixth.

On the other hand, the men tried four
different players-Schultz, Abbott, Craig



Koessler and Tom Peterson-in the number
one singles slot.

The highlights were many and varied. For
the women. Edmunds played some gutsy
tennis against nationally-rated opponents. and
Stakkesstad stayed on thebaseline to win 22
of 25 regular season matches.

For the men. Koessler took a set from the
Northwest's best player. Peterson whipped
the University of Washington's number two
man. and. despite a gimpy knee. Schultz ran
up a 18-7 regular season mark.

A road trip down south during spring break
was a'turning point in the season-' 'fun in
the sun ..• the sunny, ever optimistic Benson
called it.

PLU's men gained experience against
schools like Redlands and Cal State-Los
Angeles. and the ladies team stunned the
•• California girls," winning six of seven
matches on the trip. including a 5-4 upset

over defending NAIA champion Westmont.
The men have now won eight conference

titles in a row, the women four straight, and
Benson can't quite explain PLU's dominance.

•. I guess once you get a program
established. it's easier to sustain it •.. he said.
• .Somehow, each year we get bigger and
better. ,.

-Bruce Voss

OPPOSITE PAGE TOP: Craig Koessler waits for a
return. BELOW LEIT: Freshman Grant Nelson serves
with zip. BELOW RIGHT: Nancy Stem concentrates on
a volley. THIS PAGE LEIT: Gary Koessler lets a serve
fly. TOP: Connie Wusterbarth shows off her backhand
form. ABOVE: Jay Struss reaches low for a backhand
volley.
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Running, Jumping and Throwins:
Schot, Heelan, Bell win district gold; women take conference

For the men of PLU's track and field
squad, it was a very good year.
Overshadowed in recent years by a women's
team for whom every year seems better than
the last, the men showed what they could do,
pulling out a second place finish at the NAIA
District 1 championships. With 154 points
the PLU men were 10 points short of the
district crown, which went to Western
Washington University.

Senior Phil Schot, who had outdistanced
the district decathlon mark (with 7157 points)
a week earlier to win his third 10-event
championship in four years, was the top scorer
at the district meet.

Sophomore Mike Heelan replayed his
1982 performance to hold on to this district

javelin title with a 193-5 arc.
The Lute 4 x 400 relay quartet, Tom

Love, Greg Rapp, Dave Maines and Kris
Rocke, pumped out a second place ribbon in

3: 18.8.
The Lutes placed third at the Northwest

Conference meet behind Willamette , the
NWC's perennial track powerhouse, and
Linfield. The finish was up a notch from their
fourth place 1982 conference rank. The Lute
men had come out ahead of both teams in
previous dual meets.

Running without All-American distance
star Kristy Purdy, who nursed a heel stress
fracture through the end of the season, the

l PLU women won the conference crown and
placed third behind Western Washington and
Simon Fraser at the district meet.

Karen Bell, whose 63.6 second conversion
in the 400 meter hurdles was one of five PLU
women's records on the day, picked up the
Lutes' only district gold medal.

Ann jenck finished fourth in the district at
1500 meters in 4: 43. I, and sophomore
sprinter Kara Kehoe was second at 200 meters
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in 25.7.
Two Lute relay squads picked up third

places. Denise Stoakes, Kehoe, Bell, and
Karina Zamelis broke a school record to finish
the 4 x 400 race in 3: 56.5. Kehoe, Zamelis,
Bell and Monica Johnson clocked I:5 I .3 in
the 800 meter medley relay. Both squads,
said PLU coach Brad Moore, would have
ranked in the top five in the nation. Nine
individuals qualified for the national women's
meet in Charleston, W. Va.

Assistan t coaches Jeff Cornish, Deborah
Carter and Louise King helped Moore out in
the sprints, hurdles and high- and long-
jumps. Moore said he hopes to hire more
assistants for the 1984 season. "I just took
on too many events. 1 couldn't give adequate
attention to them, " he said.

-Barb PicKell



OPPOSITE PAGE FAR LEFT: Anne lcnck and lJenise
Srouke-, exchange a relay haton. OPPOSITE PAGE
LEFT AND THIS PAGE LEFT: Throwing event' have
been a tracliti"nal Lute men's stronghold. ABOVE: The
men '" "'I~ritl f !clays have improved steadily in thl' pa'>l

several vcar ....
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Racing Backward
Crew team strokes to three regatta titles

The PLU crew team stroked up three team
championships of six regular regattas, though
they lost the Meyer and Lamberth Cups to
UPS.

At the regional championships the Lutes
placed sixth out of 27 teams entered, Coach
Dave Peterson said. The only northwest
college to place higher was the U. W.

The women's fly four captured the most
success this season. Julie Givens, Mary
Dahle, Trice Carlson, Nancy Egaas and Jenny
Nelson won the Pacific Northwest Regionals
and a shot at nationals.

The women's fly four, the coach, and four
shells will travel by car to Madison,
Wisconsin for the collegiate nationals June 4

and 5. From there Peterson said, they will
enter the open nationals in Indianapolis,
Ohio, June 16-19.

He said at the open naitonals he will enter
the fly four and two light pairs composed of
the same women.

Also at the Northwest regionals, a
women's light pair (Lise Lindborg and Jenny
Nelson) and a women's collegiate pair (Pam
Knapp and Sara Lopez) placed as champions.

The men's heavy four (Jaye McGee, Larry
Quistgaard, Steve Knudsen, Kevin Klepser ,
and Jeff Glenn) and the women's light four
(Julie Givens, June Nordahl. Janie Buehler,
Lise Lindborg , and Jenny Nelson) ended the
crew season as Northwest small college
champions.

Peterson said four year varsity oarsman Jim
Schacht, was the Fischer Scholar Athlete
Award winner for PLU this year. Schacht is
the first oarsman ever selected, although Ruth
Babcock was the women's winner in 1980.

-Brian Laubach
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Golf
Lutes win NWC Tournament with record score

1983 could be the best year Roy Carlson
can remember.

The PLU golf coach lead a squad that won
both the six-stop Northwest Small College
Golf Classic and the two-day. 54-hole
Northwest Conference Tournament. totaling
I 150 shots on the T okatee Golf Club course
in Blue River. Oregon.

, 'This could be PLU' s best team ever."
Carlson said. "Our 1975 team. which went

to nationals and placed I I th, shot an I I 74 on
the same Tokatee course. which would be 24
strokes behind the current squad." Carlson
said the 1983 golfers also compared favorably

with his 1974 squad. which went to nationals
and produced PLU' s only golf All-American.
Blake Bostrom.

The Lutes opened their season by downing
district rival UPS in the first round of the
Northwest Classic. the Tri-City golf

tournament. They had trouble on the green
and dropped to a third place finish in the UPS
Invitational a week later.

The PLU golfers dominated the Classic by
a thin slice. dropping their lead briefly to UPS
during round three in Lake Oswego. Oregon.
Sophomore Bob Britt won the individual
medal with a score of 73 the next day at
Tacoma's Forest Hills course. and Tim
Daheim was close behind with a 74 to boost
the Lutes back to the Classic lead.

Carlson was "amazed" by his squad' s
balance. "We seem to have a different leader
every time out. ' • he said.

Freshman Todd Gifford set the pace for the
Lutes early in the season. but Bri tt and
Daheim had moved to the forefront by mid-
season and finally tied for the number two
spot in the Northwest Classic. Jeff Clare. the
1982 Classic medalist, finished fourth in the
northwest.

It was Clare who won the NWC
tournament on the Tokatee course, however,
while teammates Daheim , Gifford. Wayne
Clark and Britt swept the second through fifth
places. With pesky UPS playing its own
conference tournament. the Lutes finished 85
strokes ahead of runner-up Linfield.

-Barb PicKell

OPPOSITE PAGE: In and out or the water. the name or

the crew game is teamwork. THIS PAGE: Lute golfers

won both the Northwest Small College Golf Classic and
the NWC Tournament.
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No way! I've got to finish
this paper by tomorrow and
I can't handle another all-
nighter.

ffi
~

What a gorgeous day!
Wanna go play tennis?

A
~

.: ~
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Forget the paper! In five
years you'll never know the
difference! Besides, all
you ever do is study.

•....yF

•.... '"..•.
. ~

Just because you've never
seen the inside of the
library ...
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Facing the Real World
What's a PLU degree worth out there 7

A graduate from PLU has a slight
advantage over a state school graduate at the
first interview, said Scott Rodin, PL U
alumnus and part owner of Human Resource
Associates.

He said a PLU degree is not a big
advantage, but, if one follows it up by
knowing what he is doing , he will be able to
live up to the image of the private college
graduate.

"There is sort of an elitism in a private
college, ,. he said. Because there are fewer
students.. the professors relate one-to-one
with them. and the curriculum is generally
tougher. he said.

Rodin's company helps people develop
careers. He said there are many people who
do not know what they want and therefore.
cannot find a job with which they are
satisfied.

Shannon Burich. a recent PLU graduate and
now sports producer for KOMO Radio. has a
different opinion. She said the world at
"PLU is such a bubble. people go around
here with rose colored glasses .••

, 'The real world is mean; it is where you do
your growing up," she said. ' 'I fel t
educated, but just not exposed to the work
force .••

She suggested that students get out on the
jog to learn outside of the classroom. Work
experience can teach students how to be
persisten t, how not to be a qui tter , and how
to gain a high opinion of one's ability as a
worker.

She said people consider PLU more
difficult. academically, but realize there is less
competition in numbers in the classroom.

Randy Olson. PLU student and manager of
Washington Travel Bureau. said "PLU has
some notoriety, that is. in this region. and if
one is going to use PLU experience on the
resume ...

"How much of an advantage depends on
the major ••• he said.

Olson said it is more of an advantage if the
potential employer is familiar with the school.
But how a job hunter comes' across. how
positive he is. and showing what he can give
to the job will win the employer over. he
said.

May Gerstle , of the community relations
office for Seattle City Light. said her personal
bias is that it is better for the student to go to
a large university, rather than a smaller
university.

She said, "The education is equal or
greater at the UW when compared to PLU .••
Besides. she said. the student can see more of
the world at a large university and experience"
it more.

"Small schools are too sheltering. You need
to be dealing with the community, and
keeping up on social issues to be successful. ••
Gerstle said.

Her advice to the student is the same as
Burichs, "the best thing is to get ajob-e-you
cannot learn it all from books .••

If you cannot get a paying job. she said.
volunteer.

A discussion group at the Washington
Independent Schools Consortium Corporate
conference. April 8. gave this advice to the
liberal arts major: be a self motivator; step
forward and ask about the company before
application; go into the interview selling
yourself; know some of the people doing the
hiring; have ideas; be enterprising. and show
that you are willing to work.

The business leaders from SAFECO,
KIRO, KOMO. Pacific First Federal. and
Seattle Business Journal, to name a few of
those participating, went on to say in a letter
sent to the interviewer after the interview
thanking him for the time is important. He
also suggested getting recommendations from
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all previous employers and talking to
people before listing them as references on a
resume.

Most of all, business people said, show
work stability. They suggested students list
all jobs held while in school, even those which
are not glamorous. This they said, shows
willingness to work.

Other companies contacted, Tacoma News
Tribune, Tacoma Actors Guild, and the
University of Washington Medical School all
said their interest in recent graduates depends
on the qualifications of the individual. One's
alma mater has little to do with hiring or
acceptance, they said.

Maybe the $25,000 degree will get the
graduate a job; some said there is an
advantage; for the most part, though, hard
work and perseverance are all the graduates
can rely on.

-Brian Laubach
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Humanities
Elliott Press, Writing Center find homes

Two new additions to the humanities
division made their formal appearances during
1982-83. The Elliott Press and the Writing
Center became permanent programs with
permanent homes on the PLU campus.

The PLU press, the elder of the two
programs, has been in existence since the late
'70s, when a Tacoma print shop, which had
switched to offset production, offered PLU
its letterpress.

PLU initiated advertisements in a
journalism periodical to alert print shops that
the university was interested in any letterpress
equipment that they might be discarding.
Through these efforts, PLU obtained
equipment worth approximately $20,000 for
one-tenth of this cost.

Although PLU has had some equipment for
several years, the press did not become fully
operational until this year, largely because of
the lack of a permanent location. Originally

slated for the Knorr House garage, the press
was located for two years in the old
maintenance shop. Two letterpress interim
classes were held at this site.

With the completion of the new
maintenance building in back of Olson
Auditorium, the press was given its own
shop.

Named after Les Elliott, a retired staff
member from Harper and Row Publishing,
who founded PLU's publishing program in
1975, the Elliott Press was formally
inaugurated on Oct. I with a poetry reading
by William and Kim Stafford.

The press, under the management of
Megan Benton, now owns over two hundred
cases of type in close to 40 different
typefaces, as well as three presses, two
antique type cabinets, and a marble
composing stone.

The press's first book. Six Poems/Six

Poets, was produced by the 1983 interin
letterpress workshop; 30 copies were sold ou
within two months, many to Northwest boo I
dealers.

The second of the humanities' nev
additions, ,. the Writing Center, is a i

outgrowth of PLU's involvement in th.
Pacific Northwest Writing Consortium. Thi
group is composed of several colleges anc
universities that support the expansion 0
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writing across the curriculum.
The Writing Center is designed to support

professors in all disciplines in their attempts to
encourage writing, said the center's initiator,

Assistant Professor Chuck Bergman.
The center, which began the year as a part

of the Academic Advising Center, branched
off at mid-year to establish its own locale in
the Knorr House basement.

The students who work as consultants
view the center not as a tutorial center for
remedial help, but as a place lor writers of all
abilities to receive feedback on the
effectiveness of their writing.

Bergman emphasized that writing can
"always be improved." The ideal
represented by the Writing Center is that
writing is a process through which students
can rethink and better understand their
subjects.

-Karen Weathermon

OPPOSITE PAGE TOP: Chuck Bergman hands out
critiques of student papers. BELOW: The Elliott Press
found a permanent home on lower campus. THIS PAGE
TOP AND FAR LEFT: Consultants in the Writing
Center' 'talked back" to students about their papers.
LEFT: Les Elliott helped to inaugurate the Elliott
letterpress shop Oct. I.
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Natural Sciences
buildings

The word for the Division of Natural
Sciences is "expansion." And new classes,
new majors and new buildings are all part of
that expansion.

The most observable improvement is in the
computer science department. In the last two
years, computer science has achieved its own
identity apart from the mathematics depart-'
ment, has more than doubled its course
offerings, has developed a major (both

Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Arts), and
has hired at least four part- or full-time faculty,
Larry Edison and Barbara Alvin.

To keep up with the rapid expansion,a
wing has been added onto the mathematics
and computer science building for faculty of-
fices and general storage. Also, tentative
plans for the acquisition of a new computer are
developing to supplement the now overtaxed
VAX 11/780.
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Perhaps the most exciting expansion
prospect, however, is the new science
building which will be located on the west end
of campus parallel to Foss dorm. For the
crowded chemistry, biology, and physics
departments, which now threaten to burst the
walls of Ramstad, the new science building is
a welcome improvement.

Joining these three departments in the new
building will be the earth sciences department
which is currently housed in Memorial Gym.
This year Assistant Professor Steven Benham
joined Brian Lowes as a member of that
faculty. A new course in map-making was
also added to the earth sciences curriculum this
year.

Unlike most products which bear the worn-
out label, PLU's Division of Natural Sciences
can for many reasons honestly promote itself
as' 'new and improved. "

-Steve Carlson

FAR OPPOSITE: High demand for computer terminals
was the result of the expanded computer science
program. LEFT: Dr. James Herzog explains a
computing point to Dean Bonnell and Dave Batk~r.
THIS PAGE LEFT: Dave Schaut makes an accurate
measurement for a chemistry experiment with Ingrid
Nussle. ABOVE: Chemistry students spend
approximately eight hours a week in lab.
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Social Sciences
New Global Studies major looks at areas,issues

1 10 Academics

The Division of Social Sciences encom-
passes seven subject areas and 44 faculty
members in the departments of economics,
history, political science, psychology, social
work, sociology and anthropology.

In the recent past, the faculty members
have been concerned with the relationship of
theory and research to actual social practice.
Thus they have encouraged cooperative en-
deavors among their own departments and
with other departments around the university.

Graduate programs leading to master's
degrees in social sciences and public ad-
ministration also reflect this belief that
problem solving in today's world does not
recognize disciplinary boundaries.

A new program started in 1982 was a
complementary multi-disciplinary major en-
titled' 'Global Studies. " It is complementary
because it is combined as a second major with

the primary discipline of the student's choice.
Its purpose is to give PLU students an
education wi th a global perspective,
recognizing the ever smaller and more inter-
dependent world. Global Studies is part of
the growth of the four-year-old Foreign Area
Studies Program started by history professor
Mordechai Rozanski. According to Rozanski,
one of the goals of Global Studies is "to
educate students to be citizens with global



-erspectives and competencies, trained to un-
lerstand the world's interdependence."

Global Studies focuses on specific areas of
he world in addition to issues like resources
nd trade, modernization and development,
ocieties, cultures and traditions, and war,
evolution and peace. Rozanski has since left
tLU to become Director for International
.tudies at New York's Adelphi University.

Other special programs supported by the

division include the Center for the Study of
Public Policy, the Center for Human
Organization in Changing Environments
(CHOICE), the Legal Studies program, the
Women's Studies program, the Child and
Family Welfare Program, and the Washington
State Council on Economic Education, which
is centered at PLU. Over 90 percent of the
division faculty hold doctoral degrees and are
active in research and writing.

Many students have also become involved
in assisting with research projects. Topics of
recent projects include world hunger, affir-
mative action, historic preservation, threats to
the environment, and the problems of the
aged. All of these programs emphasize a
multi-disciplinary approach to learning with
direct applications to the realities of public and
professional life .

-Bruce Bertoll

OPPOSITE PAGE: Chris Browning discusses a
historical point. LEFT: Assistant Professor of
Anthropology Greg Guldin keeps in touch with "the
overall picture." ABOVE: Guest lecturers add new
insights and perspectives to the global studies program.
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School of the Arts
Art builds marketable majors, draws on newblood for tacultj

A coach would term 1982-83 a "building
year" for the School of the Arts. Most of the
happenings within the school were not
temporary adjustments, but were part of a
major, multi-year development process.
Rearrangements of faculty, facilities and
courses were all part of long range goals. This
was specifically evident in the visual arts
department.

Top on the list of changes happening 'to art
at PLU were those having to do with
students' post-graduation needs. "In the
past, a degree in art usually meant that a
student ~orked in one of the traditional
medias: sculpture, drawing or painting, " said
Walt Tomsic, associate professor of art.
"More students (now) are looking for
a marketable skill they could life off of. "

Although traditional areas of study were
still available in 1982-83, enrollment in them
was shrinking. Ceramics and printmaking
offered more commercial media, and graphic
design, the newest program of study in the
department, also saw a rise in student interest.

The art faculty structure is scheduled for
changes in the years ahead. The present staff,
which has been teaching together for a number
of years, is awaiting retirement or class load
cutbacks and the addition of new blood in the
form of new instructors. New staff members
this year were Mark Gulfrud in stained glass
and Gail Morrisson, teaching fibers class in
the evenings.

In the past few years, colleges have had to
work extra hard to beat economic troubles. In
many cases, said Ernst Schwidder, art
department chairperson, art is one of the first
areas to go under the budget cutting knife. At
PLU, however, the art department is planning
to expand its programs,faculty and facilities,
"We hope," Schwidder said, "to be the
only alternative to the UW in the
northwest. ' ,

-Brian Schlueter
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OPPOSITE PAGE: Maurice Skones, director of choral
music, gives his singers a smile of approval while
directing his Choir of the West. THIS PAGE TOP: A
concentrated eye and a wide selection of pencil leads
help Shauna Guscott in her drawing calss. BELOW:
, 'Scarecrow, " set in colonial America, was performed
on the Eastvold stage in October. Cas! members
included Andrea Kriefall, Kathy Plaisted, Roger Iverson,
Keith Cantor, Beverly Owens, and, seated, Rohin
Dollarhide.
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Interim
Classes celebrate foreign, local heritages

The theme for .this year's interim was
, 'Heritage' " a celebration of the diverse
traditions and history of the Pacific
Northwest. Many classes and activities
reflected the local heritage and that of our
ancestors around the world, The interim
month was divided into four week-long parts,
each with its own emphasis so that the
heritage of four sections of the world could be
featured, said interim coordinator Judy Carr.

1 14 .'\G"lpmiL~

The "Heritage Film Series" featured such
films as "The Stranger" and "I Heard the
Owl Call My Name," Spanish Flamenco
dancers, a Phillipine dance group, and the
Mayfest dancers performed during a dance
festival the' third week of interim, An
American Indian group was scheduled to
perform but cancelled because of sickness,
Carr said.

On campus courses such as "Quality of
Working Life in Scandinavia, " offered by Eli
Berniker , assistant professor of business
administration, ." Christianity in the Pacific
Northwest: A Heritage Discovered," with
history Professor Philip Nordquist, and
English Professor Lucille Johnson's' 'Heritage
of Freedom, " which examined the theme of
freedom of the will through the works of John
Milton, also carried out the heritage theme.

Some classes wen t further abroad.
Associate Professor of Music Calvin Knapp
supervised a cultural tour of New York City,
while Chuck Bergman and Lars Kittleson of
the English and art departments led a group to
Europe. The three-week tour began in
Amsterdam and continued by train to Paris,
Geneva, Milan. Rome and Naples. Travellers
studied art. cuisine. history and cultures of the
European countries.

- Tamborah Nichols



OPPOSITE PAGE: Lars Kittleson and Chuck Bergman
led a European tour which included a visit to the Arc de
Triomphe in Paris. THIS PAGE: Slide photography
students practice their camera technique.
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OPPOSITE PAGE TOP: Hans Brinker wouldn't have
found much use for this Amsterdam canal, but Lute
travellers found it a find place to stop and take in some
local refreshment. BELOW: Kristi Penner (standing)
directed the 1983 Beginners' Band. THIS PAGE LEFf:
Chartes Cathedral in Chartes, France was one stop on a
three-week tour of the great art of Europe. ABOVE:
JANET Rasmussen (left) of the Norwegian department
hosted a Scandinavian smorgasbord in January.
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School of Business
SBA strives for diversity, international perspective

What goes on at the PLU School of
Business?

Many behind-the-scenes programs have an
impact on business students and the quality of
education that they receive. Nearly one half
of the incoming freshmen this year indicated
that they wanted to major in business,
according to admissions office statistics. This
large growth in numbers and the desire to
promote useful education has lead the School
of Business to improve its program in a variety
of ways.

In response to a growing emphasis on
international husiness, the School of Business
is making changes in its curriculum. The new
program, which makes required business
classes include units in international
applications of the course material, is part of a
six-school, Pacific Northwest consortium.

PLU's modular approach, which integrates
international elements into the required
classes, gives students an overview of many
aspects of international business. This
program will take into consideration the
political, cultural and economic factors
affecting people who do business ahroad.
"Students will not become international
business specialists, but will have a diversity
in their business educations which will better
prepare them for future jobs, " said Gundar
King, Dean of the School of Business.

A new venture for the School of Business is
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the Endowed Chair Program. Endowed chairs
are positions within a university for
distinguished teaching appointments.
Universities usually select a well-known
scholar to occupy this position for up to one
year.

The School of Business is the first at PLU
to have established an Endowed Chair. Sandi
Stevens, Director of Research and
Development in the School of Business, said
that this program would provide faculty and
students with an excellent opportunity to go
beyond classroom learning by bringing in
professionals who have succeeded in the
business world. They would teach classes,
give lectures and lead seminars in their
particular areas of expertise. A campaign is
underway to raise $500,000 for this project
by September I, 1984 through alumni and
business people.

Advisory boards in the concentration areas

of accounting, finance, marketing
and management have been established by the
School of Business during the past two years.
The boards provide a means of interaction
between the School of Business and
professional business people, a forum for
discussion of educational policies, and a
means of arranging for guest speakers to visit
classes, conferences and special programs. In
addition, board members assist in establishing
a summer internship program for faculty and
in placing students in summer and permanent
positions. While not a highly visible part of
the business program, these boards affect
what is taught.

Though students do not see all that goes on
behind the scenes, the School of Business is
branching out into new areas to provide
learners with practical and up-to-date
information about the world of business.

-Kirst en Pederson



OPPOSITE PAGE: David Mc Nahb explain, a
marketing principle to his Marketing Systems cia",
THIS PAGE TOP LEFT: Bill Crooks, Director of the
Center for Executive Development, arranges a program
over the phone, TOP RIGHT: Stephen Barndt shares a
joke with his Business Policy class, ABOVE: Davis
Carvey's Organizational Behavior and Environment
class encourages students, like Fronk Day, to share in
the teaching,
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School of Education
Booming special education boasts 100percent employment

For the first time in a long time, the School
of Education is dancing to keep up with the
demand for at least some of its graduates.
The special education program boasted 100
percent employment of its graduates last year,
and, said program director Kent Gerlach,
1983 graduates are likely to make a similar
showing.

While enrollment in schools of education
nationwide is declining in a tough job market,
PLU special education course enrollments
have mushroomed 400 percent during the past
two years. ' 'Special education is the fastest
growing program in the university, " Gerlach
said.

The 1980 passage of the Education For All
Handicapped Children Act (PL 94-142)
requires that every handicapped child receive
the special education and related services, such
as vocational training or access to school
buildings, which school officials and parents
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determine are necessary for the child to reach
his potential. .

The law created an immediate and critical
shortage of train~d special ed personnel.

The School of Education has made some
substantial changes to cope with the special
education wave.

"Project ReDesign," funded by a three-
year, $ 120,000 U. S. Office of Education
grant, will work to create awareness of special
education throughout the undergraduate
teacher education programs "so that all
students will have some exposure to special
needs students," Gerlach said. Under PL
94-142 handicapped children are integrated

. into classrooms with non-handicapped
students as much as will benefit the disabled
children. In these ' 'mainstreamed ' ,
classrooms, said Gerlach, "teachers need to
be able to diagnose the needs. "

Gerlach hopes first to encourage awareness

of the needs of special children among School
of Education faculty members and eventually
to integrate special education competencies
into regular education methods courses.

PLU was one of 10 schools nationwide to
receive a Dean's Grant from the U.S. Office
of Education's Bureau for the Handicapped. It
was the only private university among the 10.

The special education department has
moved its offices and classes to PLU's east
campus, where Gerlach envisions using the
former elementary school classrooms as
settings for special education practical
experiences, allowing PLU students to work
with handicapped children without leaving the
campus.

Two new faculty mernbers , Allyn
Lawrence and Linda Siegelman, joined the
L.E. Reisberg and Gerlach in the department
this year.

Barb PicKell



OPPOSITE PAGE: Dean Kenneth johnston meets with
others in the School of Education. including Leon
Reisberg. Kent Gerlach and Allyn Lawrence. THIS
PAGE TOP: Student teaching places education students
into classrooms where the proportions of desks and
students differ radically from the typical college
experience. LEFf: In methods classes. PLU students
observe the style of teachers in actual classrooms.
ABOVE: Concern and careful observation assure
students learn their basic skills properly.
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School_of Nursing _
Nurses push psychomotor skills, professional fraternities
"This is a period of growth for us." said

Moira Mansell. Dean of the School of
Nursing. She cited a "dramatic increase in
the number of qualified applicants" and a
corresponding increase in enrollment as
reasons for the growth.

Students who entered the School of
Nursing this year were introduced to some
curriculum changes. Effective this spring. the
second semester of the six-level sequence has

been modified to include what Mansell terms
"psychomotor skills." such as giving
injections and moving patients. Mansell said
the change is one of several attempts to
"better prepare students for their hospital
experience. ' •

As a further attempt to make PLU better
equipped to meet growing demands. the
School of Nursing has ordered equipment for
several new examining units. These are
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expected by the fall of 1983. and Mansell
hopes they will render the skills lab and
resource facility more realistic.: Mansell said
that. through moves like these. "we expect
to be more sophisticated ...

Mansell also said that the faculty is
"beginning a self-study report." in
preparation for a continuing accreditation visit
from the National League of Nursing.
scheduled for the fall of 1984. The
accreditation visit is a regular. mandatory
evaluation of all schools of nursing:.

Though no statistics are available about
nursing student status or placement. Mansell
said "a number of hospital and military
recruiters come here." In addition. some
military recruiters try to interest students in
ROTC scholarships. which offer to pay

. tuition and other academic expenses for
several years of professional commitment to
the military. Mansell said.

Within the nursing student population
there are a number of increasingly active
student groups. One such professional
fraternity. Delta Iota Chi. has a membership
of about 12. said jazelle Budlong. vice
president and secretary of the group. Many
members. such as President Holly Groh , also
belong to the National Student Nurses
Association.

The three PLU Delta Iota Chi officers
emphasized what Budlong called' 'a real push
for membership' , next year.

Once PLU has 15 recognized NSNA
members. the nursing students are granted
affiliation with the State of Washington
Association of Nurses (SWANS), Groh said.
Treasurer Iudi Young called NSNA a
, 'stepping stone to SWANS" as well as a
"good way to get familiar with organizations
in the nursing field .• ,

-Julie Caldwell



OPPOSITE PAGE: Kristi Running (left) practices
checking a patient's blood pressure. THIS PAGE:
Gretchen Nelson wears a tool of her trade.
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Ph~sical Education
PE loses Anderson, Zoske, adds programs

, 'Exciting things are happening in physical
education this year," said David Olson.
directo of physical education and athletics.

For the first time ever, the School of
Physical Education participated in the ASPLU
lecture series, arranging for Dr. Leroy Walker
to speak in January on "Olympism and
Amateur Sports. " Walker was an Olympic
team coach and member of the Olympic
Games Committee, Olson said.
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Also new this year is the staff, faculty and
administration fitness program. The School of
Physical Education began the program in
January. It provides fitness facilities on the
east campus for PLU faculty and other
interested adults from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m.
daily.

"There are many curriculum revisions
being proposed for the School of Physical
Education right now, " Olson said. One of

these is the addition of a Bachelor of Science
degree in physical education. The new degree
would have two tracks, one in exercise science
and the other in pre-therapy. The major
would enable students to acquire a biology
minor. A B.S. degree in physical education
would prepare students for jobs in corporate
fitness and exercise physiology, Olson said.

A proposal for a Bachelor of Arts degree in
recreation is also being submitted. Recreation



is currently a concentration within the School
of Physical Education. The new B.A. degree
would have tracks in programming and
therapeutic recreation.

The School of Physical Education is
planning to develop an aquatics minor and
also revise the dance, heal th and coaching
minors. In addition, Olson said, "we are
planning some revisions for the B. A. in
Education. ' ,

After two resignations, the School of
Physical Education will hire two new coaches.
Men's basketball coach Ed Anderson will be

leaving this year after coaching for seven
years at PLU. Anderson has accepted a
similar position from California Lutheran
College in Thousand Oaks, Calif.

Arno Zoske is also resigning after coaching
the men's soccer team for three years. Zoske
worked part-time in the training room and
part-time as a P. E. instructor for PLU. Under
Zoske, the men's team earned a 30-14-2
record. Zoske is leaving to take a full-time
staff position at the Evergreen State College.

-Sharon Donlan

OPPOSITE PAGE: Brad Moore explains a point to his
class. TOP: Elementary education major Karen
Thompson (left) works out while Cheryl Nordby poops
out. ABOVE: P.E. major Sara Lopez encourages Julie
Givens and Alice Melling on the stationary bikes.
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The Manage_ment Maze
110administrators grease PL U machinery

Who runs the golf course?
Who is the ASPLU president's boss?
Who is your accounting professor's boss?
About I 10 administrators grease the

wheels of PLU 's decision-making machinery.
To the uninitiated, that machinery can take on
labyrinthine complexity.

Administrative responsibilities are divided
among five top directors, who oversee the
areas of academics, student life, finance and
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operations, development and the collegium.
The vice presidents are accountable tc
university President William O. Rieke, whc
reports to the Board of Regents.

Anyone who has ever wanted tc
demonstrate a little clout in dealing with ar
unruly professor should know 'his way aroune
the academic structure. The professor '!
supervisor is his department head, and one
step beyond that is his divisional chairpersor
or dean. Provost Richard Jungkuntz tops the
pyramid and. as a kind of "vice president fo
academics, " is ultimately responsible for the
hiring and firing of all faculty members.

lungkuntz also directs the activities of th,
library, the office of admissions and th
registrar.

The ASPLU president, as well as the RHC
chairperson and the student publication!
editors, are under the eye of Mary Lou Fenili
vice president for student life. Fenili alsc
heads the residential life staff and oversees th,
counseling and health centers, the Universitj
Center. the career planning and placemen
office and the university's services to foreigi
and minority students.

Who runs the golf course? Perry B
Hendricks, vice president of finance an,
operations, is responsible for it, as well as fo
the bookstore, the business office, genera
services, campus safety and information, th.
computer center, telephone communications
and food service.

Doling out financial aid is not arnonj

Hendrick's responsibilities. That is the job 0

the admissions office, which works under th.
authority of the provost.

Luther Bekemeier acts as PLU's hea.
fundraiser and public relations man. As vie
president for development, Bekemeie
oversees projects in alumni relations, planne.
giving, special funding and capital campaigns
University communications, including th



~
graphics and non-student publications offices,
the university photographer and the KPLU-
FM program director, are part of Bekemeier' s
wing of the administration.

Without a doubt, the best-hidden arm of
the administration is the collegium. Overseen
by executive director Harvey Neufeld, the
collegium is an advisory board of business and
professional people which works for
communication between the business world
and PLU.

Now, where would you go if you wanted
to help your favorite professor get a
promotion? To complain about your RA? To
suggest a change in the Saturday lunch menu?
To donate your butterfly collection to the
biology department?

If you can answer these questions,
congratulations! You're headed for top
management.

OPPOSITE PAGE: President William O. Rieke keeps
in touch with the operations of the University through
several vice presidents, who are directly responsible to
him. ABOVE: Members of the administration were
present at the student r~lIy April 25 in Red Square. The
rally was staged to show student support for an
alternative housing proposal.

-Barb PicKell
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Mar~ Lou Fenili
'Uppity' vice president likes academic life

"Uppity Women Unite," proclaims a sign
in the office of Mary Lou Fenili , vice president
for Student Life.

"Tough times never last. .. but tough
people do, ' , another asserts. Fenili joined the
PLU administration July I, 1982 after
working with the California Board of Prison
Terms since 1977.

Fenili compared the difference in clientele
between criminals and students to the
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difference between going into a dark room anc
turning on a light.

In a September Mooring Mast story, Fenil
said running barefoot in the grass, playin]
frisbee with students, eating in the UC anc
watching the Lutes play football were amon~
the activities in which she envisioned hersel
participating. By mid-second semester
however, she said she did not have as mud
contact with students as she had thought slu
would:

She had met student antagonism over thr
controversial firing of Residential Life directo
Rick Allen and the failure of a student
initiated proposal for rule changes in PLU ':
alternative housing facilities.

"It's kind of disappointing ..... [ have hac
more involvement in the' vice president' par
of my role, but that's OK, because that vefJ
definitely has pay-offs for students. "

She said she wishes she could spend mon
time advising the ASPLU officers.

"[ 'rn finding there is more to do than
thought There are just not enough hours if
a day A lot of students are looking at ;
week before they can get in to see me .... Th:
piles on my desk seem to (grow) overnight
but I didn't expect this to be a nine-to-fivi
job. "

She said she also spends time addressinj
various groups on women's issues.

"Throughout life I've been very blessed.
have a responsibility to do something wit]

that and not just let it languish, " she said.
"The talents and gifts we have are God'

gift to us, and who we become is our gift tc
God. "

"My responsibility is to be the best perSOf
that [ can be, and I intend to do that, " Fenil
said. "To be perfectly frank, it is nice to be if
an environment where [ can say that and no
be embarassed about it. "

-Gail Greel1woo,



OPPOSITE PAGE TOP: Mar), Lou Fenili, vice
president for student life, compares the change from
corrections work to academic administration to "the
difference between going into a dark room and turning
on a light. " THIS PAGE TOP: Students organized a
rail)' to protest the failure of a proposal fo; some changes
in on-campus housing policy. LEFT: Fenili addresses the
students.
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Tightening~B __el_t_s _
Shrinking revenues force 6-, 8-percent budget cuts

Budget cuts totaling 14 percent of the
university budget were made over the course
of the 1982-83 year. Two cuts were made:
a 6 percent cut in November and an additional
8 percent cut in early February. The cuts were
made in non-personnel areas only, said
university President William Rieke.

Tuition, by far PLU's largest source of
income, is shrinking from a reduction in credit
hours. The total for the year was estimated at
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93,000 credit hours when the budget was
devised, but actual figures have "reached
only about 89,.500," said Perry Hendricks,
vice president for finance and operations.

Administrators knew they had a problem
early in the year when first semester credit
hours were about I ,500 below the anticipated
level of 43,000. This decrease was not
because of a lack of students, but because of a
decrease in the average class load, which from

12.4 hours last spring to the present I 1.9
level.

Contributing to the problem was a decrease
in the number of students living on campus
alongside an increase in utility rates. Utilities
are now being charged according to a new
, 'peak consumption" system, started in
November. This has resulted in a 33-50
percent cost increase: nearly $1 million.

The combination of decreased enrollment
and budget cuts has created stricter
enforcement of housing contracts, said
Lauralee Hagen, associate director for
residential life, "People need to have a really
exceptional reason before they can break their
contracts to move off campus. "

Rieke said that an end-of-year deficit is not
anticipated, despite the problems. "PLU 's
cash position is strong enough. We're within
the budget spending-wise, and we're not
looking the creditor in the mouth. PLU can
live with this problem, " said Rieke.

Non-personnel budget items tagged for
cuts included travel expenses, supplies and
equipment purchases. Cuts were larger in
non-academic budgets, such as student life
and maintenance, than those in academic
budgets. In addition, there will be no new
faculty positions created next year.

Rieke presented each university vice
president with a dollar amount to be cut from
his or her respective budgets. The amount
was originally about 6 percent of each budget,



with the additional 8 percent coming later.
"No one was surprised by the additional
cut," said Rieke. "Generally, if we don't
make projected enrollment figures in the fall,
we won't in the spring either, although
interim enrollment was up. "

Rieke said that the Endowment Fund,
supported through donations of estates and
deferred gifts (promised for a later date),
would not be tapped, both because of the
immediate goal of increasing the fund and
because of its relative smallness compared to
the university budget.

Instead, the university will become more
aggressive about marketing the school to
attract new students and combatting
decreasing enrollment by retaining students.
, 'The quality of our academic programs is still
high, " said Rieke. "We're not the only
college with budget problems. PLU is still in
good shape. ' , -Bruce Berton
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ABOVE: President William Rieke directors his
secretary. Ann Lucky, in the preparation of a memo.

LEFT: As tuition. room and board price increases were
announced for the corning year. off campus housing

became very attractive. But with stricter controls of
hou,ing contracts, off campus vacancies were plentiful.

Bulletin hoards were full elf rental advertisements.
~(
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Did you hear all that noise
in the hall last night - I was
ready to kill somebody!
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Oh, yeah! Arnie ran the
wrong wayan the
quarterback sneak and
tackled the wall.
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Harstad
Active 'convent' breaks molds, develops pride

Broken molds and growing pride are two
results of the 1982-83. year for Harstad
women. Under the leadership of President
Luana Meyer and hall director .Jan Maul-
Smith, Harstad has been involved at a record
high in community, campus and dorm
acti vi ties.

Freshmen initiation and the Dogpatch
Olympics started the year with a bang.

Homecoming week was an exciting time

for the dorm. Harstad's Songfest was
, ,Annie, " and over thirty women worked to
receive the "honorable mention" for the
performance. Harstad hearts swelled with
pride when RA Deb Consear was crowned
Homecoming Queen.

Instead of sponsoring the traditional
Halloween haunted house, the women of
Harstad decided to do something a bit
different. A masquerade "invitation only"

dance was held for fifty women and their
dates. At precisely midnight the faces of
those' 'under cover" were revealed.

Interim provided a break from the regular
routine. Exchange students and interim RAs
found Harstad a fun new home for a month.
Residents found themselves relaxing in the
interim atmosphere and enjoying their unique
classes.

The "U.S.S. Harstad" was the dorm's
main event during spring semester. Planned
under the leadership of Kathy Knudsen and
the newly elected executive dorm council, the
first outdoor dance of the year was a huge
success. Plans are underway for more
activities in the year to come.

What makes Harstad special? Diversity.
Business, nursing, music, social work,
mathematics. education, biology, and
engineering majors can all be found in
Harstad. Scholar, athlete, musician, Sunday
school teacher, RHC secretary and ROTC
cadet all have a place in the dorm.

-julie Wicks

OPPOSITE PAGE: Although Harstad is the oldest
building at PLU, it. inhabitants can always find new
ways to express themselves. Karen Calfas, Jonette
Lucky and Sue Wobig strike a dignified pose. THIS
PAGE: Harstad's Dogpatch Olympic team, mostly
from second floor, gather for a group picture.
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Hinderlie
First female hall director leads male dorm through lively year

The men of Hinderlie Hall saw a major
change during the 1982-83 school year. For
the first time, the all-male dorm had a female
hall director. Joan Brewster, her husband, Ed,
and their 3-year-old son, Darren, inhabited
the head resident's apartment.

Life in Hinderlie was active as usual this
year. It began with freshman initiation,
complete with a panty raid on Kreidler and a 5
a. m. calesthenics session. The freshmen
retaliated by giving sophomore Scott Sears a
board ride for his role in the annual event.

The smell of paint hung in the dorm
hallways, as each floor gave its walls a new
coat.

For the second straight year, Hinderlie won
the Homecoming Songfest competition. Eric
Thomsen and Sears starred as Felix Higgins
and Oscar Pickering in a skit which tied
together
Couple.' ,

The dorm demonstrated its theatrical talent

again during the campus wide airband contest.
The Stop-Stops, featuring Greg Fritzberg,
placed second in the competition, and the
Chipmunks, also made up of Hinderlie men,
were third.

Life in an all-male dorm can be wild, but
the men of Hinderlie made sure they had
plenty of opportunities for outside
socialization. They carried on the tradition of
arranging' 'Hugger Mugger Cater Cousins"
with Kreidler women, although some
residents doubted that they got fair returns in
chocolate chip cookies for the number of
flowers sent anonymously to the all-
women's dorm.

Other forms of socialization were less
gentlemanly. After the dorm was egged by
Ivy residents, Hinderlie men retaliated by
stealing the lower campus dorm's Christmas
tree and' 'planting" it in front of Eastvold.

Hinderlie residents got acquainted with
those in Hong by having animal hour water

fights with them nearly every' night during
Dead Week in December.

On the weekends, the men kicked back
and watched videotaped movies in thee main
lounge, courtesy of Bill Wilkins, the 1982-
83 dorm president. Third floor took a trip to
the beach in April, and Hinderlie was well
represented at PLU night, when the Mariners
played the New York Yankees in the
Kingdome.

OPPOSITE PAGE TOP: Bob Huff and Rich Walker try
to escape in the dark. BOTTOM: Tom Saathoff (left)
and Scott Cheldelin express divergent outlooks. LEFI:
Freshmen dress for dinner. ABOVE: Roger Iverson acts
as master of ceremonies for the dorm Christmas party.
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OPPOSITE PAGE TOP LEFf: Chris Gunderson plays
maestro. TOP RIGHT: Bill Brown prepares for a prize
fight. BOTTOM: Third floor enroute to a pre-dawn
breakfast. THIS PAGE TOP LEFf: Freshman initiates
file off to their unknown fate. ABOVE: Three-year old
Darren Brewster sits on Santa's (Gary Haldorson) lap.
LEFf: Mark Kauth. Steve Carter and Mike Woltersdorf
display the spoils of a panty raid.
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Kreidler
stereotype nowhere to be found

Yearbook recaps often try to capture the
image of a dorm by quoting the achievements
of its residents. This year, for instance,
Kreidler could boast about Lucia Bride finalist
Tandy Gunderson, the participation of
Samoan students in the intercultural dinner,
swimming champions Kerri Butcher and
Kirsten Peterson and running star Lee Ann
McNerney.

The all-campus dance, two Kreidler-
Rainier-Hong picnics and a Christmas party
with Santa Claus (Scott Sears) were all parts
of the year, but are these even ts
representative of what actually happens in
Kreidler's secluded corner of the campus?

Has anything changed in the mysterious
halls of the all-women's dorm? Does it still
house many of the university's nursing
students? Yes. Is it still the focus of midnight
I I laundry borrowing" parties by Rainier
men? Of course.
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So what has made this year different
Kreidler? Although Kreidler can't boast
wild parties and all-campus pillow fights, I

residents have taken on a style of their 0"

Ask Julie Kanarr, who returned from inter
to find her bunk bed, closets and wr
plastered with more than 500 pictures
Ronald Reagan. I I I do not care for mod.
American conservatism in wall decore," ~
commented.

Ask a member of C-east who was chilled
discover her underwear keeping company \\,
ice cubes in the third floor freezer. Educat
majors found entertainment at I Icutty past
parties, where they made learning centers
their students.

Kreidler women are calm, mature ,
reserved. Right? They would never
something like sailing paper boats in I 'F
Square Lake," would they? They wo
never wake to find garlic in their halls or tl
shower curtains missing.

Diligently studying until all hours of
night, hard-working students .... Not exact
Somewhere behind those putrid blue ,
yellow curtains (who picked those, anywa~
there may be one Kreidler woman who
that stereotype, but we haven't found
yet.

-Sandra New



LEFT: Kreidler women say "cheese." ABbvE:
Norwegian exchange student Anne Marie Kvamme was
one of several Scandinavian students who chose to live
on campus.
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OPPOSITE PAGE FAR LEFT: Kreidler houses many of
PLU's Samoan women. LEFT: The lawn between
Kreidler and Hong is a popular spot for sofbalJ and
frisbee games. THIS PAGE TOP LEFT: Tandy
Gunderson was a finalist in the Lucia Bride Festival.
TOP CENTER: Kirsten Olson visits "Bob's Place."
LEFT: Debbie May types a last-minute paper.
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146 Weekend Getaways

PLU. At times it seems so much like
home, you just can't wait to get away. Away
from the pressures of studying, from your
roommate, the roar of the jets
overhead .... away from Parkland

'Back to nature-to the mountains, rivers
and the sea. Away from it all, out with
friends, having fun, getting crazy, trying new
experiences, letting loose and kicking back.

PLU is located in the center of it all.
Mountains, oceans and city are all within a
two-hour drive.

The chance to get away is cherished,
planned for, and anxiously awaited
throughout the year. With dorm retreats,
outdoor rec, or roadtripping friends, it seems
to be the PLU students' way of maintaining a
bit of sanity, of regaining their perspective.

Some people get away just to lay around
and rest, while others take the opportunity to
tryout some unknown muscles.

Friday night marks the beginning of the
exodus, as students make their escapes. They
return late Sunday, sunburnt, exhausted, sore
and aching, having made the most of their
two days away. They return refreshed

Coming back isn't always easy, but
memories of good times make it easier to get
through the next week. And planning for the
next trip can keep students smiling for
months.

-Gail Rice



OPPOSITE PAGE: Getting away from the pressures of
school to spend time laughing with friends is a part of
the total college experience. THIS PAGE: While some
people use their free weekends to try new sports, others
take the opportunity to just stretch out and relax.
Pflueger sponsored a day at the lake for its study-weary
residents.
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OPPOSITE PAGE TOP: Kent and Julie Ross used
Outdoor Recreation ski trips as getaways from a~ademic
life. BELOW: Rainier's annual pre-finals break allowed
35 students to escape the books to Ocean Shores. THIS
PAGE: Trip Edgerton finds out the "hidden catches"
involved in getting away on a bike. Outdoor Rec
sponsored a 6-day bike trip to the San Juan Islands
during spring break.
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Hong
Golfers, gossips, pranksters live in 'George's headquarters'

Hong Hall is not just a donn; it's also
George's headquarters.

Dave and Carol Gatewood may be the hall
directors recognized by Residential Life, but
George is the cool cat who really runs the
upper campus dorm.

The feline vagabond, who many residents
believe may in truth be a "Georgina,"
appeared over the summer and promptly
established himself on the premises. In
deference to the housing stipulation
prohibiting animals in the dorms unless they
are caged, he graciously sleeps outside in a
box next to his food dish.

Thus far, George hasn't given the fish tank
by Hong's desk a second glance. The
residents, however, are another matter.
Anxious that the fish receive an adequate
supply of important vitamins and nutrients,
the concerned Hongites often supplement the
fishes' diet with M&M's. Other foreign

objects have also mysteriously appeared in the
aquarium. A golfer, apparently off the top of
an athletic trophy, spent quite some time on a
watery 17th hole at the bottom of the tank.

'The residents themselves don't seem to be
partial to submarine golf; they'd rather play
their version of the game in the halls. Begin-
ning on the third floor and working their way
down, a group of two dozen Hongites played
a gentlemanly round of golf. with the final
hole being at the base of the center staircase.
Generally, more attention was paid to the
creativity of the playing clothes than to actual
skill.

The minutes from Hong's dorm council
meetings are posted every Monday morning,
an event most residents look forward to
because of the ambiguous' 'Scoops and Scan-
dals ' always printed at the bottom of the
page. These one-liners included everthing
from taunts about an individual's activities on

a past Saturday night to mysterious clues
about a prankster's identity.

One of the more common tricks played by
Hongites is removing the receiving mechanism
from the mouthpiece of the telephone: the vic-
tim can hear a caller speaking, but his voice is
not transmitted over the wire.

Freshman initiation brought the upper-
classmen together at the beginning of the
year. First-year students were hustled out of
bed at six 0 'clock a.m.

The men were treated to a make-up session
while the women found out that running
around with shaving cream on one's chin is an
odd sensation. Each was then instructed to
escort one of the dainty and demure' 'ladies' ,
to breakfast in the U.e. Before they could
eat, however, the frosh were told to wake up
the upper campus dorms by singing and
participating in a balloon relay in front of
Eastvold.

The final episode of "M· A•S· H II turned
into an unofficial dorm function, as the second
floor lounge was packed with Hongites
wishing the 4077th a final farewell. Other
scheduled activities included various dances,
the Christmas party, travelling treats, and an
evening with some of the area Girl Scouts.
Sue Lund, a second floor RA, was Hong's
Homecoming representative and freshman
Terri Berkey was the dorm 's Lucia Bride can-
didate. -Susie Oliver

OPPOSITE PAGE: George welcomes a guest. THIS
PAGE: John Wong catches up on the news.
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OPPOSITE PAGE FAR LEFT: Residents come and go,
but Hong stays the same. TOP: Elizabeth Fulsher finds
a study comer. BELOW: (left to right) Laura Nikkari,

Janet Schwaninger and Jennifer Ottum show off their
pearly whites. THIS PAGE TOP: Tracy' Sandlin
serenades a mystery man. LEFT: Stacey Amann doesn't
trust anybody. ABOVE: Lori Mulkey studies intently.
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Ordal
Eclectic dorm encourages open doors, controlled craziness

Where else but in Ordal would' 'Bill the
Cat" get a pawful of votes for ASPLU
president?

Intellectual humor has long been a hallmark
of Ordal Hall, a diverse dorm where studying
is actually encouraged between bouts of
controlled craziness. Ordal is no haven for
jocks, admits dorm President Rob Barr, but
neither is it a collection of up-with-the-nose
bookworms.

"We have a little of everything," Barr
said, while nearby a student from Zimbabwe
chatted with one from Japan. "Ordal has a
very healthy environment that condones per-
sonal growth, but doesn't force it on you. "

Ordal kicked off th~ year by kicking off its
shoes for a sock hop on the lounge's new
carpeting. The spotless rug, however, soon
became decorated with the drippings from a
succession of ice cream feeds. Ordalites love
their chocolate chip mint.

In-dorm dances were well attended,
especially if they included free food. A
Halloween Ball was followed by the Christ-
mas Social, at which onlookers reveled in
some "revealing" entertainment and an ap-
pearance by a lumpy Santa Claus.

Video nights, ping-pong tournaments, and
willpower-testing travelling treats all helped
to pass the time. So did a spirited contest
between wings that proved there are several
ways to dismantle a bathroom.

And who could forget Ordal's "Screaming
Seamen' '? The salt-water-on-the-brain air
band sent adoring women screaming into the
night at a smash Beach Party and at a Ski
Team benefit dance.

Ordal seems to be a dorm of
character-and characters. If you want, you
can close your door and play student.. but
funny thing, most of the doors in Ordal stay
open. -Bruce Voss

OPPOSITE PAGE LEFT: Erik Pontius loves to study.
RIGHT: Gail Nowadnick is forever blowing bubbles.
THIS PAGE LEFT: Sam Brinkley (left) and Bryan
Stelling share a song. ABOVE: (left to right) Bill the
dog, Ken Stoner and Charlie Guildner chat in the hall.
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OPPOSITE PAGE TOP: (left to right) Mark Eibel,
John Hermansen, Charlie Guildner and John Tigges
show off their Christmas haul. BELOW: Matt Orme
misses his teddy bear. THIS PAGE TOP LEIT: Erik
Pontius has been expecting you. ABOVE: Ray Wilson
ignores the photographer. LOWER LEIT: John
Hermansen (left) and Todd Baxter relax after a mission.
LEIT: Tanya Newcomer fights off the incredible flying
foot.
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stuen
'Studying Stuenites' keep hilarity at low profile

Mention the words "Stuen Hall" and a
lower campus Lute is likely to roll his eyes
and say "Ugh" or "Oh yea, Studying
Stuen. "

Stuen residents are always happy to dispel
notions of their's being a "study dorm."
They like to think of themselves as "keeping
a low profile" and therefore pulling most of
their stunts within their own walls.

The 1982-83 year began in the usual
fashion with the traditional freshman
initiation, the Stuen Fun Run. Initiates took a
3 a.m. jaunt around campus stopping in front
of all other dorms to sing the "freshman
song" and have water thrown on them.

Stuenites were treated to a "special LIVE
performance" of the "Putridge Family" at
one of their annual taco/burrito dinners. The
"Family" sang the ever popular "I Think I
Love You," and screams ensued when
"Keith" tore off some of his' 'chest hairs"
to fling at the crowd.
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The "Putridge Family" was not the only
live musical group the dorm heard. During
dead week, a Stuen air band was puttogether
to regale the Stuenites with a deafening chorus
of "Working in a Coal Mine. "

Throughout the year the Stuen "Monk
Club" wove itself into the lives of many
males who live there. The Monk Club, they
say, is designed to keep the members "pure"
by swearing off extended relationships. (An
occasional one-nighter is OK.) Stuen women
think of this organization as "Totally
BOGUS! ! " and tried to retaliate early in the
year by forming the' 'Frump Club, " but the
project was soon disbanded as many of the
, 'Frumps" began going out with ex-
communicated' 'Monks. " Stuen also has its
fair share of spontaneous activities, such as
bathroom disco, screaming contests, hallway
frisbee, water fights, and "Let's see how
many girls we can throw into the shower

tonight. "
Stuenites occasionally like to make their

presence known on campus, though. They
were the ones who went "bim bomming"
attired in curtains on the eve of Rosh
Hashana. Stuen dwellers were also
responsible for the decision to make the
ASPLU nominating convention into a
campout.

Certainly Stuen does its fair share of
studying. There seem to be constant shouts
of "Hey, can you shut up? I'm trying to
study II! ' , Despite the occasional squabbles
which arise from comments like these (and
others which tend to be more bellicose),
Stuenites like to think of themselves as a
family.

., 'Stuen just like home ... complete with
brothers and sisters," said one three-year
resident. ' 'Stuen , " said another, "well, I
guess its home. " -Lois Swenson



OPPOSITE PAGE: Dorm pizza nights offer Steve
Siefert, Paul Sackewsky, Joe Williams, Bjorg Engen and
Brian a 'Morrow a chance to kick back. THIS PAGE:
Dave Hanson shows what it means to really be an
apeman.
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OPPOSITE PAGE TOP LEFT: Kevin Stockton
playfully tugs on Gail Nowadnik's sweatshirt. TOP
RIGHT:{Ieft to right) Joe Christianson, Kathy Smith,
Doug Chamberlain and Brian 0 'Morrow gather for an
evening of popcorn and making cookies. BELOW
RIGHT: The "Coal Miners" represented Stuen in the
air band competition. THIS PAGE TOP:Santa Doug
Chamberlain gives a shy smile. ABOVE: Craving
something more than Uncle Bob's, Stuenites find
Domino's pizza a tasty alternative.
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Pflueger
'Freshman' dorm constantly on the go

Dorm pizza nights (35 to 40 percent off at
Domino's), free movies (first-class flicks
shown in the TV lounge), and outdoor dances
(famous all over campus) are just small parts
of being a Pfluegerite.

The cold showers at 1.0 a. m., the flock of
pigeons that peck at the bathroom windows
every morning frightening unsuspecting
freshmen girls, the fire alarms at 12: 30 a. m. ,
and the persnickity candy machine round out
Pflueger's complex personality.

Pflueger Hall is primarily a freshman dorm
and is constantly on the go.

lt all began that first fated week of
September with initiation. The sophomores
showed the underclassmen who was boss,
sending second west girls all over campus on a
scavenger hunt dressed up in their best
nighties, sending second west guys all over
Tacoma dressed up in their best underwear,
even sending first west girls to classes dressed
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up in their best Halloween costumes.
After initiation, social life began in full

swing . Travelling treats, a great way to meet
new people and get Lutebutt, were planned
on every tloor. The events had various
themes, from punk rock (orange hair and
green tights!) to formal to "Beach Blanket
Bingo" (but when the girls showed up in
wool sweaters and ski hats, weren't those
guys surprised?) ,

Ptluegerites also became involved in
politics. They planned an organized
demonstration to prove to the Residence Hall
Council that they were tired of the sand pits
that occupy the corners of the front lobby.
They posted signs and placed stuffed kitties
strategically' in the sand to show RHC that
they didn't want their lobby to look like a
kitty litter box.

, 'Paul McCartney" and "Stevie Wonder"
(Andy Comstock and Lee Hill) won
Pflueger's annual airband contest in the Cave.

The dorm was also active in intramural
sports, with second west's team storming
through the mud to win the football
championship.

A not-to-be-forgotten aspect of life in
Ptlueger Hall is the famous "Pflueger
Pfootnotes, " tacked to the end of the dorm
council minutes and posted in every bathroom
once a week. A few of the pfootnotes deserve
to be recorded for posterity:

Carole: Your dog has been kidnapped. The
ransom: one bag of popcorn to be left in a
brown bag at the front desk within three days
or dead Flop.

Wanted: Any desperate female to relieve
second east of Mr. Flirt.

For the second straight year, second west
was swamped with offers to go to the
Valentine's Tolo , but had to decline all offers
due to previous arrangements.



OPPOSITE PAGE: The girls of second east show off
their toothy grins. THIS PAGE: Cindy McDowell, a
Pflueger sophomore, participates in the Lucia Bride
festival.
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OPPOSITE PAGE TOP LEFT: Laura Whitworth gets
ready for a dorm dinner. RIGHT: Brad Bossio does the
stray cat strut during the Homecoming' 'Gong Show. ' ,
BOTTOM LEFT: Kristina Nee" relaxes in her room.
THIS PAGE TOP LEFT: Tim- Shannon, one of
Pflueger's man)' athletic residents, takes a break during
a Lute Iootball game. ABOVE: Jerry Hammack (left)
and Deh Thurston check into their new home. LEFT:
Carie Dudley chats with a friend.
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Foss
Co-ed wings, large scale initiation, toga tradition alive in Foss

168 Dormitories

Foss Hall offers its inhabitants an unusual
living arrangement: it is the only dorm at PLU
with coed wings. Sixteen men and 16 women
live on each wing. The dorm's approximately
180 students seem to like the set-up.

Since a majority of Foss residents are
freshmen. initiation was a large-scale project.
It . involved getting the freshmen out of their
rooms at midnight .one night during the first
weeks of school. They were lined up in rows
and marched to President William Rieke's
house several miles away. At the president's
house they sang a revised version of the
, 'Mickey Mouse Club" song and thought
initiation was over. They were surprised.
however. when. during the walk home. it
mysteriously began raining water, shaving
cream and eggs.

After this illustrious start, Foss got down
to business. One of the dorm's first activities
was the annual all-campus toga dance. People

arrived in an array of sheets and had a great
time.

Another fall semester i tivity was the
dorm-wide exchanging of notes and gifts by
secret pals. This ended at the Foss Christmas
party, when secret pals were revealed.

For the Christmas party, at the end of dead
week, dorm residents decorated a Christmas
tree and ate goodies. The highlight of the
party came when an embarrassed Deb Rio,
assistant hall director, read a revised version
of the famous Christmas tale, "The Night
Before Christmas ...

During spring semester the dorm sponsored
a cartoon breakfast one Saturday morning for
those who were ambitious enough to get out
of bed.

Once the weather was nice, residents were
on the sundeck , catching as many rays as they
could while the sun shone.

Several weeks before the end of school
Fossites sponsored a luau and in-dorm dance.
After an outside barbeque in the afternoon,
students dance late into the evening.

Most of the six wings in the dorm had at
least one "Screw Your Roommate."
Activities at these included dinners. roller
skating, trips to Point Defiance and ofT-
campus part ies.

-lod! Co"ls



OPPOSITE PAGE: (left to right) Jeannette Swenson,
Cary Martenson and Nancy Slater enjoy a Foss get-
together. THIS PAGE: Foss residents· try to keep
straight faces.
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OPPOSITE PAGE TOP LEFT: Marti Malone doesn't
appreciate heing awakened hy a photographer's flash.
TOP RIGHT: Cheryl Urban and Rich Arnold enjoy the
entertainment during the Foss Christmas part y.
BELOW: Saturday morning cartoon breakfasts look
more like slumber parties. THIS PAGE TOP: Roger
Shanafelt and Mike Heelan participate in a Fo" dorm
meeting. LEFT: Foss president Cam Smock. ABOVE:
Sherric Callahan waits with anticipation for her
Christmas pre,en!.
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An Alcohol Problem?
Students 'like alcohol policy, yet abuse it'

Absolutely no drinking of alcohol is
allowed on the PLU campus.

The Residential Life Office adheres to a no
drinking policy, yet 21 percent of the students
do most of their drinking on campus, accor-
ding to a December survey conducted by the
Mooring Mast.

The survey also revealed that 82 percent of
the students polled drink. Of the people who
drink on campus, 20 percent have a problem
with alcohol and 10 percent of these are
alcoholics, said Dan Coffey, physician's
assistant at the health center.

Coffey advocates the establishment of "a
recognized alcohol program" at PLU.

Foss Hall director Eric Holey surveyed
campus resident assistants last semester to get
their' 'impressions" of the alcohol problem at
PLU. "They saw a lot of alcohol, but the
majority of the RA's reported that it wasn't a
problem, " said Holey.

Holey suggests that one of the reasons
behind theresults of the survey is that college
students don't see alcohol abuse as a problem.
"They're in an experimental stage and see the
problem alcoholic as a skid row bum who
doesn't live at PLU. Be we do have a lot of
people who live here. that drink every day,
resulting in things like vandalism and damage
to interpersonal relationships, and I see that as
a problem," said Holey.

From a Residential Life standpoint, Holey
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said he is concerned about alcohol at PLU,
realizes it is part of the student culture, and
wants to try to help students become respon-
sible drinkers.

"Just because we're a 'Christian' school, it
doesn't mean that we don't have a
problem," said Holey.

Lauralee Hagen of the Residential Life Of-
fice recognizes the presence of alcohol on the
PLU campus, although she sees fewer
problems here than on other campuses.

Hagen said she is frustrated by the current
no drinking policy at PLU. "A great deal of
students are hypocritical about it. They like
the policy, and yet abuse it." PLU needs to
identify the experts in alcohol counseling on
campus and begin the planning process for an
alcohol treatment program, she said.

, 'I see more alcohol than I want to, " said
Pflueger resident assistant Tony Alvarez. The
no drinking policy is not effective, although it
is based on a good philosophy, he said.
"People know they can get away with it and
they'll just get their hand slapped, " he said,
referring to the peer review system of punish-
ment.

Alvarez cited a movement which advocates
the legalization of alcohol on campus. "But
they (the advocates) don't realize the con-
sequences, " he added.

-Liz Meyer
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, 'Bootlegging_' ' _
How to smuggle a six-pack on campus

Buying the beer [s the tricky part when a
person has not quite reached the magic age of
21. And while it's common knowledge that
the guy down at the local grocer's never cards
anybody, the fear that' 'maybe this time he
will" causes a general feeling of uneasiness
throughout the body.

The hands become sweaty, the stomach
queasy and the heart rate rapid as the beer is
set on the counter.

As usual the checker smiles with that
knowing look in his eye and says, "that'll be
$4.27." Instant relief and a mature feeling
of triumph replace the uneasiness as the beer is
put in the bag and the walk back to campus
begins.

A bag with beer in it cannot be carried like
just any bag when it is carried across the
grounds of PLU. The top of the bag must be
folded down as far as it will go with one hand
placed firmly on the bottom and the top of the
bag placed securely underneath the arm and
snug against the body.

This way there is very little chance that the
bottom of the bag will break open revealing
its contents or that an R.A. will view what's
inside as it passes by.

The final test before the journey's end is
the walk through the dorm. It is never the
same twice, as one never knows who he
might meet.

Even though the bag is firmly secured. its
contents. while not conclusive. are pretty
obvious to anyone who cares. Tonight there
are no R.A.s hanging around in the lobby.
and while passing by the R.A. 's room great
satisfaction and comfort are taken in reading
the little message that says. "Rich is off
campus.' •

The loud music coming from Room 1 19

can be heard all the way down the hall,
signifying that this party is well under way.

The security measures at the door rival
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those at any airport; every entrant into the
room must be carefully screened. Knock-
knock-knock on the door causes the entire
room to quiet save for the klink-klink of
glasses being hastily hidden.

"Just a minute." comes a voice from inside.
Finally the door opens a crack, and there is

an overall sigh of relief. It's. only another
willing participant to this weekly rulebreaking
known as an on-campus party. not an R. A.
who happened to pick this night to deliver the
new student handbook.

Inside the room the loud music and un-
decipherable chatter set the mood.

Some attending are here on study breaks,
others because they are lonely or bored, and
still others for the simple fact that they like to
get smashed.

The conversation is of past drinking ex-
periences, campus events and other topics
ranging from serious personal problems to
general rot.

The drinking itself is always at least
subliminally competitive, and tonight is no
exception, as there seems to be an unspoken
requirement to drink it all: if any extra is left
lying around the chance of a write-up in-
creases.

The smell of alcohol hangs in the air and
escapes into the hall. and the noise level rises
in direct proportion to the amount of alcohol
consumed.

The inevitable knock-knock on the door
occurs again, but as before it is only another
person wishing to join the fun.

After about two hours the stage is set for
going out to show off this new-found
inebriation, but not without a quick stop to
relieve the bursting bladder.

This part of the game is known as "after
the fact": the alcohol is gone or hidden. and
while the cause is against the rules, the e(fect
is not.

-
Everybody files from the room, some off to

other parties, some to show off and others to
sleep it off. As usual someone makes the
comment, "One good thing about being a
lightweight: it's economical! "

In the morning there mayor may not be
regrets about this night, but that is not impor-
tant because this is an age where now is what
counts, or so it seems at times, and tomorow
is eons away.

-Peter Brunner



John Summerour, Herh Becker, Rich Walker and Ted
Felin meet the challenge of smuggli[lg beer into Rainier
Hall (formally known as Hinderlie-you wonder why
it's called Rainier?). Bushes, corners of buildings and
the cover of darkness are all used to aid smugglers in
their mission.
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AIE_in~_e~~_~~
Residents like living at the top

The room is dark. Large flat boxes,
assorted pillows, and relaxed bodies are
scattered everywhere: it's difficult to walk
across the floor. Hushed voices break into
wild laughter. An hysterical giggle erupts
from the front of the room, and a voice says,
, 'Sometimes I just think funny things! "

This is Alpine during one of its most
successful events: a dorm pizza and movie
night, complete with 2S 16-inch pizzas and
the movies "Arthur, " "On Golden Pond, ' ,
"An Officer and a Gentleman," and "The
Wrath of Khan. "

Alpine, located on the eighth and ninth
floors of Tinglestad, began the 1982-83
school year with a large turnover of residents.
Only 26 of the previous year's 90 Alpine
residents returned, and just 1 1 of the 64 new
residents were freshmen. Thus, Alpine was a
new upperclass dorm and needed activities
which would draw residents together and
create that sought-after "dorm unity."

In the fall, Alpiners had a dorm "Dating
Game" with some very unusual couples, a
dorm birthday party celebrating everyone's
birthday in one shot, a Christmas open house I

with a family of Peruvian children, and a
Christmas secret pal party with lots of kisses
and hugs and a visit by Santa and his green
elf.

Alpiners enjoyed wing events ranging from
squirt-gun tag at the Tacoma Mall to a
questionable off-campus film festival.

During spring semester, Alpine and Stuen
had a rainy day picnic at American Lake.
Another two-dorm event occurred when
Alpine joined Rainier for an ice cream feed. In
culmination of Alpine's successful year, Dave
Sperry presented the traditional end-of-the-
year slide show while residents looked back
and laughed as they reminisced about the
year.

-Julie Mae
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OPPOSITE PAGE TOP LEFT: Danelle Grady laughs at
the Christmas program. TOP RIGHT: Marilyn
Richardson lets Alan Anderson take her roommate
prisoner. BELOW: Santa Claus delivers gifts with the
assistance of a worthy elf. THIS PAGE TOP LEFT: A
dedicated student relaxes with her studies. TOP
CENTER: Mistletoe does the job for Cheryl Hansen and
Bruce Larson. ABOVE: Dave Sperry removes the
evidence of 25 pizzas. LEFT: Hall director Bret
Burkholder toasts Alpine with a large Coke.
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Everg_re_e_n _
Marshmallow fight; Fonda workouts among dorm memories

In Evergreen, the memories started this
year as they do every year, with upper
c1assmen patiently putting up with incoming
freshmen. Freshmen girls were excited to find
a school full of guys, only to find that dating
was almost non-existent. Sophomore guys,
who were finally free from the label
"freshmen," found being a sophomore
wasn't much different.

When adhering to rigorous study schedules
dorm residents need some form of relief.
How do they spell relief? M-A-R-S-H-M-A-
L-L-O-W F-I-G-H-T!' Evergreen's second
annual marshmallow fight took place in the
main lounge. It will never be forgotten. At
least not until the carpet is replaced.

The annual off campus party was a winner,
with standing room only and dancing on the
ceiling.

Christmas spirits were lifted during dead
week when Santa Claus made a visit, bringing
gifts from parents and sparkling cider for
those who were extra good.

Strategic intellectuals battled for first prize
in the Backgammon tournament. Other
activities included a snow day at Mt. Rainier,
a homemade bread party, and an Evergreen
dance. During the spring semester the hottest
event was the "name the baby ' picture
contest.

Memories of Evergreen will always include
. such unforgettables as travelling trea ts , screw-
your-roommates, Jane Fonda workouts and
the big events in the TV room: "Hill Street
Blues," "Winds of War," and the last
episode of ' 'M * A * S * H ' , .

No one will forget climbing multiple flights
of stairs when the "vator" was broken or
nights spent in the Tinglestad lot during fire
alarms. Neither will anyone forget head
resident Sandy Soohoo. who always had a
smile on her face and helpful advice.

-Donna Underwood aniilr]! flail..,.
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OPPOSITE PAGE TOP: Evergreen RA Kriti Loreen
joins hall director Sandy Soohoo and Kristin Loop in a
relaxing moment during an RA retreat. BOTTOM:
Camera shy? Certainly not (left to right) Hertha
Bartling, Meg McNabb, Angel Clark, Lindsay Alspach
or Cindy Sienko. THIS PAGE TOP LEFT: A crazy Eric
Miller shows off his unique book and attire. TOP
RIGHT: Heidi Babbington (left) and Renata Godfrey
strike a creative pose for roommate pictures. LEFT: Paul
Kuykendall and David Stubbs display their many
interests. ABOVE: The Evergreen lounge turns into a
playground during the One-to-One Christmas party.
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Ivy
Spontaneity, 'the call of the prof' coexist in!Tinglestad dorm

If you believe studies and fun can coex-
ist in a dorm room, then Ivy could be the
place for you. When you're tired of study-
ing you might want to drop by the T.V.
lounge and find out what everyone's
laughing about (watch your feet - you
might knock over a Coke can that's living a
second life as a spittoon).

Unique to the Ivy family is the balance
of three guys' wings to one girls' wing,
which blesses the girls with a large supply
of big brothers. Of course, being a girl in
Ivy, or an "Ivy Wench," as coined by past
lvy generations, does not exempt one from
initiation, a tradition handed down from
the days when Ivy was an all male dorm.

This year's "ceremony" began with in-
itiates being carted off clad in swimsuits or
boxers and shawled by garbage sacks, to be
blindfolded and dropped off somewhere.
After finding their way home, the initiates
participated in just-as-traditional and
just-as-crazy initiation relays on Foss field.
To conclude the ceremony, the new Ivyites
attended "The Spy Who Loved Me" in the
C.K., guys in coat, tie and boxers, girls in
t-shirts and boxers. Classy group.

The fun continued throughout the year,
as illustrated by the infamous and also
traditional Ivy panty raid. (Guys, what did
you think when you saw some of your
underwear on the Christmas tree? Good
scheme, wenches!) Speaking of fun,
anyone who has ever attended an Ivy
dance has witnessed good example of
Ivyites having a good time.

As far as dorm activities go, Thursday
Night Club met just as informally and just
as regularly this year as ever. One night,
Ivyites piled in vans to go to Seattle and
watch the Soncis beat the Portland
Trailblazers. The "wenches" still laugh at
the time they watched the horror movies at
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the 112th Drive-in Theater from a PLU
van.

Of course, the annual spring picnic at
Lake Sawyer, complete with the tradi-
tional refreshments and featuring such ex-
citement as a softball game in the rain and
a couple of brave swimmers, honorably
held up another Ivy tradition. (Hint: Get
to know an Ivyite really well, and you may
be invited to next year's picnic. Act now.
You don't want to miss it).

Yes. Once again Ivy has proved that it is
possible to experience the quality educa-
tion and quality good times in the same
place. Watch an Ivyite breathe a sigh of
relief as he returns from classes to a home
where he can relax and be himself, acting
on spontaneity when he feels the need, or
studying when he hears the call of the prof.
Ask any Ivyite about it.

- Melanie Langdon



OPPOSITE PAGE TOP: Three "wenches" pose for a
family portrait. BELOW: Hawaii is only a dream away.
THIS PAGE TOP LEFf: Sherry Zeiler catches her
breath. TOP CENTER: Ivyites will wear anything to a
party. LEFf AND ABOVE: Betty Bekemeir jumps into
co-ed life.
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Cascade
'Fun pit' is Tinglestad's best-kept secret

Cascade hall: The first, second and third
floors of Tinglestad. You knowk Ivyires. it's
the place where the "vator" starts. It's those
two flashes of light you see in the crack
between the doors. That's us. Cascade.

The Cascade Christmas party was hot.
K.J. (Kelly Johnson) and Toad (Todd Martin)
ledus all in songs and the like, and all the
dudes wore rags that really knocked us out.

And the movie nights: From fab Beatles
flicks to thriller chillers, we pulled out· the
sleeping bags and watched them until dawn.

And what about third west and its graffiti
wall? Decode some of those words, and you
could write a book that would make Scruples
look like a Disney. movie.

Some dudes 'round Tinglestad might say
nothin ' much happens in Cascade. That's the
way we wanna keep it. Go ahead and let 'em
ride that vator on by, and let Cascade keep
bein' the fun pit of Tinglestad.

-Rod Zeiler
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OPPOSITE PAGE TOP: (left to right) Andy Kyllo,
Todd Martin, Dana Martens, Dave Pratt , Mike
Stangland and Steve Knudsen raise the floor of Ivy
House. BELOW: Sheik and chic live together in
Cascade. THIS PAGE TOP: Erik Rasmussen and Rod
Zeiler dress for dorm tunctions. LEFT": Cascade stares
back. ABOVE: Kelly Johnson plays the part of the
wandering musician.
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Alternative Housing~ ~_~_
Half-on half-off housing offers extra space, change of pace

For students tired of the confines of
dormitory rooms, Delta Hall, Evergreen
Court, and Park Avenue House are three
alternatives which provide a unique change of
pace.

Located on the south side of Tingelstad,
Delta and Evergreen offer a relaxing,
apartment-like atmosphere to their
approximately 85 residents.

Delta's 'units are share by two students.
Many use the lofts as a location for beds,
providing more space for relaxation and
lounging around.

Evergreen residents (four to a unit) enjoy
the luxury of a kitchen, "living room, " and a
shared front lawn.

Considered "on campus, " both Delta and
Evergreen Court have resident assistants, and
students obey the same housing policies as
those in convential dorms.

Park Avenue House, located behind the
health center on I20th and Parke A~., is yet
another option.

While also considered' 'on campus," Park
Avenue House has the luxuries of off campus
living, including a kitchen, living room,
washer and dryer, and a seperate bedroom.
Park Avenue House occupants do not have a
resident assistant.

Park Avenue House, Delta Hall and
Evergreen Court are all unique alternative
living options. Applications for these
residences are taken during the spring of the
preceding year, and acceptance is based
primarily on the number of credit hours
completed, and the number of semesters
previously lived on campus.

This year, and RHC Alternative Housing
committee presented- a proposal for policy
changes for Del ta, Evergreen and Park
Avenue residents. The changes would affect
drinking, food service, pet and visitation
policies.
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OPPOSITE PAGE: Rich Vranjes knows the easy-going
life at Park Avenue House. THIS PAGE TOP LEFf:
Leslie Vandergaw looks for new prospects for a movie.
ABOVE: Dave Moylan proves that studying does
happen in Delta. FAR LEFf: Mark Warren smiles in the
sun. LEFf: Manyd Taylor cuddles with her teddy hear.
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SurvivalOffCarnE_u_s ~ _
Off campusers live withoutRA's, sometimes without groceries

The clock reads 8:35 a.m.
Class is at 9 a.m. It's cold and rainy out.

Its takes half an hour to get to campus. The
off. campus studen t is in a quandary . To go or
not to go? Naaahh ... You'd be late and risk
disrupting the class. Might as well go back to
sleep.

Off campus living offers much more
freedom than dorm living. It also requires
more discipline. It's easy to get into the
routine of missing classes for various reasons:
it's too far; your car broke down; your ankle
hurts; your roommate is sick and there's no
one to take care of him or her.

Off-campus there are no visitation rules, no
quiet hours, no RA's, no peer review board.
There is no food from Uncle Bob.
(Sometimes theres no food at all.)

For some' 'living off" can mean a sense of
alienation from the PLU campus and students.
Li\ring off campus can make meeting new

people difficult.
There are also responsibilities attached to

living off campus: budgeting, studying and
doing things for yourself. No one else will
call the oil company for more oil in the furnace
so the temperature in your house does not
rival that of a Siberian tundra in mid-January.
Things are not automatically taken care of.

Groceries must be bought and finances can
be tight.

, 'Popcorn for dinner again? ' ,
"Yes, but this time I sauteed it!"
Off campus living gives students the op-

portunity to be independent and to learn to
discipline themselves both academically and
financially. Budgeting, studying and cooking
take on new creative dimensions.

"OK, the phone company wants $75 this
month. I have $3.23 for the rest of the
month. "

"Guess I'd better call home now before the

phone gets disconnected. ' ,
Students living off campus don't have to

deal with the erratic hours and quirks of 40
other people. Some off campus students have
rediscovered the pleasure of having their own
bathrooms.

The biggest benefit of living off campus is
that it gives a sense of the real world. Dorm
life can be a sheltering experience, and, while
off-campus students may not be classified as
worldly, they do have an idea of what it's like
to make ends meet each month. They learn to
deal with the telephone company, landlords,
and the shelf life of green vegetables.

Most off -campus students still have to
deal with roommates, time management and
finding a quiet place to study, but in the long
run, most students would agree that the
advantages far outweigh the disadvantages.

The off. camp user can, after all, stumble to
the shower at 10:30 a.m. without meeting a

half-dozen dorm dwelling schedule
memorizers asking, "Don't you usually have
class at 9 a.m. ? "

-Kris Wallerich

LEFT: Off campus students sometimes go to extremes
trying to stay warm in the winter. THIS PAGE: And
they love cooking for themselves.
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was a freshman.
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Actually, that was five
years ago. And two years
ago you couldn't wait to
get out.



Well, I'm ready! Just
think, car payments, job
hunting, apartment rentals!

Yeah, but now that I'm
facing the Ilreal world" it
all seems to have gone by
so fast.
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Betty Aarvik , Business Administration

Joan Alherg, Psychology
Nancy Allaire, Religion

Elan Allen, Geology
Moharnad Al-Mohanadi . Public Admin., Social Science

Ahdul Al-Rourni. Business Administration

Tony Alvarez, Business Administration
Dave Amundson, Business Administration

Dennis Andersen, French, Psychology

Kathleen Anderson, English

Maria Andino, Nursing

lillian Andre, Education
Wai-Chung Au, Mathematics, Computer Science

Tannu Bahadursingh, Nursing
Ann Baughman, Education

Todd Baxter, Undecided

Iody Beake . Mathematics, Spanish

Marie Bean, Music. Religion

Susan Bean, Music
Robert Bedford, Economics
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Mark Beeksma , Economics

Joel Beisner, Accounting

Anne Bender, Business Administration
Beverly Berard, Nursing

Herlog Logan Berge, Business Administration

Bruce Berton, International Relations

Karen Bessette, Biology

Cynthia Betts, Physical Education
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Rohert Bickford, Economics

Christine Block, Social Welfare

Aya Blow, Nursing

Carl Bolstad, English, Psychology
Paul Boots, Eart h Science

Mike Boozer, History

Kristi Bosch, Physical Education

Renata Bmwell, Education

Becky Bowers, Mathematics
Carol Braailadt, Social Work, Religion

Scott Breitenbach: Business Administration
Rohanna Brosten , Social Welfare
Richard Brummet. German

Peter Brunner, Business Administration, English

Lisa Bryan, Nursing

Laura Buck, French

Laura Burger, Nursing
Robert Burks, Social Welfare
Alison Burrell, Business Administration

Betty Buslach, Education

Gerald Buss, History

Margaret Carey, Nursing

Kathy Cartrue . Psychology
Kelly Carlisle, Education

Linda Carlson, Political Science
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Timothy Clark, Business Administration
Laura Cleland, Legal Studies

Michael Carlson, Communication Arts
Pamela Carlson, Communication Arts

Stephen Carlson, Mathematics
]eanine Case, Psychology

Daniel Chadburn, Music
Allen Chery, Recreation
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Patricia Connelly, Recreation

Patricia Conrad, Art

Deborah Consear, Business Administrution

James Cotta, Music
Cindy Curtis, Physical Education

Stephen Dahlberg. Biology, Chemistry

Marie Dalalian, Education
Cynthia Dalton, Chemistry
Lisa Danforth, Education

Lori Danielson, Biology

[asem Dashti, Communication Arts

Lisa Davis, Psychology
Vicki Day, Education

Barhara Dennis, Nursing

Terry Dietsch. Nursing

Rebecca Disney. Social Welfare
Christina Doelman, Business Administration

Brent Donaldson, Economics

Margaret Donatello , Art,

Eric Dooley. Biolog}
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Monica Dryver , Education
Linda Dyson, Biology
Carol Eddy, Nursing
Nancy Egaas, Chemistry

Ruth Elder, Chemistry
Martin Eldred, Religion
Scott Ellerby. Political Science, Legal Studies
Bracy Elton, Mathematics, Computer Science

Cheryl Ensor, Psychology
Karen Erickson, Physical Education
Dori Etzel, Psychology
Carolina Evans, Education

196 Seniors



Mc-lodce EVt..'Il~()Il, Education

5(0(( Eylander, Educauon
Samuel Fellin, Biology
Chris Ficken, Education

Ramin Firoozv«. Ellgli<.;h. Computer Sri, Phil()<.;ophv

Dons Fischer, Business Admini-trurion
Michael Flodin, Mathematics, Computer Science

Joseph Foss, Communication Arts

Kathy Foster, Anthropology
Sharon Friedrich, Business Adminstrauon

Mary Frisbie, Education
Deborah Frost, Education

Sharon Garlick, Computer Science

Karen Gatley, Exercise Physiology
Gary Geil, Business Administration
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Kris Geldaker, Business Administration
Shah ram Ghaedi, Economics

Tamara Gilbertson, Education
Michael Givens, Business Administration

Nicki Glaser, Mathematics, Computer Science
Lisa Grady, Biology

Julie Graham, Nursing
Teresa Grambo, Business Administration



Ken Graven. Religion
David Gremmels. Business Administration
Charles Guildner, Economics
Linda Gutmann. Business Administration
Karren Hadley. Psychology

Laura Hahn. Education
William Haines
Victoria Hamlin. Music
Geir Hansen. Business Administration
Randi Hansen. Education

Stacia Hansen. Nursing
Lori Hanson. Education
Jon Harms. Philosophy
Joyce Harpole. Business Administration
William Harrigfeld, Economics

~~rbara Haryn, Nursing
Joyce Hatayama. Nursing
Karin Haugen. Business Administration
Ellen Hazen. Education

Scott Herfindahl. Business Administration
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Daniel Hermansen. Recreation
Lori Hermansen. Nursing
Mark Hester. History. Legal Studies
Elizabeth Hewes. Psychology
Kimberly Hiatt. Music

Lisa Hicks. Communication Arts
Teri Hirano. Communication Arts
Jeff Hobson. Biology
Teresa Hoglund. Business Administration
Mark Hoffmeister. Economics

Nancy Holm. Nursing
Caroline Holfeld, Education
Karla Hovland. Business Administration
Amineh Husain
Rand Huso , Physics. Engineering

Sonja Ingebritsen. Psychology
Mari Ingvaldsen, Communication Arts
Gary Irby, Education
Camille Irmler, History. Religion
Paul Isaacson. Biology

Tore Isaksen. Business Administration
Jeanne Jackson. German. Psychology
Jennifer Jacobson. Music
Teresa Jacobson. Art
Hugh jass. Religion

Jack Iaunal. History
Terey Jennings. Business Administration
Jackie Jensen. Music
Phillip Jerde. Communication Arts. Legal Studies
Betsy Johnson. Nursing
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Eric Johnson. Biology
Mark Johnson. Psychology
Suzanne Johnson. Education
Dale Jones. Education
Gwendolyn Jones. Business Administration

Kristin Kaden. Communication Arts
Elaine Karpenski, Mathematics. Computer Science
Jeff Kasler. Education
Wayne Keller. Business Administration
James Kenote , Classics

Lori Keyser. Psychology
Philip K"omomik. Business Administration
Susan Kramer. Social Welfare
Monica Krueger. Education
Kimberly Krumm. Computer Science

Alaine Kuhlman. Business Administration
Kathryn Laird. Business Administration
Gerry Lamar. Business Administration
David Larson. Psychology
Lori Laufman , Business Administration

John Lewis. Business Administration
Joanne Lindberg, Nursing
Susan linden. Nursing
Michel Linquist. Political Science
Sara Lopez. Education

Mark Lorberau, English
Cary Lowe. Business Administration
Barbara Lucker. Education
Carlene Lukin. Business Administration
Suzanne Lund. Education
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Tim Lusk , Business Administration, Political Science
Mark Lux, Business Administration
Donald MacLane, Ir., Computer Science
Lisa Macs, Education

Patrick Madden, Communication Arts
Deborah Maier, Education
Don Maier, Education
Roger Mallory, Education

Brendan Mangan, Political Science, Economics
Laura Manning, .Education
Tammy Marking,
Dana Martens, Business Administration

Mary Martin, Education
Marla Marvin, Political Science, Psychology
Cheryl Mathisen, Business Administration
Sara Matson, Communication Arts
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Douglas Mattson, Physics, Engineering
Tom McArthur, Communication Arts
Cheryl McColm, Education
Helen McDaid, Nursing

Elaine McDaniel, Business Administration
jaye McGee, Business Administration
Karen McKean, Education
Laurie McLean, Art

204 Seniors
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Kerry McMullen, Business Administration

Joy McNally, Business Administration

Michael McNamara, Chemistry, Biology
Alice Melling, Economics

Judy Meteyer, Business Administration

Cathy Milburne, Nursing

Debra Miller, Education
Lisa Carol Miller, Communication Arts
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Jennie Miller. Psychology
Kirk Miller. Economics
Lisa Marie Miller. Education
Terri Miller. Business Administration
Michelle Millett. Business Administration

Sandra Mix. Physical Education. Recreation
Dennis Morehouse. Music
Lisa Munson. Education
Jill Murray. Business Administration
Marquita Murton. Business Administration

Gene Nadeau. History
Krista Neely. Education
Beth Neidhold , Education
Patricia Nellerrnoe , Business Administration
David Nelson. Political Science

Janice Nelsen. Business Administration
Jennifer Nelson. Education
Kim Nelson. Business Administration
Kim Nesselquisr, Political Science
Mariko Nishida. Sociology. Spanish
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Mike Norian, Business Administration
Bruce Norman, Art
Craig Norman, Business Administration
Abdulrahman Obaidan, Sociology

Eric Of stun , Psychology, Global Studies
Brian Olson, Economics
David Olson, Business Administrtion
Elizabeth Opatz , Education

Kevin Ostendorf. Business Administration
F. Turney Oswald, Education
Sally Otterson, Mathematics
Paul Parker, Legal Studies

Jerry Payne, Business Administration
Kirsten Pederson, Business Administranon
Cynthia Peterson, Business Adminsitration
David Peterson, Mathematics
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Mark Peterson, Biology
Kurt Phillips, Business Administration
Ingrid Pihl, Nursing

Julie Pitsch, Nursing
Ka;en Pitt-Hart, Communication Arts
Julia Pornerenk, English, Psychology

Keith Posehn, Biology
Lynn Pountain, Communication Arts
David Quam, Chemistry

Carolyn Ralph, Nursing
Janet Redmond, History
Nancy Reininger, Political Science
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julianna Reinke. Art
Alyson Remy. Communication Arts
Debra Rio. Business Administration
Lisa Ritthaler. Communication Arts

Karen Roalkvam , Education
Joanna Robinson. Economics
Douglas Rogelsrad, Education
Jacqueline Romano. Social Welfare

Karin Rose. Education
Lynneue Rose. Communication Arts
Erwin Rosin. Biology
Leanne Ross. Business Administration

210 Seniors



Paul Rothi, Mathematics, Computer Science
Noel Rude, Business Administration
Margaret Rudy, Social Welfare, Psychology
Rachel Running, Nursing

Tina Ryan, Business Adminstration
Diana Saeger, Education
Torre Sagvold, Business Administration
Patricia Sargent. Communication Arts

Jenny Schierholtz , Nursing
Christine Schneeberger, Business Administration
James Scheibe, Business Administration
Marilyn Snyder, Music
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Philip Schor, Biology
Janet Schwaninger. Business Administration
Sandra See. Education
Chalky Seibert. Education
Paula Shea. English. History

Michele Sheedy
Karla Sherman. Nursing
Krystal Skoop, Education. Music
Steven Siefert. Sociology
Jeanette Silva. Art

Anita Smith. Business Administration
Denise Smith. Political Science
Elaine Smith. Education
Janice Smith. Recreation. Therapy
Rebecca Smith. Nursing

Suzanne Smithson. Nursing
Lori Soderlund. Education
Kathy Solie. Sociology
David Sorey. Music
jacki Spencer. Education

Rebecca Splinter. Business Administration
Karen Stakkestad. Mathematics
Anne Stangeland. Communication Arts
Debra Steichen. Education
Jim Stoda, Political Science

212 Seniors
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Greg Stokes, Education
Kenneth Stoner, Education
Joseph Sundal , Political Science, Norwegian
Cathleen Swanson, Education

Kayla Swick, Business Administration
Garnette Tait , Nursing _
Erlynn Tanael, Social Welfare
Debby Thompson, Business Administration

Robert Dale Thomas. Business Administration
Rosemarie Thomas, -Education
Cynthia Thorsun, Education
Brian Trefry, History, Education

214 Seniors



Andreas Udbye, Business Administration
Cheryl Ulleland, Business Administration
Donna Underwood, Communication Arts
Sonja Van Der Maas, English, Norwegian
Teresa Vanwoudenberg, Chemistry

Dale Visinaiz , Anthropology
Lisa Voerberg , Education
Stacy Waddell, Education
Helen Wallace, Norwegian
Bonnie Walsh, Nursing

Ted Walters, Business Administration
Karen Weathermon, English
Kelly Webb, Psychology
Anneliese Weik, Nursing
Margaret Werle, Computer Science
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Stacey Westering. Communication Arts
Linda Westpfahl
Christine Weyland. Psychology
Teresa Whipple. Nursing

James Wiedeman. History
Keith Wiernerslage , History
Joy Williams. Business Administration
Sandra Williams. English

Ray Wilson. Education
Bonnie Wishon. English. Philosophy
Kimberly Wold. Nursing
Owen Wollum , Psychology

216 Seniors
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Sandra Wong
Steven Wooten. Communication Arts
Craig Wright. Biology
Debra Wright. Education
Vida Yingling. Business Administration
Midori Yokoyama. Biology

Bessie Young. Chemistry
James Young. Economics
Nancy Zak, Education
Ben Zielke. Political Science
Levko Klos. Psychology
Michael Moore. Music

Tammy Nichols. English
Susan Oakland. Education
Barbara PicKell, English

Kristi Redlin. Physical Ed .• Recreation
Alfred Simpson. Jr.
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2 I 8 Gruduution

Commencement
Ground broken for center as 597 graduate

A helicopter circles in the 75-degree heat.
Rumors of a protest crackle through the
crowd. Perched on second story-level
scaffolding, cameramen train their. equipment
at the speakers' platform. The 1983
Commencement boasted more diversions than
most.

Five hundred ninety-seven black-robed
degree candidates stood behind their teachers,
shifting back and forth and fanning
themselves with paper programs as university
President William Rieke turned the first
shovelful of dirt for the William 0: Rieke
Science Center, scheduled to be completed in
1985.

Students opposed to the construction of the
new science building and to the
administrative, rather than student,
organization of the graduation and
groundbreaking ceremonies planned a protest
to take place during the formality. Students

who disagreed with the actions were, said a
flyer circulated among graduating seniors, to
turn their backs on the groundbreaking
proceedings.

After the groundbreaking, students and
faculty filed into Olson Auditorium to the
now-traditional "Processional of Joy."
David Wold, head of the Board of Regents,
Bishop Clifford Lunde of the American
Lutheran Church and Rieke spoke to the
audience. Rieke addressed the problem of
uncertainty faced by many graduates,
recommending "a bias for action' , as a policy
for success.

Dave Gremmels and Sandy Mix presented
Rieke with a senior gift of $20,000,

continuing the university's traditional
, 'Sharing in Strength" senior contribution
campaign.

-Barb PicKell
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OPPOSITE PAGE LEFT: Terry Frawley grins at an
onlooker. BELOW: President William Rieke breaks
ground for a new science building to be named after
him. Bishop Clifford Lunde (left) and David Wold
oversee the task. THIS PAGE TOP RIGHT: George
Arbaugh, the university marshal, leads the faculty
procession with the traditional mace. ABOVE: Dave
Sorey catches a breeze. LEFT: Kirsten Pederson is
relieved.
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Aa
Betty Aarvik , 190
Mohamad Al-Mohandi, 190
Abdul Al-Roumi, 190
Joan Alberg, I 90
Nancy Allaire, 190
Linda Allen, 190
Lindsay Alspach, I78
Stacey Amann, 42, 190

Marty Ambacher 153
Ruth Andal , 190
David Andersen, 59
Dennis Andersen, I90
Alan Anderson, 59, 176, 181
Eric Andersen, 79
Kathleen Anderson, 190
Maria Andino, I90
Lillian Andre, I90
Kevin Aoki, 87
Richard Arnold, 70
Robbin Asbjomsen, 75
Wai-Chung Au, 190
Monica Aughnay, 93
Bb
Heidi Babington, 179
Tanna Bahadursingh, 190
Mark Bankson, I 8 I

, Hertha Bartling, 178
Kent Bassett, 27
David Batker , 108
Ann Baughman, 190
Todd Baxter, 190
Jody Beake, I90
Marie Bean, I90
Susan Bean, I90

Herb Becker, I75
Robert Bedford, 190,
Mark Beeksma, 191
Joel Beisner, 191
Anne Bender, I9 I
Beverly Berard, I91
Herlog Berge, 191
Bruce Berton, 55, 191
Karen Bessette, I9 I
Cynthia Betts, 86, 191
Elaine Bickar, 74
Bickford Bob, 192
Bob Bickford, 192
Christine Block, 192
Aya Blow, 192
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Carl Bolstad, 192
Jacqueline Bonneau, 22

Dean Bonnell, 108
Paul Boots, 192
Mike Boozer, 192
Kristi Bosch, 192
Renate Boswell, 192
Becky Bowers, 192
Carol Braafladt, 192

Rick Brauen, 56
Scott Breitenbach, i92
Bryan Brenchley. 83
Shannon Brinias, 74
Nick Brossoit, 76
Robanna Brostan, 192
William Brown, 140
Peter Brunner, 192
Lisa Bryan, 192
Laura Buck, 192
Laura Burger, 192
Bret Burkholder, 27
Robert Burks, 192
Alison Burrell, 192
Betty Buslach, 93, 192

Gerald Buss, 55, 192
Kerri Butcher, 89
Cc
Karen Calfas, 134
Sherrie Callaham, 7 1
Conine Calvo, 29

Keith Cantor, I 13
Margaret Carey, 192
Katheryn Carfrae, 192
Kelly Carlisle, 192
Linda Carlson, 194
Michael Carlson, 69, 194
Pamela Carlson, 194
Stephen Carlson, 194
Steve Carlson, 46
Steve Carter, 14 I
jeanine Case, 194
Daniel Chadburn, 194
Douglas Chamberlain, 160,
Scott Cheldelin, 138
Allen Chery, 194
Timothy Chose, 169
Angela Clark, 178

Timothy Clark, 194
Laura Cleland, 93, 194
David Cole, 91

Keni Cole, 116
Patricia Connelly, 195
Patricia Conrad, 195
Deborah Consear , 23, 195
James Cotta, 195
Elizabeth Crowe, 82
Cynthia Curtis, 195
Pamela Curtis, 55
Dd
Stephen Dahlberg, 195
Marie Dalalian , 195
Cynthia Dalton, 195
Lisa Danforth, 195
Lori Danielson, 195

jasem Dashti , 195
Lisa Davis, 195
Stacey Davis, 93
Todd Davis, 78, 180
Frank Day, 119
Vicki Day, 195
Debra Atley, 42

Jill Delap, 74
Dean Demulling, 23
Terry Dietsch, 195
Rebecca Disney, 195
Christina Doelman, 195
Diane Dohner, 74
Robin Dollarhide, I I 3
Brent Donaldson, 195
Margaret Donatello , 195
Eric Dooley, 195
Monica Dryver, 196
Kevin Dykman, 94
Linda Dyson, 196
Ee

Carol Eddy, 196
Charles Edgerton, 149
Nancy Egaas, 196
Mark Eibel, 156

Ru th Elder, 196
Martin Eldred, 64, 196
Scott Ellerby , 196
Nancy Ellertson, 85
Jeffrey Elston, 78
Bracy Elton, 196

Bjorg Engen, 159
Cheryl Ensor, 196
Karen Erickson, 196
Sylvia Estrada, 25
Dorcas Etzel. 196
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Carole Evans. 196
Melodee t.venson. 197
Scott Eylander , 197
Ff .
Samuel Fellin. 42. 197
Theodore. Fellin. 175
Chris Ficken. 197
Ramin Firoozye , 197
Doris Fischer. 197
Michael Flodin. 197
Joseph Foss. 197
Kathleen Foster. 197
Terea Frawley. 218
SharonFriedrich. 197
Mary Frisbie. 197
Deborah Frost. 197
Terri Fry. 75. I77
Elizabeth Fulsher , 152
Gg
Sharon Garlick. 197
Elise Garrett. 74
Karen Gatley. 197
Gary Geil. 197
Kris Geldaker , 198
Shahram Ghaedi, 198
Steve Gibbs. 84
Tamara Gilbertson; 198
Julie Givens. 125
Michael Givens. 198
Nicola Glaser. 198
Renata Godfrey. 179
Kathryn Gotshall. 180. 181
Danelle Grady. 176
Lisa Grady. 198
Julie Graham. 198
Teresa Grarnbo , 198
Kendall Graven. 199
David Grernmels , 199
Charles Guildner , 199
George Gundersen. 140
Tandy Gunderson. 29. 145
Shauna Guscott , I I.?

Linda Gutmann. 199
Hh
Karren Hadley. I99
Laura Hahn. 199
William Haines. 199
Gary Haldorson , 141
Victoria Hamlin. 199
Cheryl Hansen. 75

Craig Hansen. 68. 69
Geir Hensen. I 99
Randi Hansen. 199
Stacia Hansen. 199
David Hanson. 159
Lori Hanson. 199
Jonathan Harms. 199
Joyce Harpole. 199
William Harrigfeld. 199
Barbara Haryn , 199
Karin Haugen. 199
Ellen Hazen. I 9Y
William Heelen , 7 I
Scott Herfindahl , 199
Daniel Hermansen. 201
John Hermansen. 156. 157
Mark Hester. 20 I
Elizabeth Hewes. 20 I
Kimberly Hiatt. 20 I
Lisa Hicks. 20 I
Teri Hirano. 20 I
Jeff Hobson. 20 I

Mark Hoffmeister. 20 I
Teresa Hoglund. 20 I
Caroline Holfeld. 20 I
Nancy Holm. 201
Kerri Hopkins. 65
Jeanine Hopp , 72
Karla Hovland. 20 I
James Huff. 84
Robert Huff. 138
Amineh Husain. 201
Sverre H use. 9i
Rand Huso , 20 I
Ii
Sonja Ingebritsen , 20 I
Mari Ingvaldsen. 20 I
Gary Irby , 20 I
Camille Irrnler , 20 I
Paul Isaacson. 20 I
Tore Isaksen. 20 I
Roger Iverson. 113. 139
Jj
Jeanne Jackson. 20 I
Jennifer Jacobson. 20 I
Teresa Jacobson. 20 I
Jack jaunal , 20 I
Terence Jennings. 20 I
Jackson Jensen. 20 I
Phillip Jerde. 20 I

Bets y Johnson. 20 I
Eric Johnson. 202
Kelly Johnson. 27. 50. 183
Laura Johnson. 49
Mark Johnson. 202
Suzanne Johnson. 202
Dale Jones. 202
Gwendolyn Jones. 202
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Kristin Kaden. 202
Elaine Karpenski , 202
Jeffrey Kasler. 202
Mark Kauth. 141
Wayne Keller. 202
Steven Kelly. 181
James Kenote , 202
Lori Keyser. 202
David Klein. 69
Sheryl Klemme. 176
Levko Klos. 21 7
Steve Knudsen. 182
Craig Koessler ••(,'6
Gary Koessler , 97
Philip Komernik , 202
Susan Kramer. 202
Andreas Kriefall. 1 13
Monica Krueger. 202
Kimberly Krumm. 202
Alaine K~hlman. 202
Paul Kuykendall. 179
Karen Kvale. 85
Anne Marie Kvamme. 143
Andrew Kyllo. 182
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Kathryn Laird. 202
Gerry Lamar. 202
Bruce Larson. 77
David Larson. 202
Lon Laufman , 202
Tamara Lerv.ck , 86
John Lewis. W2
Joanne Lindt)~rg. 202
Susan Linden. 202
Caren Linn. 28
Michel Linquist. 202
Ann Loch tie. 93
Kristin Londgren. 75
Kristin Loop. 1 78
Sara Lopez. 125. 202
Cary Lowe. 202
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Barbara Lucker, 202
Jonette Lucky, 134
Carlene Lukin, 202
Suzanne Lund, 20)
Ian Lunde, 55, 59
Timothy Lusk , 204
Mark Lux, 204
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Lisa Macs , 204
Patrick Madden, 204
Lisa Magee, 75
Deborah Maier, 204
Donald Maier, 204
Roger Mallory, 204
Marti Malone, 170
Brendan Mangan, 204
Laura Manning, 204
Tammy Marking, 204
Dana Martens, 204, 182
Cary Martenson, Cary , 168
Mary Martin, 204
Todd Martin, 182
Marla Marvin, 204
Cheryl Mathisen, 204
Sara Matson, 204
Douglas Mattson, 204
Debra May, 145
Tom McArthur, 204
C:.eryl McColm, 204
Helen McDaid, 204
Elaine McDaniel, 204
Ken McElroy, 90
Iaye McGee, 204
Karen McKean, 204
Laurie McLean, 204
Kerry McMullen, 206
Meb McNabb, 178
Joy McNally, 206
Michael McNamara, 206
Alice Melling, 125, 206
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Debra Miller, 206
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